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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The noise produced by jet engines comes from three sources - the intake compressor or
fan, the internal engine components, and the jet flow of gases from the engine exhaust.
This report is concerned solely with the latter source, which determines the jet noise
level threshold of the engine after $he first two sources have been sufficiently reduced.

Jet noise results from the mixing of the jet flow with the ambient air. This mixing
process is turbulent in nature, consisting of velocity and aerodynamic pressure fluctu-
ations in the mixing region which produce the noise audible in the acoustic far field.
This for-field noise is reasonably well understood for a single circular jet and accurate
prediction methods are available, although many details remain to be clarified.

However, modern jet engines are no longer pure jet engines but utilize the bypass
principle. The exhaust from such an engine consists of a central jet of hot gas that has
passed through the combustion chamber (termed the primary jet in this report) which is
surrounded by the cooler, slower bypass flow (termed the secondary jet).

On some low bypass engines, the bypass flow does not completely surround the primary
flow. This practice is being discontinued with increasing ratios, however, so that for
all practical purposes the secondary bypass air can be considered to be coaxial with
the primary flow and to completely surround it.

The mixing flow pattern from such a coaxial jet is much more complex "han that from a
single jet with the additional complication that there are many more variables to be
considered. Consequently, accurate theoretical prediction of the noise is much more
difficult. This difficulty in prediction motivated this experimental study to measure
the noise from coaxial flowl, covering the Full range of physical and aerodynamic
parameters to be expected from existing and Future bypass jet engines. The parameters
of intefest include:

0 Ratio of the secondary (bypass) mass flow to the primary roost flow
* Rotio of the secondary flow velocity to the primary flow velocity
* Ratio of the secondary flow area to the primary flow area
* Relative axial positions of the secondary and primary nozzles

- * Primary nozzle pressure ratio
* Temperature of the primary jet

This report gives the results of on experimental study using model jets in which all the
above pcrameters were examined. The study included a series of more than three
hurired separate model jet tests. The data from these tests were then analyzed to
detenine sounid power output and directivity patterns of the model jet co figurations,
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and were scaled to give the equivalent acoustic output for Full sized engines. The full-
scale data are presented in terms of the sound pressure spectrum and perceived noise
level along two sidelines at 500 feet and 1500 feet from the jet axis.

The data were also used to determine the decrease in acoustic output that results from
the use of a bypass flow configuration relative to the acoustic output of a single jet
nozzle which has the same flow characteristics as the primary jet and the same thrust as
that of the bypass flow configuration. The effects of area ratio, velocity ratio, and
the relative axial position of the primary and secondary nozzles on this noise reduction
were examined. Finally, these noise reduction data were reinterpreted to indicate the
flow characteristics required to give a jet with minimum acoustic output for a given
amount of gross thrust and the acoustic penalty that results if the actual flow charac-
teristics depart from those optimal design conditions.

Section 2 reviews pertinent aspects of the noise generation of jets from circular and
multiple nozzles, and develops a simple analytical model which describes tho noise
generation of coaxial jets. Section 3 details the experimental test hardware, instru-
mentation and the data analysis procecknes. Section 4 presents the basic experimental
data, and Section 5 contains a discussion of the results and the development of pre-
diction techniques applicable to full-scale engines. The principal conclusions ore
given in Section 6.

Seven (7) appendices are included in this volume. They include o directory of experi-
mental runs, the computer program for data analysis, some samples of measured jet flow
profiles and a summary of the principal acoustic data obtained. The detailed flow and
acoustic data ore contained in Volume II.
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2.0 NOISE GENERATION BY COAXIAL JET FLOWS

2.1 Noise Generation of Jets From Single Circular Nozzles

Jet flows generate sound by the turbulent mixing of the gas flow with the ambient atmos-
phere. This process was first properly documented by Lighthill (References I and 2),
who recognized that the turbulent shear stresses resulting fmm the momentum exchange
produced pressure fluctuations and a radiated sound field. The process of conversion of
jet mechanical energy to acoustical energy is relatively inefficient. However, because
of the high mechanical energy of a jet exhaust flow, the resulting noise is of great
significance for the design of jet aircraft engines.

In the studies of the properties of jet noise generation, the importance of the velocity
of the jet flos, is easily identified. The overall sound power of single circular jet
flows up to approximately "000 fps i, proportina! to the eighth power of the velocity.
Althouvi the flow velocity ik the most important parameter in the determination of the
sound power output of a jet, the physical size and the temperature of the jet are also
irmportant. Lighthill showed that the sound output was directly proportional to the jet
nozzle area. The flow velocity is a function of temperature- heating the flow will
increase the velocity for a given nozz!o pressure ratio, thus increasing the noise.
Alternatively, if the velocity is maintained constant, the noise will decrease as tem-
perature is increased because of a reduction in density. It is possible to reduce the
noise slightly for fixed thrust by heating the gas while maintaining the same exit
velocity, as documented by Plumblee et al (References 3 and 4).

The relationship between overall sound power level and jet flow parameters is given in
Figure 1. The power spectrum can be normalized on tWe basis of a strouhal number
(fd,/U) modified by the ratio (a*/c 0 ) of the critical velocity of sound in the flow to
that in the surrounding ambient air (References 5 and 6). The results for typical jets
are given in Figure 2. The sound field is directional, with a predominont ,ound
radiation occurring, at an acute angle to the jet flow direction, as illustrated in
Figure 3. This directionality is believed to Le the result of the convection of the dis-
turbances within the flow and the refraction of the sound within the flow field, with
the approximate relationship,; indkated in Figure 4 (References 5, 9, 10 and 11).
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Figure 1. Relationship Between Overall Sound Power Level, Normalized by
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Pressure Ratios less than 2.3. Data from References 6 and 7.
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The velocity profiles in the flow of a constant density circular jet can be approxi-
mated with the profile given in Figure 5. The flow momentum rate across any down-
stream station, which equals the net thrust of the jet, is given by:

OD1
M =F = rr2 PU 2  WP a2U2 + 2 U rdr (1)

x n n n n n n f

where
M = jet momentum at downstream station x
F = jet thrust
r = radius
r = jet nozzle radius
Pk = density in plane of nozzle
a = radius of core at downstream station x (0 < a < rn)
U = nozzle exit velocity n

Un  = centerline velocity at station x (0 < U < Un )
,7 = (r- a)/b - C n
b = width parameter

1. I I I ' " II I I_ '

*1.0r

U e~2 '~ x/r o/r~ 6/rnU '22 n n n

u / 4.58 .60 .40

.6- o 7.60 .38 .65
S0 9 12.00 0 1.0

" 4 : __. ,.__.. ".61

0 .4

.2 Core

0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4

Non-dimensional Radius Parameter, ra

Figure 5. Comparison of Assumed Velocity Profile for Axisymmetric Constant Density Jet
with Mach 0.7. Data from Laurence, Reference 13.
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This relationship, together with the assumption of a constant coefficient of momentum
exchange throughout the mixing process in the flow, permits an analytical solution of
the constant density jet velocities throughout the entire flow, as illustrated in
Figure 6. This solution was obtained in terms of the normalized axial distance (x/r n)
from the nozzle to the tip of the potential core. The length of the core is a
function of Mach number, as shown by the empirical curve in Figure 7. When the jet
is surrounded by a moving medium, as for an aircraft in flight, the mixing process is
less rapid and the distance from the nozzle to the tip of the core lengthens, as illus-
trated in Figure 8.

The characteristics of the noise generated along the jet vary with axial position, as do
the parameters of the flow. Theoretical examination of Lighthill's basic theory of
aerodynamic noise generation resulted in identification of the initial mixing region as
the prime noise source for a subsonic jet flow (References 17 and !8). These analyses
indicated that there should be a uniform source strength along the length of the initial
mixing region, where the potential core still exists and the velocity difference across
the mixing region is constant. Further, theory indicates that the magnitude of the
noise generation should decrease rapidly, following an x- law, in fully developed
mixing regions downstream of the core tip. These results were obtained by applying
similarity arguments to the mixing flow properties (mean velocity profile and turbulence
intensity).

Experimental measurements shown in Figure 9 appear to validate theory in the initial
mixing region. However, the noise generation does not fall as rapidly as predicted by
theory downstream of the core tip, perhaps because the turbulent eddies developed in
the initial mixing region decay less rapidly as they are convected downstream than do
the mean flow velocities. This possible explanation is reinforced by observing the non-
dimensional source noise spectra in Figure 10. In the initial mixing region, the fre-
quency of maximum amplitude varies inversely with axial distance; in the downstream
region, the spectrum appears almost Independenmt of axial distance.

The basic similarity relationships between the total sound power spectrum and mean jet
flow parameters, and between the local sound power spectra and the local flow relction-
ships, provide a powerful tool for estimating the noise generation cLaracteristics of jets
with complex nozzles or non-standard initial flow profiles. The similarity laws between
flow, turbulence and noise con enable solutions to the noise of a complex flow by
analogy to the well known circular jet, once the velocity profiles of the complex flow
are defined. This approach was used for the estimation of the noise charocteristics of
jet flows from mixing nozzles which have multiple tubes or corrugations (Reference 5)
and is applied in this report to jet flows from coaxial nozzles, as discussed in the
following two subsections.
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2.2 Noise Prediction for Jet Flows from Mixing Nozzles

The possibility of modifying the noise of a single jet by changing the nozzle shape was
first discovered by Westley and Lilley (Reference 19), when they observed a reduction
in total noise as the result of inserting tooth-like projections into the nozzle. Initial
full-scale application of this discovery was made by Greatrex of Rolls Royce and
Callaghan, et al, of NASA (Lewis), (References 20 - 24). The concept was reduced
to practice in this country in the 1950's with the use of 21- and 9-tube nozzle sup-
pressors on the Booing 701 series aircraft, corrugated nozzles on the Convair 880 air-
craft and corrugated nozzles with ejectors on the Douglas DC-8 series aircraft. More
recent developments include the multiple chutes proposed by General Electric for the
U.S. supersonic trwnport engine.

These devices all act to subdivide the single jet into several smaller jets. If the
smaller jets are spaced sufficiently far apart so that each jet mixes as a normal single
jet, the length of the mixing region Is reduced in proportion to the ratio of the
diameter of one of the small jets to the diameter of a baseline circular single nozzle
which has the same area as the total of the small jets. Similarly, the total acoustic
power of each of the unoll jets relative to the baseline circular jet is reduced in pro-
portion to the nozzle area ratio, with its characteristic frequency shifted up relative
to tha circular roxzle in inverse proportion to the diameter ratio. However, the
acoustic power of the sum of all the smaller nozzles equals that of the baseline
circular Jet since the sum of the areas of the smaller nozzles equals that of the base-.
line nozzle.

The power spectrum levels for a variety of szes of non-interfering tube nozzles for a
10,000 lb thrust jet is illustrated in Figure I I. Also included in the figuro is the
power spectrum for two cases where the exit velocity was reduced by lowervtg temper-
ature while retaiing total pres.sure and the baseline circular nozzle.

In general, it Is impractical to space the smaller jets sufficlently for apart to enable
them to mIx nrmally withoul nterference. Consequently, for most practical wzn-
figurations, only the peripheral small jets mix rapidly, as would be expected for
independent small jets. The inner jets tend to recombine, with the degree of recom-
finoton critically dependent upon the omount of ambient air which can be induced
into the cantrol p -tion of the flow.
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A simplified sketch of the flow from a circular ring of tube nozzles is illustrated in
Figure 12. Reference 5 gives approximate solutions for the flow from idealized nozzles
of this type and compares the soljton with data taken by Lawrence and Benninghoff
(Reference 25), as shown in Figure 13.

: r2U 0

- 0.6 Un

Velocety profilepl: - o~~~~t nozzle exit"-.Veotypfief
/ eloc't "' "- Ve" cine prie o

_ profile of outer-combined
}'i po ~P-tton of indiv,dul"

flow at core tip 0

Downstream station

Figure 12. Sketch of Two Nozzles in the Plane Contoininj the Axis of o Simplified Ax;-
symmetric Poripherol Tube Nozzle Illustroting Development of Finol Mixed
Jet and the Mixing of the Indvidual Jets. t'From Reference 5.)

A method for computing the noise for ideal tube notzles which were equally distributed
within a circular envelope was developed in Reference 5, The method consisted of
computing the urm of the total acoustic power for the peripheral small jets and the
acoustic power for the slower, larger diaometer, combined mixed jet. The velocity and
size of the slower combined mixed jet were related to the nozzle exit velocity and the
diameter (d2 ) of the circle wi~ch envelopes the tube array.
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Figure 14 shows two exarotples of a comparison of the results from the Reference 5 method
with data for two configurations of 12-lobe nozzles. The low frequency peak in the
sound power spectrum results from the combined jet and is lower in magnitude for the
configuration with the larger envelope diameter. The high frequency peak in the cal-
culated sound power spectrum results from the flow from the 12 lobes; its characteristic
frequency is associated with the typical peripheral dimension of the lobes.

150 '1I" ' '

Idealized Basic Jet
. .. "' d = 22.5in. Measurement points

n derived from measured

145 0 12-lobe powe reductions and
d = 29.5 in. applied to idealized• ' - 2  =2 ,5 n..basic jet.

0 .*~ (lld) 12-lobe nozzles

_% o • with centerbody
". 0 without centerbody

140 -1 . \o

-1312-lobe with o o".\ ,.0135 Centerbody

d 2 33.4 inches
-J i(calculated)SE 0 "'

' 130

125

120 .-L ,".
30 50 100 200 300 500 1000 2000 3000 5000 10000

Frequency, Hz
Figure 14. Comparison of Calculated Power Spectra with Power Spectra Derived from

Measured Power Reduction for Two 12-Lobe Nozzles with J-57 Engine.
(Frcm References 5 and 26.)
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An example of the variation in total acoustic power for a series of idealized circular
arrays of uniformly distributed tube nozzles as a function of tube size, and the ratio of
the envelope diameter to the diameter of a baseline single circular nozzle which has
the same area as the sum of the areas of the tube nozzles, is shown in Figure 15. This
method has not been generalized to the prediction of perceived noise level along the
sideline, although recently it has been applied successfully in an individual case for
the proposed supersonic transport (SST) engine, utilizing the appropriate directivity
functions for the jet noise. Such generalization is required to determine optimum
values for both the characteristic diameter of the tubes or corrugations and the envelope
diameter for application to perceived noise level for aircraft operations near airports.
It is expected that the optimum values for this case will differ from those indicated in
Figure 15 which apply to overall power level.

.- T eu Diameter in -, /

-l inches for J-57 4

Low Frequency

..5--

L. .-

o0 .00
0

->High Frequency Noise from Tube Jets

1 1.5 2 3 4 5 7 10

Ratio of Envelope Diameter to Diameter of Baseline Single Nozzle
'I (d 2/d)

Figure 15. Computed Variation in Total Acoustic Power for Idealized
Mixing Nozzle Relative to That of Baseline Single Circular
Nozzle for T/ T = 3, as a Function of the Ratio of the
Envelope Diametcer of the Mixing Nozzle to the Diameter of
the Baseline Single Nozzle, with Tube Element Diameter as
a Parameter. (From Reference 5.)
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2.3 Noise Prediction for Jet Flows from Coplanar Coaxial Nozzles

The flow from a low bypass ratio coaxial jet nozzle is illustrated in Figure 16. It is
characterized by two basic regions. In the upstream region, the secondary flow shrouds
the primary flow. In the downstream region, the two flows have merged and behave as
a single jet in accordance with the similarity parameters discussed in Section 2.1. The
axial distance to the station separating these two regions is a function of both the area
ratio (P3) of the secondary to primary nozzles and their velocity ratio (Us / U = )
When the secondary flow is large, relative to the primary, the flows will
generally merge downstream of the tip of the primary core. However, as in Figure 16,
when the secondary flow is small relative to the primary, the merger will occur up-
stream of the tip of the primary and only a small amount of the primary jet flow will be
shrouded.
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I Figure 16. Approximate Velocity Profiles at Various Downstream Stations for Constant
Density Annular Coplanar Jet with Us/U = .5 and r s/r 1.5.
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Greatrex (Reference 27) observed that the noise of a coaxial jet should be composed of
three parts:

0 Noise of the secondary jet mixing with the atmosphere (shrouded region)
* Noise of the primary jet mixing into the secondary (shrouded region)
. Noise of the large combined jet

Similar concepts were advanced in Reference 5 and approximate estimates were made
of the reduction in acoustic power which could be obtained as a function of bypass
ratio, for a velocity ratio of .5, considering only the noise produced by the combined
jet.

In order to develop quantitative estimates of these three noise sources, it is necessary
* to define the extent of the shrouded region and the parameters of the combined jet.
*! The velocity profiles in the combined jet could be duplicated by a portion of the flow

from a single-nozzle jet which has the appropriate nozzle velocity and radius. Such a
single-nozzle jet may be called an "equivalent jet," in both nn aerodynamic and an
acoustic sense.

The thrust of the equivalent jet must equal the thrust of the actual coaxial jet:

Fe = 7rPe U 2 r 2 = r U2 r 2 + Tr pSU 2 (r2 _ r2~ (2)
e e pp p s \S p

where the subscripts e, p and s denote equivalent, primary and secondary,
respectively.

For-a constant density jet, which will be considered here, this equality gives:

U 2 r= = U2 r2 + U2  r - r2  (3); ee p p s (s p

At the beginning of the combined jet from the coaxial nozzle, it is postulated that the
flows have merged and obey the similarity profile for the single jet shown in Figure 5.
Hence, at the most upstream or initial station at which this condition is fulfilled, the
thrust for the combined jet is given by:

F = rpU2 r2  WP a2U + 2 U2  rdr (4)
e e e p c
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If the flows merge upstream of the primary core tip, the first term in the brackets is
non-zero and the equivalent jet velocity equals the primary velocity. If the merger
occurs downstream of the primary core tip, the first term in the brackets is zero and
the equivalent jet velocity equals the jet centerline velocity. These two cases are
illustrated in Figure 17.

a) Flows range upstream of primary b) Flaws range downstream of
core tip. primary core tip.

Velocity 
Velocity

a U =U
e p

Momentum Momentum U < U
of Primary of Primary e - p

IU =U U =U
Momentum r1  . r, 5

Momentum
of Secondary of Secondary

Radius IRadius

Figure 17. Sketch of Equivalent Jet Flow Profile for Two Cases.

SThe radius of the separation boundary between the inner momentum flow due to the
primary, and the outer momentum flow due to the secondary, may be defined for any
axial station. At the initial station, however, where the flows merge and initially
obey the similarity profile for the combined jet, the velocity associated with the
radius (r, ) is approximately equal to the secondary flow velocity. Hence, at the
initial station:

2

U , U U e 2 (5)
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For case (b) of Figure 17, the momentum of the outer flow at Station I may be written
as:

I pU, (r2 r2) = 2TpJU2 e-(r/ b l )  rdr- rdr

S1pb 2 U2 -(r,/b,) (6)

Substituting from Equation (5) and recognizing that the tip of the core of the equivalent
jet r = i

e

re

r 2 = r2 - r2  or = )2 (7)
e $ p

where P is the area ratio of the secondary to primary jets.

From Equations (3) and (7), the velocity is given by:

(U 2  (U) + r2~r

+ pr, 2- r 2
or V~, 8

where 6 is the velocity ratio, U /U p b
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For case (a) of Figure 17, U = U and the radius of the equivalent jet is given by:e P

r2 r2 + U) r2 r2 or e +6 2  (9)
:P P

This case of incomplete shrouding occurs whenever tha combination of area ratio and
velocity ratio are such that:

-- 1, or (1/uy) <1

The effect of this relationship is shown in Figure 18.
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Figure 18. Colulated Regions of Complete and Incomplete Shrouding of the
Primary Core eis a Function of Area and Velocity Ratios.
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The radius and velocity ratios for the equivalent jet from Equations (7), (8) and (9) are
plotted in Figure 19 as a function of the area and velocity ratios of the coaxial jet.
When the nozzle area ratio is less than 1, the equivalent jet velocity equals the
primary velocity for all values of the secondary velocity. The minimum area ratio
required to ensure complete shrouding of the primary jet core increases from 1 at low
values of the velocity ratio to approximately 2 for 6 = 0.7 and to over 5 for
6 = 0.9. When the area ratio is less than the minimum required for complete
shrouding, the equivalent jet radius is indicated by the dashed lines in the figure.

This information can be used to construct an approximate model of the entire flow-field
and estimate the resulting acoustic power spectrum utilizing the general methods of
Reference 5. However, the purpose of these experiments is to develop generalized
curves of sideline perceived noise level, and the detailed computation of power spectra
is not sufficient for this purpose. Rather, it is more relevant to examine the gross trends
in overall acoustic power as a function of coaxial jet parameters to obtain guidance for
understanding the experimental variations of perceived noise level.

For this discussion, the noise estimates for the coaxial jet flows will be compared to
the noise of a baseline single-nozzle circular jet which has the some velocity as the
primary nozzle of the coaxial jet and has the area required to make its thrust equol to
that of the coaxial jet.

The acoustical power estimates are based on the Lawson and Poo relationships
(References 28 and 29) which consider the total acoustic power (W) proportionolity
as:

4: W A 4 u

where u is the fluctuating turbulent velocity which is proportionol'to the velocity
* difference (AU) across a mixing layer, and M, is the eddy convection Mach

Number.

? For a single jet, both u and Mc are proportional to the flow velocity U, so that
Equation (It) is equal to the simple pAUe Lighthill relationship. For shrouded
flows, however, u is proportional to the velocity difference, whereas Mc should be
proportional to a typical value of the absolute velocity in the mixing flow. For this
analysis, Mc will be considered proportional to the maximum velocity in the mixing

- loyer.
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The acoustic power for the three principal source regions can be approximated by:

Equivalent jet: W ~ 72 U8

e e e

Primary mixing r2 (Up- U )4 U4 AL (12)
with secondary: ps p p s p

Secondary mixing W r2 U8

with ambient: so s s

where A L is the factor accounting for the lengthening of the primary jet by the
presence of an external flow, as shown in Figure 8.

The size of the baseline jet which has the same thrust as the coaxial jet and the same
velocity as its primary nozzle flow can be determined from the momentum equation:

u--- U2 r2 + u: r:- r) or + (13)o.p p p I , r3 (1

Its ocoustic power is proportional o:

Wb .. r2 SU r, UO (1 + 6) (14)b b- p p p

The ratio of the power generated by the downstream flow of the equivalent jet (one-
half its total power) to that of the baseline jet is from Equations (7), (8), (12) and
(14):

W r2 US 
e e e = / P+1 (15)7W 22 U (I 61p)
b 2rU16)
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Similarly, the power ratio for the primary mixing with the secondary is:

i Wps _ (Up LIs)4 U4 L(

- .... p _ (I - 6)"A' L (6
J~S S (16)

b k U8 (1 + 62) k(1+6B)
P

and for the secondary mixing with the ambient:

W r2 U8so s s (P+ ) e

(17)
=W 2 +6
b 2r2 U e (1P+ 63) 2(1 + 6O )

p p

The constant k in Eqgotion (16) has a value between 1 and 2, with the lower value
appropriate when the significant noise-generating region of the primary flow is shrouded.
The upper value shouwd apply when the primary flow is shrouded only to the tip of its
core. Between these two cases, intemiediote values sh..ld apply. For the estimateo
in this report, k = 2 was used for the area ratio of 1, and k - I was used for the
ar.o ratios 2, 5 and 10.

A first approximation of the noise from the unshrouded portion of the primary can be
obtainod from:

-- W Po /2 1 (P 4, ) (1- 62 1

b 2 -6(

Figure 20 summarizes the estlma es of the recdictior in overall sound power level for a
coaxial jet with an area ratio of 10 using Equations (15), (16) and (17). A maximum
-educton occurs at a velocity ratio of approxiwotety .55. Below that velocity, the

noise output of the coaxial jet is dminoted by the noise generated by the primary jet
mixing into the secondary jet. Above o velocity ratio of .55, the noise output is
dominated by the noise of the equivalent jet with a lesser contribution by the noise
generated by the secondary mixing witl- the ambient.

Similar calculations hove been made for area ratios of I, 2 and 5, with Ohe results
summorized in Figure 21. The equivolent jet for an area :atio of I has a velocity equol
to the primary velocity for all values of velocity ratio, as seemn in Figures 18 and 19.
Therefore, the ;oise of the equivalent jet is almost constant and the reduction is
primarily controlled by the amount of the primary core which is shmuded.
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Incomplete shrouding also affects the results for area ratio 2 for velocity ratios of .7
and above. However, for the Temnainder of the curves, the equivalent jet velocity 4
less than the primary and the maximum noise reduction occurs at a velocity ratio in
the vicinity of .5. These simple theoretical estimates of sound powet reduction ore
shown in Section 5 to be in general ogreement with the expedimentol data, por-
ticulady for the highe volues of area ratio.
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3.0 EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND DATA ANALYSIS PROCEDURES

The experimental program was conducted using model jets located in an anechoic room
in order to provide free-field conditions. In this section, details are given of the
experimental rig, supporting measurement equipment and the analytical basis for
computer data analysis.

3.1 Jet Flow Parameters and Design of the Experiment

The following jet flow and nozzle configuration parameters must be considered in the
design of the experimental program for determining the noise characteristics of coaxial
jets:

* Secondary and primary flow velocities
* Temperature (density) of the flows
* Relative size of the secondary and primary nozzles
0 Relative axial position of the secondary and primary nozzles
* Thrust

A range of values must be chosen for eacL of these which covers the range to be
expected from existing and projected jet engines (Reference 30). In practice, an
engine designer work with additional factors which are related to those listed above,
such as pressure ratios, bypass ratios and Mach numbers, so these a'so must be con-
sidered. On this basis, the following variation in jet engine parameters was chosen
for investigation in this experimental model study:

* Thrust
Thethrust values of jet engines vary from less than 10,000 lbs for the

s.aller civil aircraft up to 30,000 to 40,000 lbs fo- large long-range commercial
transport aircraft. Engines with even greater thrusts are under development. Four
engine thrusts of 10,000 Ibs, 20,000 Ibs, 40,000 lbs and 80,000 lbs were therefore
used in this program as the equivalent full-scale thrusts.

* Primary Nozzles
Three different configurations were chosen with pressure ratios of 1.6, 2.5

and 3.5. The first is subsonic, whereas the latter two are supersonic. The pressure
ratio of 3.5 is higher than that currently used in jet engines or proposed for future
engines, but was included lo give a significant variation in primary nozzle exit
velocities.

Preceding page blank
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0 Secondary Nozzles
nt indications are that engines with bypass ratios up to ten-to-one are

being considered. In order to cover this range, the secondary nozzles were chosen to
give secondary to primary area ratios of approximately unity, two, five and ten. All
the secondary nozzles were simple convergent nozzles to be run at subsonic or just
sonic conditions.

* Flow Temperature
Onexisting bypass jets, the bypass air is not used for combustion. For the

purposes of this program, the secondary flow was therefore assumed to be at ambient
temperature. For the primary et. three different temperatures were used. These
were ambient, 450°F and 800 F. The latter temperature was a limitation provided by
the experimental facility and is slightly less than conditions necessary to cover the
normal operating range of present jet engines.

* Flow Velocity
At design conditions, the calculated ideal primary flow velocities were as

shown in Table 1.

Table I

Calculated Ideal Primary Flow Velocites
for Various Temperatures and Pressure Ratios

Total Temperature

Pressure Ratio 600F 450°F 800°F

1.6 889 ft/sec 1174 ft/sec 1437 ft/sec
2.5 1201 ft/sec 1590 ft/sec 1943 ft/sec
3.5 1375 ft/sec 1818 ft/sec 2223 ft/sec

* Axial Position
Most existing bypass engines have a primary nozzle that protrudes beyond

the secondary (bypass) nozzle, but the tendency is to reduce the Uxial distance
between the two nozzles in order to facilitate the incorporation of silencing devices.
The experimental facility was therefore designed so tkot the secondary nozzle could
be moved axially relative to the primary nozzle over a range of plus or minus eleven
primary nozzle diameters. In the experiments, axial displacements of 11, 5.5, 0,
-5.5 and -11 primary nozzle diamelers were user.
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The complete set of runs utilizing all possible combinations of the above parameters
results in nearly five hundred (500) runs. In the actual experiments, approximately
two-thirds of these possible runs were undertaken. Table 2 summarizes the runs for
which experimental data was obtained and analyzed. Greater detail may be found
in Appendix A.

Table 2

Summary of Runs Completed

Primary Temperature

Ambient 450°F 800 F

Primary Fully Extended All All 1.6 Primaries3.5 Only
Primary Half Extended All All None
Coplanar All All All
Primary Half Retracted All None None
Primary Fully Retracted All None None

3 Primaiy Nozzles
All 4 Secondary Nozzles = All Combinations

3 or 4 Secondary/Primary Velocities

3.2 Test Hardware

3.2.1 Jet Rig.
Figures-2"2and 23 show the configuration of the jet rig. It consisted of two

coaxial pipes through which two separate air supplies were directed to demountable
coaxial nozzles. Each air supply pipe contained flow straighteners at the inlet end,
composed of bundles of thin wall tubes laid axially within the supply pipes. The con-
struction of the assembly allowed a limited amount of longitudinal movement of the
primary (inner) supply pipe within the secondary (outer) supply pipe. By this means,
the relative positions of the primary and secondary nozzles could be adjusted. A
means of locking the inlet ends of the coaxial pipes provided the longitudinal con-
straint for the primary supply pipe and nozzle. By supporting the forward end of the
primary supply pipe on a three-point axial suspension system, relative longitudinal
movement could occur between the coaxial pipes, as required to allow for differential
expansion. Additional longitudinal adjustment of the relative positions of the primary
and secondary nozzles was attained by the use of extension tubes on the primary
nozzle supply.
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The complete coaxial system was supplied with air through flexible pipes and was sus-
pended in a framework by wire ropes. The ends of the wire ropes were connected via
universal joints to runners extending the length of the framework. The thrust of the
operating jets was applied to a thrust gage mounted on the framework at the rear of the
jet assembly. To ensure thot no gap existed between the jet assembly and the thrust
gage, and to bring the latter into the linear part of its operating range, a pre-load was
applied to the gage. This was accomplished by securing a known weight to a cable
running over a pulley attached to the rear of the jet rig support structure. The entire
framework was covered with fiber glass to prevent acoustic reflections.

3.2.2 Jet Nozzles.
Three primary nozzles and four secondary nozzles, illustrated in Figures 24 and

25, were fabricated for these experiments. Figure 24 also shows the primary nozzle
extension lengths. The primary nozzles were designed for pressure ratios of 1.6, 2.5
und 3.5. The internal exit diameters of each nozzle were as follows:

o Pressure ratio 1.6: Exit diameter 0.7495 inches
* Pressure ratio 2.5: Exit diameter 0.7457 inches
* Pressure ratio 3.5: Exit diameter 0.7533 inches

The external diameter of the primary nozzles was one inch, except for the last half-
inch near the nozzle exit which tapered from one inch diameter to 0.8 inch at the exit
plane. These nozzles were constructed of stainless steel to withstand the high primary
flow temperatures.

The four secondary nozzles hod internal exit diameters as follows:

* Nozzle No. 1: 1.288 inches
* Nozzle No. 2: 1.491 Inches
0 Nozzle No. 3: 1.955 inches
* Nozzle No. 4: 2.567 inches

These were manufactured from resin-bonded fiber glass, The actual ratio of the
secondary nozzle flow area to primary nozzle exit orenj can be calculated from the
above dimensions. In practice, the formation of boundary layers resulted In effective
flow areas somewhat less than the theoretical. The effective flow areas were cal-
culated from a knowledge of the experimentally determined moss flows through the
nozzles and their pressure ratios for a velocity ratio of one.
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The nominal and effective area ratios for the four secondary nozzles are:

(For Velocity Ratio of One)

Effective
Nominal Coplanar 1/2 Extended Fully Extended

* Nozzle No.1: 1 1.21 1.00 1.00
* Nozzle No. 2: 2 2.39 2.02 1.95
4 Nozzle No. 3: 5 5.23 4.98 4.99
* Nozzle No. 4: 10 10.50 9.76 10.00

These values apply only for the condition when the secondary flow velocity approxi-
mated that of the primary. When the velocities were different, there were small
variations in the effective area. For all conditions, however, the effective areas of
the primary nozzles were within one percent of 0.00287 sq. ft., indicating a nozzle
coefficient of approximately 94 percent.

-E 3.2.3 Air Supply.
The air supes for the primary and secondary nozzles were obtained from three

2-stae reciprocating air compressors with combined mass flow rates of 275 lbs per
minute and with delivery pressures in the range 125 psig to 255 psig. A booster com-
pressor was also available to increase the pressure from the compressors, with the
lower delivery pressure up to a maximum of 300 pug.

The primary air supply was heated by a ga-fi red heat exchanger capable of supplying

550,000 Btu pe hour. With the air flows involved in this program and the length of
line to the jet rig, the maximum static temperature attainable at the primary nozzles
was approximately 900°F; this was attainable only for certain air flow rates. As a
result, a prmory flow temperature of O00F was used for the majority of the hottest
runs. Provision also was made in the air supply system for the mixing of cold air with
the hot primary flow in order to achieve precise temperature control.

The m-ss flow of air to both primary and secondary nozzles was determined from the
pressure drop across the orifice, which was meawred by a mercury or red-oil monom-
eter. The supply line air pressures upstream of the flow measuring orifices and in the
settling chambers of the primary and secondary nozzles were measured by Ashcroft dial
pressure gages, Models 1082A or 1279A, which have on accuracy of better than
0.5 percent. The flow temperatures upstream of the flow orifice and in the nozzle
settling chambers were measured with thermocouple probes and recorded on a stondor6
temperature recorder.

-
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3.2.4 Jet Traversing Mechanism.
To investilgate the jet velocity and temperature p:ofiles (particularly for the pur-

pose of checking the nozzle flows), three probes were traversed across the jet flow
(Appendix B). To accomplish these traverses, the probes were mounted on a carriage
which was driven across the jet axis by a leadscrew. The leadscrew, in turn, was
driven by a variable-speed electric motor via a speed reducer. The shaft of a multi-
turn potentiometer was coupled to the I eodscrew, the potentiometer being supplied
with direct current from a stabilized power supply. When the wiper of the poten-
tiometer was connected to a chart recorder, the position of the probes across the jet
was indicated as a chart pen deflection.

3.2.5 Anechoic Room.
The anechoic room used for the experiments was cylindrical in shape, approxi-

mately 30 feet in diameter and 21 feet high. To minimize acoustical background
noise levels, the walls of the room were of high transmission loss construction. The
lower section of the walls was constructed of cinder blocks, the courses filled with
reinforced concrete and plastered oni both sides, to a total wall thickness of 9 inches.
The upper wall section was of staggered stud, wood frame construction, composed of
the following layers (from interior to exterior wall surfaces):

0 1/2-inch gypsum wall board
* 1/2-inch wood fiber sound deadening board
* An air space of 5-1/2 inches
* 1-inch particle board mounted on the outer studs

Access to the room was via triple, solid-core doors separated by air spaces.

The ba ic anechoic treatment of the room was a curtain wall of 4-inch thick fiber gloss
spaced 6 to 10 Inches from the interior wall surface. The floor of the room was treated
in a similar fashion, and the suspended ceiling also consisted of a 4-inch layer of
fiber gloss. The basic acoustical treatment was supplemented by additional low fre-
quency absorption in the foe" of wedges that were located in patches around the wail-
floor perimeter.

The model jets used for the experiments were exhausted through a muffler to the exter-
nal atmosphere. The muffler was designed to preserve the acoustical integrity of the
anechoic room and consisted of a bent duct approximately 12 feet long and 4 feet
square. The duct was lined with 4 inches of fiber glass spaced 4 inches from the
interior walls. A fiber glass splitter vane divided the duct cross-section in half, over
a longitucnal distance of 4 feet, to increase the high frequency absorption of the duct.
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K The suitability of the room for acoustic measurements such as were undertaken in this
program is illustrated in Figure 26. These data show that the octave bond acoustic
levels in the room follow the inverse square law over the frequency band width and
angulai positions used for the measurement program.

3.3 Instrumentation

3.3.1 Acoustical Data Acquisition System.
The noise produced by the jets was measured by the system shown in Figure 27.

This system consisted of a microphone mounted on a boom which slowly traversed a
segment of a circie of radius 10.67 feet centered on the secondary nozzle. The beg-
ment ranged between 15 and 115 degrees from the jet axis. The microphone was a
Bruel and Kjaer (B & K) half-inch plane wave condenser microphone, Type 4133,
aligned to present the diaphragm at normal incidence to the noise from the jet. The
microphone output was amplified by a B & K amplifier, Type 2603, and the amplified
output fed to a B & K level recorder, Type 2305, and an Ampex two-track tape
recorder. The system was calibrated using a B & K pistonphone, Type 4220. The
system gain was increased as necessary to bring the signal level up toward the desired
recording level (i.e., about 15 dB below the peak overload point). These gains were
carefully noted for each run. The tape recordings were made at a tape speed of
15 inches per second to allow frequencies up to and including the 31.5 kHz octave
band to be recorded.

The microphone traverse mechanism contained a microswitch trip mechanism which was
actuated at 5-degree intervals (starting at 15 degrees from the jet axis). These 5-
degree invervals were marked on the level recorder trace, using the event marker, and
used to interrupt a I kHz tone which was then recorded on the second channel of the
tape recorder. This provided a synchronized index signal of microphone position on
the tape recording.

3.3.2 Acoustical Data Analysis System.
The on-line recordings of the jet noise were analyzedot a later date by the

system shown in Figure 28. The first channel of the tape recordeor contained the
recorded jet noise. This was fed, via un attenuator and amplifier to a & K level
recorder and a Wyle onalog-to-digital ocove band cnolyzer. The 1-000 Hz signal on
the second channel o the tape ,'ecorder indicated the position of the mictophone-
traversing boom eit 5-degree angoior Increments. This. signal operated through o simplet 'torr toom t~ 5.dIeecgi nrmet.Ti ~~loeate theu a siple
relay devi:e to trigger the octave hand digital analyzer and to indicate the argular
potions on the evenet marker of the love] recarder,
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The recorded signal was fed from the tape recorder through an attenuator and a booster
amplifier io the digital analyzer which contains a set of parallel B & K octave band
filers with center frequencies ranging irom 63 Hz to 31.5 kHz. The filter outputs
were then converted to d c levels, digitized and punched sequentially on a standard
8-hole ASCII paper tape punch as a 3-digit number. The value punched is pro-
portional to the input voltage, i.e., it is linear, not logarithmic. Additional
punching included the overall level, a reference level derived from a separate input,
and a run number which was set by thumb switches on the analyzer. For this experi-
ment, the reference signal and the lowest three octave bands were not used. Suitable
line feed, carriage return and spacing characters were included on the paper tape so
that the data could be printed in a legible tabular form by a teletype machine. The
paper tape punch could be triggered either manually or by a separate triggering
;nput.

Calibration of the system was undertaken using the 124 dB acoustic calibration signa!
recorded directly on the data magnetic tape prior to each run. The digital analyzer
was adjusted so that 124 dB gave a maximum paper tape punch count of 999. A pre-
liminary analysis of the overall sound pressure level was then made using only the
level recorder with the same gain setting as was used when the recordings were made.
The gain was then increased so that the maximum octave band level would register
near 999 counts, cbtaining the maximum dynamic range of the digital analyzer. For
compatibility, the overall output channel was attenuated by 5 dB to insure that it
would not overflow the counter. These gains and the original recorded 124 dB cali-
bration signal were utilized to calculate a calibration factor in millivolts/dyne/cm
for use in computer decoding of the digital tape.

Systems such as that described above for data acquisition and analysis do not have a
completely flat response over the frequency range of interest for this project. Therefore
careful calibrations were made to determine the octave band corrections that had to be
applied to th6 final octave band analysis produced by the paper tape punch. These
calibrations indicated that the following corrections had to be added:

Octave Band 0.5 1 2 4 8 16 31.5 Overall
I Center Frequency (kHz)I Correction (dB) 0 0.5 1.5 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.5 6.0
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4The overall corretlon factor accounts for the 5 dB added in the digital analysis as
well as an approximate correction for the octave band correction factors. This latter
correction obviously will be a function of spectrum shape and therefore is not an exact
correction. Hence, whenever calculations were made on the octave band figures (as
in the computer program to be described later), the overall value was calculated from
the sum of the octave band levels.

3.3.3 Thrust Measurement.
The thrust of the model jets was measured by suspending the whole jet assembly

(as shown in Figure 22) from a supporting frame so that it acted as a parallel pendulum.
The assembly was then made to react against a force gage of the proving-ring type.
This gage was manufactured by Wiancko Engineering Company (thrust gage, Type F1021).
It utilized a differential transformer excited by a carrier signal to measure thrusts in the
range zero to 100 lbs. The gage was pretensioned by a constant 5-lb load to eliminate
initial non-linearity at the low end of the thrust range. Calibration was achieved by
adding extra known weights to the preload system.

3.3.4 Jet Profile Measurements.
To investigate the velocity and temperature profiles of the jets, three probes

were traversed sequentially across the jet flow. The three probes were modified types
manufactured by United Sensor Control Corporation, Watertown, Massachusetts. The
modifications consisted of stiffening the probes so that they would not vibrate in the
jet. The three probes were:

* Total pressure probe, Type PT, 1/16-inch diameter
* Static pressure probe, Type PS, 1/16-inch diameter
* Total temperature probe, Type TC, 1/8-inch diameter

The probe pressures were converted to electrical signals by the use of carrier-type
pressure transducers, the outputs of which were recorded on a multiple-channel strip
chart recorder. The total pressure probe was used in conjunction with a 0-100 psig
Statham pressure transducer, Type PG731 TC-100-350, while the static pressure probe
used a Statham t 5 psig pressure transducer, Type P6OaTC ± 5D-350. Both trans-
ducers used Sanborn carrier preamplifiers, Model 150-1 100AS. The total temper-
ature probe was connected, via a reference junction contained in an ice bath, to the
input of a Sanborn stabilized dc preamplifier, Model 150-1800.

The pressure transducers and associated instrumentation were calibrated as systems by
the introduction of known reference pressures at the transducers, the gains of the
amplifiers then being adjusted to calibrate the chart records. The reference pressures
at the transducers were measured by means of mercury manometers. The total temper-
ature probe system was calibrated by the insertion of known voltages into the ass, -iated
preamplifier, together with amplifier gain adjustment, to calibrate the chart records.
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The insert voltages were derived from standard tables of the generated electromotive
forces of Chromel-Alumel thermocouples at different temperatures. The probe cali-
bration was checked periodically at two fixed temperature points by inserting the
probe alternately into a melting ice bath and into boiling water.

3,3.5 Discrete Tones and the Resulting Hardware Modifications.
With very few exceptions, full-scale jet engine exhausts produce random noise

without discrete tones. However, discrete tones are sometimes produced by model-
scale jets. Because of this and the fact that occurrence of discrete tones would
invalidate the data, all runs were monitored aurally, via a loudspeaker amplifier
system connected to a microphone in the test room. The discrete tones thus encoun-
tered a the hardware modifications required to eliminate them will now be described.

The first discrete tone was encountered during one of the equipment-checkout runs,
under the following conditions. The primary nozzle (design pressure ratio (R) = 3.5)
and secondary nozzle No. 2 were installed in the coplanar position, but with no flow
through the primary nozzle. As the secondary supply pressure was gradually brought
forward (through the range to sonic secondary flow at 13.0 psig), the following sounds
were observed. A pure tone was first heard at 4.7 psig; it gradually grew more intense
until 6 psig was reached, remaining present at apparently constant intensity thereafter.
Between 6 psig and 13.0 psig, several sudden jumps in pitch were observed as the
pressure was increased. It was found that the tone could be completely "turned off"
at will by placing a fingertip (or screwdriver) very slightly into the flow at the exit
plane at any point on the periphery. Stopping the tone apparently depends upon
destroying the perfect circularity of the nozzle exit by the very slightest amount.
From this observation, plus the previously described jumps in pitch, it was concluded
that the phenomenon observed was probably a ring tone which is known to depend on
an acoustic feedback mechanism.

An experiment was made to determine whether a small button-shaped spoiler (washer)
could be added at the periphery of the secondary nozzle without adding measurably to
the random noise generat!on. Using the same conditions as Run No. 109, where there
were no discretes present, a comparison was made of the overall noise (in a 120-degree
sweep about the jet) with and without the spoiler, via on-line level recorder trace.
There was no measurable difference. This test was followed by octave band sweeps
(from the 125 Hz band through the 31.5 kHz band) using tape-recorded data. Again,
with flow conditions set and held constant through the pair of tests, there was no
measurable difference. Hence, it was concluded that the addition of the spoiler did
not generate any measurable amount of additional random noise, and the spoiler was
kept in place on secondary nozzle No. 2 during all subsequent production runs.
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The second discrete tone was encountered during Run No. 125; by a process of elimi-
nation, it was foulid that the tone was being produced by the primary nozzle and
occurred even when the secondary nozzle was removed. It was found that the tone or
whistle disappeared if the operating pressure ratio was reduced from the design value
of 2.5 to 2.45. This was confirmed by one-third octave band traces. Large, spatially-
dependent spikes in several third-octave bands occurred during microphone sweeps
when the audible whistle was present; these spikes disappeared when the whistle
disappeared.

In later runs, it was found that this whistle (with this primary nozzle, and also with
the high supersonic primary nozzle, R = 3.5) returned and could not be removed by
slight alterations of the supply pressure. At this point, it was decided that these two
primary nozzles would have to be modified slightly by adding a small brazing bead to
the inner edge of the exit. This succeeded in eliminating the pure tone or whistle,
again borne out by cne-third octave band sweeps. The presence of the brazing beads
did not add any measurable random noise, as determined from comparisons of level
recorder traces in those third-octave bands in which tones were absent during occur-
rence of the whistle. All subsequent runs were made with these brazing beads affixed.

3.4 Analytical Basis for Data Reduction Computer Program

Upon completion of the model jet experiments, the acoustic data were in the form of
octave band sound levels encoded as a series of 3-digit numbers. A computer program
was therefore written to convert this data to model jet sound pressure levels in decibels
relative to 2 x 10-4 dynes per square centimeter, and to scale these levels to the
values for full-scale jet engines. Figure 29 indicates the calculations made by the
computer program and the order in which they are carried out. The details of these
calculations are given in this section. A description and listing of the computer
program is given in Appendix C.
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Read in run dot

Read in acoustic data

-•Convert acoustic data to sound pressure
levels and print

Calculate sound power spectrum for
model jet and print

Calculate overall sound power level
for full scale jets and print

_Recycle for

.a!late model jet directivity and print each run

1 Calculate model jet mechanical power
land acoustical conversion efficiency

Calculate sideline sound pressure spectrum
a Ilowing for almospheric attenuations

Calculate sideline perceived noise levels

Print sideline acoustic results

Figure 29. The Functional Flow Loop for the Computer Program.
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3o4.1 Flow Velocities and Thrust.
During each model jet run, measurements were made of the primary and secondary

mass flows and static (reser,oir) temperature and pressure. These values were used to
calculate the primary and secondary flow velocities. From Reference 31, the flow
Mach number, M, as a function of the total pressure ratio, R, across the nozzle is
given by:

M = [5 (R2857 -1 (19)

and the nozzle flow temperature, T, is related to the total temperature, Tt, by:

T = Tt (I + M2/5) (20)

This temperature can then be used to determine the speed of sound, a, in the flow
(assuming standard conditions of ao  1120 feet per second at 519'R). Thus:

a a0 (r/To) (21)

so that the nozzle velocity, U, is given by the product of the Mach number and the
speed of sound:

U Ma (22)

Although the thrust of the model jets was measured during each run, it was found that
there were some inconsistencies in the measurements of the early runs due to instru-
mentation-drift problems. These problems were overcome in the latter runs but in
order to maintain consistency, the thrusts, F, were also calculated using the measured
primary and secondary mass flows (mp, m) and the calculated velocities (Up, US).
Thus:

mp U + m Us  (23)
F=
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A check was made between the calculated and measured values and the agreement
found to be very good for all the latter run numbers. Therefore, calculated thrust
values have been used for all subsequent analyses for these runs.

However, these equations must be modified for the runs in which the primary nozzle
was retracted. The actual velocity, Up', at the exit of the retracted primary is
determined by the ratio of the primary nozzle pressure to the secondary nozzle pressure.
The secondary flow is augmented by the mixing between the primary and secondary
flows upstream of the secondary nozzle exit, and its velocity is a function of position
across the nozzle. The flow velocity ratios tabulated for these retracted cases re

Us/U_', pwhere U5 is calculated for an ideal convergent nozzle, as previously. Also,
the measured values of the thrusts were used for scaling and tabulation, since the cal-
culated values are somewhat indeterminate because of the flow interaction. However,
they were reasonably bounded by the minimum and maximum expected values given by:

m U' +mU m U + mUp p s s < F< p ... .s s.(24)
L.LL.< F <EE ss

g -

where prime indicates conditions at the exit plane of the retracted primary nozzle.

3.4.2 Sound Pressure Levels.
The measured acoustic pressure, p, was calculated from the product of the

calibration factor (see Section 3.3.2) and the encoded 3-digit number. The sound
pressure level (SPL) was then determined using:

SPL = 20 log p + 74, dB re 2 x 10- dynes/cm2  (25)

and the relevant octave band correction factors added (see Section 3.3.2). Since
these correction factors are frequency-dependent, the correction factor for the overall
level is dependent on spectrum shape. It is therefore not practical to calculate an
overall level correction factor, so the measured overall level was replaced by the
overall level computed from the sum of the octave band levels.

3.4.3 Sound Power Levels.
Since the acoustic data was taken in an onechoic room, the sound power radiated

by the jets can be determined by integrating the acoustic intensity, 1, over the sur-
face of a sphere centered on the jet. The acoustic data was taken at 5-degree intervals.
The sound pressure, pi, measured at an angular position 6. from the jet axis was
therefore assumed to be representative of the sound pressure over an area Ai such that:

A. 2r 2 ( Co s (0 - 2.5e) - Cos (6l + 2.59)) (26)
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This is the area of a strip of the spherical surface (radius r) centered on the jet axis
at the plane of the secondary nozzle exit. The strip subtends an angle of 2.5 degrees
either side of the measurement position 6i and extends all the way around the jet
axis. The sound was measured at 21 angular positions ranging from 61 = 150 to
e21 = 1150; so the sound power, W, radiated is:

21
W (p.2 A i/pa) (27)

1=1

This summation was made for each octave band and the overall sound power calculated
by summing the octave bond powers. The octave band and overall sound power levels
(PvNL) were then determined as:

|0- 3

PWL 10 log W + 130, dB re TO- watts (28)

The value of the characteristic acoustic impedance (pa) used in the calculation was
41.5 cgs rayls at a pressure of 29.92 inches of mercury and absolute temperature of
5190R. The impedance was corrected for the ambient temperature, Ta, and pressure,
P., measured for each run, so that the value of acoustic impedance used in
Equation (27) was:

pa 41.5 (P/29.92) (519/Ta)0. cgs rayls (29)

The radius, r, at which the sound measurements were made was measured in feet, so
nrea Ai from Equation (26) is in square feet. If the acoustic pressure, Pit is in
dynes per s.?uure centimeter, the dimensional constant required in Equation (27) is
9.29 x 10 so that it should read:

W 9.29 x T0 Pi Aj/pa, watts (30)

The above calculations have been limited to the acoustic power produced by the mod!
jet. Each model jet has a different thrust, so for comparison it is convenient to scale
the overall sound power produced by the model jet, PWL , with thrust F to give
the sound power produced by an engine with a standard thrst, F5. This reuires the
scaling of the model jet by scaling the nozzle exit area, which is directly proportional
to thrust, since the flow characteristics of the model and scaled jets are the same.
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The scaled power level, PWLs, is therefore given by:

PWLs = PWLm + 10 log (Fs/Fm) (31)

Throughout the computer program, four standard thrusts with vMues of 10, 000 pounds',
20,OGO pounds, 40,000 pounds and 80,000 pounds were used.

3.4.4 Directivity Patterns.
Having aculated the model power spectra, the directivity index, DI, can be

found using the expression:

DI = SPL - PWL + 20 logr + 10.5 - 10 log pa/41.5 (32)

In this expression, SPL is the measured octave band sound pressure level at distance
r (in feet) from the jet and PWL is the measured octave band power level. The con-
stant in Equation (32) assumes a reference sound power of 10"1 watts and a reference
sound pressure of 2 x 10- 4 dynes per square centimeter.

At this point in the computer program, an indication is given of the level of the noise
floor relative to the zero level on the directivity. This is a function of the calibration
factor for the sound pressure measurements, and was provided as a system check.

3.4.5 Acoustic Conversion Efficiency.
The ratio of the acoustic power, W, produced by the jet to the mechanical

power in the jet, E, is one additional measure of the acoustic performance of the
jet. The mechanical power in watts Is giver, by:

E = 0.0211 (m Up2 + ms Us) (33)

when the primary and secondary mass flows (mra, ms) are in units of pounds per
second and the velocities (Up, US) in' feet per second. Using the acoustic power, W,
determined earlier, the acoustic efficiency, ?7, is givon as:

? W/E (34)
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3.4.6 Sideline Sound Pressure Levels for Fuli-Scale Engines.
The scalfng of the model acoustic data to give e sound pressure levels on a

sideline parallel to the jet axis due to a full-scale ingine requires the following oper-
ations on the model data:

* Determine scale factor to scale-model thrust to standard thrust.
0 Shift model frequency to frequency of standard thrust nozzle by the

inverse of the square root of the scale factor.
* Apply inverse square law appropriate for the desired distance.
* Apply atmospheric attenuation as appropriate.

In scaling the measured data to the equivalent values on a sideline, the physical situ-
ation is as shown in Figure 30. The data taken on the circular arc (radius r) must be
scaled to lie on the sideline. The position of this sideline is characterized by the side-
line distance Ld (see Figure 30). For the purposes of this project, two sideline dis-
tances of 500 feet and 1500 feet were chosen. The sound pressure measured on the
model jet at coordinate (r, 6) is therefore scaled to the point (L, 8) on one of
these sidelines. The sound pressure decreases by 20 log (L/r) due to this change.

In order to scale the results to allow for a change of thrust, the engine thrust must be
increased without altering any of the jet flow parameters. Thus, the scaling is done
purely by changing the nozzle area. The thrust change is then directly proportional
to the change in area. For the same flow velocity and density, the acoustic output is
also proportional to area. Hence, if the thrust is scaled from a model thrust of F
to a full-scale thrust of FS, the sound pressure level at a fixed radius will change by
10 log (FS/Fm).

For this nroject, the full-scale thrusts (FS) lie In the range 10,000 pounds to
80,000 po while the rodel jets had thrusts ranging from 6 pounds to 120 pounds.
Similarly, for the 1500-foot sideline, the propagation distances range from 1500 feet to
6000 feet, compared to a model-jet measurement distance of 10.67 feet. For the e
values, the combined distance and thrust scaling correction varies over a range from
-2 dB to -36 dB.

The atmospheric absorption data were taken from Reference 32. The data for a
standard day with a temperature of 519'R and relative humidity of 70 percent were
used and are plotted in Figure 31.
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This resulted in the following empiica equation ao cure thsriorh atS (3d$pe

1000 feet:

where

b f) i,+ log l 100 ceI+a og (f/O00)))

fs is tiie octave bncetrfrequency for the full-scole engine

ao=0. 127
V=1 .338

Thi ex i~*on was chosen solely for converdence in th computer anolyzis. 1It pro-

vidpd values for air absorption over the full-scoue frequency range with werte in wvb-
stontiol agreement wxith v'!!lues computsd by j !-no* axnt h eYco model for the
measu-red data (Refe.,--snce 33). Absorption corred-.iont wsme inot requirtd for the model
dao beccuse tho dioct from the moe!f jt4i to the mruO ont weril.~1

Combinin these facton, the toelhnefo tha model WUn$4 presvre lvel, WtL.
to MIl-swd. sound preswre level, 5Pt5 , tiveni by,

$PLS aP~ + T0 log (V/%:2 o r/ti L t (F5 )/C ' (36)

The thonge 4% frequeocy ucom'~ii~ hi# " &o.In level is boased on the u"e of o
wnstcist Strouhol num-twi, Se b~fge *nd -ole the scaling process. Thus:

S cO cntn (37)

whoet f it o fre',quency, a htiydo dimtensioh of the jt, and U ;4 a typical jet
vect.We hov* vrEA"ii34 - tenstwlnt flow zondtifons in the s-caling proceus. Hence,

U s incslter*$irgy tR mcoini Howevtr, the uerca of sh-e jet i% ltered in proportion
to the thrust, tio a "ypicol linoor dimension chnges according to the sqwcre root of she
thrust. Thus, if fn isa typical freqvency of thew model jot, appliIng Equation (37)

fS mr (Fm/-'Fs) 0  (38)

thhon aeveins tht frequency scaoling and also is uved to define the full-ted.e
frequentcy used &njE4tio
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3.4.7 Perceived Noise Level.
Once the sideline octave band levels have been dete-mined, the poreeived noise

levels can be calculated. The method used is specified in Reference 34, utilizing the
equations given in Table 11 of that reference to calculate the Nay values. Under
certain circumstances, the lowest and highest octave bands of sideline sound pressure
foP! outside the range of 50 Hz to 10 kHz covered by this reference. For octave band
frequencies below 50 Hz, the Noy value was calculated as if the octave band fie-
qunc/were 50 Hz. Frequencies above 10 kHe wewe assumed to make no contribution
to the poiceived noise level and were therefore ignored.

The original model-jet sound pressure measurements were token in seven octave bands
up to and including the 31.5 1,Hz hand. When these dute are scaled to the higher
thrust values, the upper frequency bund does not always extend above the frequency
containing 'he peok in the Noy curves. This tondition often occurred with the
largest scaled thrust of g0,000 pounds, sometimes resulting in erroneotrsly low per-
ceived nois avel values. To overcome this deficiency, the model data were e trap-
osed by cddir- f4ur extra octgve bends above the 31.5 kHz band, assumIng a 3 B
per octave dec-reae in level from the 31.5 kI% band. In miny cases, the ctmospheric
attenuation reduces thfee extra bands to neillaiblt small levels when !hey ore scaled
to the sidOline. In certain caoss for the hIgher seaed thrusts, t hte first of thaee added
bands has a significant affect on the per<?c ved nie level. In order to indiCate the
magnitude of this effect, the p'eceived noise level calculations were maod twice and
printed out by the computer. The first value of PNL was obtained using oil ectovq
boandt, including *he fou e-tfo bends. The second value of PNL (printed in poenrhmsis)
utilizes only the origi.al seven octave b nds of doto. In this way, the effect -f the
a dde bonds is clearly sn for each cae.
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4.0 DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA

During the course of this program, the sound from over 310 model jet configurations
was measured and processed by the computer program. An effective presentation of
all of these detailed data could not be made within one cover. Thus, the principal
results are givui in this report, supplemented by a detailed tabulation of the results
in Volume 1I. Appendix A, in Volume i, gives a detailed listing of the run numbers
and associated run conditions. This section describes the format of the detailed datai
and discusses a few pertizierl points concern~ing the results.

4.1 Computer Output Data

For eich experimental run condition, the output of the computer program consists of
the following major items of information:

(1) The basic run conditions, including such items as mass flow, velocity,
thrust and pressure ratio.

(2) The octave band sound pressure levels for the modei jet. The data are
presented in seven octave bands with frequencies ranging from 500 Hz
to 31.5 kHz, and an overall level computed as the sum of the octave
band levels. Levels are given at 5-degree angular increments, starting
at an angle of 15 degrees from the jet axis in the flow direction and
extending to 115 degrees around an arc of 10.67 fe .; radius.

(3) The model jet sound power octave band spectrum and overall level.
This information is the result of an integration of the sound power over
a spherical surface within the angular limits specified in (1) above.

(4) The overall 5ound power level for full-scale jets with thrusts of 10,000
pounds, 20,000 pounds, 40,000 pounds and 80,000 pounds.

(5) The model jet directivity index.

(6) The model jet mechanical power and acoustical conversion efficiency.

(7) The octave band sound pressure levels, overall sound pressure levels
and perceived noise levels on a 500-foot sideiine. These levels are
given for each of the 5-degree angular positions used in the model
sound pressure level measurement (see (1) above). The coordinate defin-
ing position on this output (L) is the distance from the jet to the sideline
at various angles. Two values of the perceived noise level are printed,
as explained evrlier in Section 3.4.7. The first value is computed from
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the measured plus extrapolated octave band levels. The value in
parentheses utilizes only the seven measured octave bands in the per-
ceived noise level calculation.

(8) The same information as in item (7) above, but for a 1500-foot
s;deline.

This information occupies many pages of computer output and was condensed for pre-
sentation in Volume II in the format shown in Figure 32. The data presented include
items (i), (2), (3), (4) and (8) for the 20,000 pound thrust case only. From these
data, wo sets of summary plots were made. The first set gives the overall sound
power level for a 20,000 pound thrust engine as a function of mass flow ratio (ratio of
secondary mass flow to primary mass flow), and the second presents the maximum
1500-foot sideline perceived noise level as a function of mass flow ratio. For each
of these sers of plots, each graph represents one combination of primary nozzle temper-
ature, primary pressure ratio and primary axial position. Thus, 28 plots are required
for each set to cover all run conditions measured in the experiment. The complete
set of plots for overall pcwer level and for perceived noise level are given in
Appendices D and E, respectively.

For illustration, an example from each set is presented in Figures 33 (overall sounJ
power level) and 34 (perceived noise level). Each of these graphs contains a point on
the vertical axis, giving the result for the primary nozzle alone, and four solid lines
for the four different values of the nominal ratio of secondary nozzle area to primary
nozzle area. (See Section 3.2.1 for the exact values.) The experimental points ors
each of t6e four lines correspond to various velocity ratios.

The experiments documented in thik report include the determination of the directivity
of the jets measured in an anechoic room where there was no reflecting ground plane
and the possibility of the jet exhaust being deflected by low velocity air curre~nts was
eliminated. Many of the measurements of directivity patterns previously reported
were made in the open where the presence of a ground plane can significantly affect
the measured results (References 5 and 35), and a slight breeze can markedly bend
the jet exhaust plume and hence distort the directivity. It is therefore felt that a
useful side benefit from the present tests is a set of sni.gle-nozzle directivity patterns
from which all ground plane and cross-wind effects have been removed. Consequently,
a set of directibity plots and sound power spectra for each of the primary nozzles
acting alone is presented in Appendix F.
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Figure 33. Variation in Overall Sound Power with Bypass Ratio for Thrusts
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Sideline with Bypass Ratio for Thrusts Scaled to 20 000 Lbs.
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4.2 Some Experimental Anomalies

Some of the results of this program depart from the expected trends. These anomalies
are discussed in the following paragraphs.

The first anomaly occurred when the secondary flow velocity equaled the primary
velocity. Evidence of this is to be found in Figures 33 and 34, for Run Numbers 102
to 117. Here, for unity velocity ratio, the scaled power level and perceived noise
level values for the coaxial nozzles are in excess of the level produced by the primoiy
nozzle alone. One would expect the scaled noise produced by nozzles with a
velocity ratio of unity to be the same as that produced by the primary alone, if any
interaction effect between the primary and secondary flow is neglected. In this case,
the primary nozzle acting alone has been checked extensively and there is no doubt
as to the reliability of the data. In addition, its noise output agrees well with the
level predicted by Reference 5. This indicates that the increase in level is due to the
presence of the coaxial nozzles. The exact cause of this discrepancy is not known,
but an examination of the acoustic power spectra shows that additional noise sources
are present which increase the middle and ugh frequency content of the spectra.
The worst case is illustrated in Figure 35.

Examination of all of the power spectra show that this increase in the high frequency
region of the normalized power spectra is most significant for the coplanar cold 1.6
pressure ratio nozzle. There is little or no efect for the lower area ratio secondary
nozzles with the half and fully extended primaries, whereas with the coplanar nozzles
these area ratios exhibited the largest effect. Also, examination of all the coplanar
nozzle power spectra for lower velocity ratios indicated that this effect was generally
not present.

These results are consistent with the possibility that the additional source is associated
with the contraction of the external diameter of the primary nozzle pipe From 1.0 to
0.8 inches over a distance of 1/2-inch forward of the nozzle. This contraction in
the primary pipe diameter creates a slightly divergent secondary nozzle for the
coplanar case, with the throat approximately 1/2-inch upstream of the nozzle plane.
The amount of divergence decreases with increasing area ratio, as can be seen by
comparing the area ratios given in Section 3.2 for the coplanar and extended primary
nozzle cases. Consequently, the effect would be expected to be greatest for the
smaller area ratio secondary nozzles. Alsu, the acoustic effect would be expected
to be greatest for flow velocities in the sonic region where the divergence acts as a
supersonic diffuser, accelerating the flow rather than slowing it.

Additionally, as shown in Appendix B, the boundary layer shed from the outside of
the primary nozzle prevents the coplanar nozzles from having completely uniform
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velocity profiles. The turbulence induced by this velocity defect probably causes
additional sound generation at a frequency associated with the scale of the con-
traction (; 0.1 inch) and with a magnitude which increases proportional to a power
of the secondary flow velocity. A similar condition would undoubtedly be present on
a real full-sized jet engine, although its magnitude may well vary considerably with
variations in internal nozzle geometry, and hence would not necessarily scale correctly
from these model jet results.

The second anomaly is associated with the secondary nozzle which has an area ratio
of 2. This effect is illustrated in Figure 36 for Run Numbers 176 to 187, where the
noise for the area ratio 2 nozzle is greater than would be expected. Examination of
the nozzle showed that it had been over-heated when the primary was run with high
temperature air, since the inside had become roughened and charred. This roughness
would cause an unusually turbulent boundary layer to be produced inside the mouth
of the nozzle. From an examination of the data, the over-heating appears to have
happened just before Run 148; for all run numbers below 148, the nozzle produces
results consistent with those produced by the other nozzles, but thereafter it appears
to produce too much noise. The results for this area ratio for run numbers greater
than 147 should therefore be treated with caution.

The third anomaly concerns a noise source associated with the two supersonic primary
nozzles. In the majority of the runs with these nozzles, Fhe model directivity pattern
in the higher octave bands (principally the 31.5 kHz and 16 kHz bands) showed an
unexpected increase at angles near 90 degrees to the jet axis. The maximum value
of this iicrease was usually found near 110 degrees.

This phenomenon is shown in Figure 37 for Run 128, whichi had a primary nozzle with
pressure ratio 2.5 and temperature of 640F, together with a coplanar secondary nozzle
of area ratio 10 and velocity ratio of 0.38. This figure illustrates one of the worst
examples of this phenomenon. It shows the directivity patterns for the 5 highest octnve
bands. The 31.5 kHz and 16 kHz bands are seen to be 10 to 12 dB high at 110 degrees
while the remaining bands form a consistent group, dec.easing in level with increasing
angle. It is obvious that such a discrepancy cannot be truly representative of a full-
size jet and that the model data should be corrected. Fortunately, the peaks in the
forward direction of directivity pattern for both the anomalous octave bands have not
been affected (this was always the case in all runs with this fault) so that the cor-
rection to the directivity and computer corrections could be made.

As part of an evaluation of this phenomena, a one-tenth octave analysis was made of
the sound at 110 degrees from the jet axis and at frequencies up to 25 kHz. This
analysis is shown in Figure 38. It does not show any evidenct of a discrete frequency,
but rather a broad peak with a bandwidth of approximately one octave.
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Finally, a check was made to determine the effect of this anomaly on the computed
sound power levels and sideline perceived noise level. The corrections indicated in
Figure 37 lowered the sound power level in both the 16 kHz and 31.5 kHz bands.
The resulting overall sound power levels decreased 1.5 dB. The sideline perceived
noise levels were then checked. It was found that the true maximum sideline per-
ceived noise level was not altered by this change in the higher two bands for any of
the full-scale jet thrusts. Similar checks were made on other runs where this problem
was severe, with the same basic conclusions. These results indicate that the scaled
overall sound power level plots, of which Figure 33 is an example, are altered
slightly when the anomaly under discussion is at its worst, but that the maximum side-
line perceived noise level is not altered. On this basis, all runs which showed this
anomaly were corrected, as in Figure 37, and are noted by an asterisk (*) in the
run number schedule in Appendix A.

The cause for this anomaly is not known. It appeared in almost all of the coplanar
and extended nozzle configurations, in a few of the half retracted configurations,
and none of the fully retracted runs. It was only slightly in evidence (i 2 dB at
31.5 kHz) when the 2.5 pressure ratio nozzle was run alone. However, it was
present in most of the runs of the 3.5 pressure ratio nozzle which was operated at
several pressure ratios. These latter results, shown In Appendix G, inJ cote that the
effect is present for all pressure ratios greater than 2.0, generally increasing in
magnitude with increasing pressure ratio.
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5.0 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS AND THEIR APPLICATION TO
FULL-SCALE ENGINES

This section reviews the principal experimental results which are relevant to pre-
dicting the noise of full-scale engines and to undertanding the noise reduction
characteristics of coaxial jet flows in terms of the analysis in Section 2.3. These
results are utilized to develop a prediction method for full-scale engines and to
evaluate the differences between the noise characteristics of practical full-scale
coaxial jet engines and those of idealized single-nozzle engines with a similar exit
velocity.

5.1 Discussion of Principal Experimental Results

The experimental results will be exmind with a view to determining the noise reduc-
tion characteristics of coaxial jets. The noise reduction of a coaxiol jet is defined to
be the difference between the noise of the coaxial jet and that of a single-nozle jelt
which has the same thrust as does the coaxial jat and the some flow conditions as those
of the primary nozzle of the coaxial jet. This comparison eliminates the gross vari-
ations cbe to changes in primary velocity and temperature. The following paragraphs
examnine the noise produced by the primary nozzles alone and the changes in sound
power, directivity and maximum sideline p&ceived noise level resulting from the
coaxial jet flow.

5. 1.1 Noise of the Primary Nozzles.
Figures39, U nd 4 f W the sound produced b. the three primary nozzles

with the three pressure ratlos and three total temperchures as shown, ot o function of
the flow velocity. Figure 39 shows the meaoured overall sound power level for the
iodef primary nozzles. The dashed curve for the ove-all sound power level shows
reawnoble agreement with the data except for the 60-dcrree, pressure ratio 3.5
nozzle. The fins con be represented by:

U
P.VL 123.6 + 80 log in dD rei1 watts (39)

where U is the primary velocity. This curve is 2 dB greater than that given in
Figure 1, vich is boied principally on data obtained over a ground plane ond assurtid
to hove hemispheric rodiotioh. Since the data in th-Is report were token in free
s" ericol space, the difference might indicate that t1,e typiccl ground plane in
Figure I provided some absorption and reflection .osset, p"etially invalidoting the
osumption f ideal hemispheric rodio~on.

Preceding page blank
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Figure 40 shows the same data scaled to a thrust of 20,000 pounds. The dashed line
represents the curve of Figure 39 scaled in accordance with the following expression:

UPIb) 159 + 60 log -in d re 103watts (40)

The change in the velocity exponent from 8 to 6 results from the thrust scaling.

F!gure 41 gives the maximum perceived noise level on a 1500-foot sideline for these
jets scaled to a thrust of 20,000 pounds. These results appear to be proportional to U8.
Tu calculate the overall power for a thrust other than 20,000 pounds, the results on
Figure 40 can be scaled by ten times the ratio of the new thrust to 20,000 pounds.
However, this simple rule does not apply to the maximum sideline perceived noise
level because it is also a function of the noise spectrum. To determine the magnitude
of this effect, the cange in maximum 1500-foot sideline perceived noise level was
calculated for thrusts of 10,000, 20,000, 40,000 and 80,000 pounds. The results are
3hown in Figure 42, along with the extent of the scatter. The mean line through the
data has a slope proportional to F'83 , indicating that doubling the thrust produces a
maximum perceived noise level increase of approximately 2.5 PNdB.

5.1.2 Reduction in Overall Sound Power Level Associated with Coaxial Jet Flows.
To determine the sound power level reductions associated with the various coaxial

jet configurations, the overall sound power level of each coaxial jet was compared to
the overall sound power level of its primary jet operating alone, with all data scaled to
a constant thrust of 20,000 pounds. Figure 43 shows the change in overall sound power
level for the coplanar nozzles as a function of velocity ratio, with the simple theo-
retical estimates of Section 2.3 included for comparison. The data exhibited three
anomalies: (1) an increase of noise for coaxial nozzles of unity velocity ratio, (2)
relatively poor noise reduction performance for the nozzle with an area ratio of two,
and (3) the distinctly lesser noise reductions associated with the primary nozzle with
pressure ratio 2.5 when operating at 60°F.

The first two of these anomalies have been discussed in Section 4.2. The third anomaly
is present throughout the data. It occurs for cold flows only, not being apparant In the
cases when the jet was heated. A uniform reduction of approximately 4 dB would bring
the cold 2.5 pressure ratio data Into line, suggesting that the sound power of the primary
nozzle might be low. However, inspection of Figure 39 shows the noise of this primary
nozzle to be consistent with that of the other eight primaries, and other data. Thus,
the cause remains a mystery and the data for the cold pressure ratio 2.5 nozzle will be
ignored in the remaining discussions.

The data for the coplanar nozzles with area ratios of 5 and 10, and to a lesser extent
area ratio 1, show rather qood agreement with the simple theory. Further, there seem
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to be no consistent effects of either temperature or primary pressure ratio on the
reductions of overall sound power level. Hence, it would appear that predictions of
the sound power of the jet flow from modern high bypass ratio fan engines with coplanar
coaxial nozzles can be made considering only the area and velocity ratios of the two
flows.

The effect of extending the primary nzzle 5.5 primary nozzle diameters beyond the
plane of the secondary nozzle (one-half extension) and 11 diameters (full extension)
is illustrated in Figures 44 through 47. Again, the theoretical estimate of the change
in overall sound power is included for reference, although its derivation assumed
coplanar nozzles.

The results for the nozzle of area ratio 1, given in Figure 44, show an improvement
ever the coplanar performance. This may result from an improvement in its ability to
shroud the core since the theory of Section 2.3 indicated that this nozzle was not
large enough to shroud the primary core. However, with the extended primary
nozzle, the secondary flow should be significantly larger than its initial diameter
when it passes through the plane of the primary nozzle. At this plane, it will be
slower than indicated by its exit velocity ratio, thus extending the shrouding regime
to higher velocit/ ratios than predicted for coplanar nozzles in Section 2.3. Unfor-
tunately, there are no velocity profiles available to test this conjecture.

The data for the nozzle with an area ratio of 2 are contained in Figure 45. They
show Improvement over the coplanar case, but the scatter is large and the roughness
of this nozzle makes any evaluation questionable. The data for the nozzle with area
ratio 5, Figure 46, show little change from the coplanar case, except for a small
Increase in scatter. However, the data for the fully extended nozzle of orea
ratio 10, Figure 47, show a decrease in noise reduction relative to the coplanar case.
The reason for this change in performance is not known; however, the data appear
consistent and the results must be considered valid.

The acoustic performance of retracted primary nozzle configurations can be expected
to differ from that of the coplanar and extended primary nozzle configurations since
the flows and acoustic boundary conditions are different. During all tests, the
nozzles were operated at a fixed set of total pressures such that the velocity ratios for
the non-retracted cases were consistent among runs which hod the same primary
nozzle and temperature. However, when the primary nozzle is retracted within the
secondary plenum, its effective pressure ratio is decreased and its velocity is similarly
decreased. Its initial mixing with the secondary flow occurs within the plenum, where
the secondary flow velocity is 4.uiie low; howuver, the noise generatod by this mixing
is somewhat shielded by the walls of the secondary nozzle.
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Assuming that the primary is retracted sufficiently that it completely mixes with the
secondary flow pricr to exiting from the secondary nozzle and its noise does not
radiate *hrough the nozzle, the average or effective velocity through the nozzle
would be expected to be given by:

4(ms + mp)
e

The acoustic power should be proportional to:

W.'d 2 US (42)
m soe

This situation represents a lower bound on the expected results which was not approached
wiuh the configurations evaluated in this study. The obvious upper bound is given by
the assumption that all the noise of the primary mixing into the siow moving secondary
is radiated through the nozzle and adds to the noise generated by the jet issuing from
the secondary nozzle as it mixes with the ambient. Also, at low pressure ratios, oddi-
tional noise might be expected from the turbuleince gqeerted in the plenum as it ;s
convected downstream, outside of the secondary no.zle. The true sitvation for these
data obviously lies between the-o two bounds.

The basic results for the variation of axial oositon, including the retracted primary
nozzle cases, are given for the presure ratio 3.5 primary nozle in Figure 48. The
3.5 pressure ratio nozzle wes chosen fhr discussiot because 1h behovior is reaoonably
typical of the overoee data in the coplanar ,md extended primary nozzle coses, ad
becouse It# flow porwnetem underwent the least hange in the retmMted cows. The
chunges in noise level for oll css in tigure 48 were based, as before, on the noise of
the primary nozzle oparcting at u fixed totol presre and exhousthog into the a m'nt,

Thi results illustrate the stol ;ricreosoe in noise relative to the coplanar configtrotioo
for the area ratio 10 nozzleo at both extended positons, es pteviously discvssed, No
change fis exhibited for thie retracted nozzles. For th e area ratio I and 5 noz-tz~,
however, a small reduction relative to the coplanar case is found 1A the retracted
cas4s, as wet! os in the extended cases. The more limited dato for the pressure ratio
1.6 nozzle Indicate sligh inc:reases relative to the cplanor cases for the retracted
cases. However, it is not presented ini detail since its flow was draticolly effected
by the secondary pleourn pressure, txd is not repi,,&oWcnaive of full-scole engin d(sign
c-t8ons.
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5.1.3 Changes in Sound Power Spectra and Directivilty.
The principal changes in overall sound power associated with coaxial jet flows

are also illustrated in examining a few typical sound power spectra. Figure 49 shows
the sound power spectrum for a model jet configuration which has a primary nozzle
with a pressure ratio of 1.6 and total temperature of 450°F, and a coplanar secondary
nozzle with an area ratio of 10. The spectra are given for four velocity ratios ranging
from zero (primary nozzle alone) to 0.88. The spectrum for the velocity ratio of 0.38
is 6 to 7 dB lower than the spectrum for the primary alone in the frequency range above
the peak in the spectrum, while at low frequencies its sound power level is slightly
above the level of the primary alone. The overall sound power level (at model thrust)
is approximately 3 dB lower. This reduction of levels at the higher frequencies
demonstrates that the low velocity secondary flow is shrouding the primary flow, thus
reducing its acoustical output. The secondary flow would be expected to reduce the
high frequencies in preference to the low frequencies because the high frequency
acoustic sources are located in the initial mixing region of the primary jet where the
effect of the secondary flow is greatest, whereas the lower frequencies are produced
downstream where the secondary flow ha less effect. Conversely, the increase in low
frequency noise generation is to be expected as a result of the larger diameter
equivalent jet resulting from the combined flows.

When the secondary velocity is increased to give a velocity ratio of 0.73, the equiv-
alent jet becomes the dominating factor. The spectrum for this jet has a shape that
should be expected of a single-nozzle jet with an exit area approximately ten times
that of the primary nozzle alone. A final increase in secondary velocity to give a
velocity ratio of 0.88 does not significantly change the spectrum shape, but does
increase the spectrum levels in proportion to the eighth power of the change in second-
ary velocity. All of these results are consistent with the simple theoretical model
postulated in Section 2.3.

Figure 50 shows the effect of extending the primary nozzle beyond the secondary.
Comparing Figures 49 and 50, the effect of shrouding the primary can be seen to have
nearly disappeared for the velocity ratio of 0.38 when the primary nozzle is extended
eleven (11) primary diameters beyond the secondary nozzle. The spectra for velocity
ratios of 0.725 and 0.878 appear to have a few dB less power wk.n the primary is
extended than in the coplanar case.

Comparison at a velocity ratio of 0.88 shows little change in the high frequency por-
tion of the spectrum which should be controlled by the initial mixing region of the
secondary jet. However, the low frequency portion of the spectrum of the extended
primary is lower in level than that of the coplanar case. This result is consistent with
the hypothesis that the equivalent jet for the extended nozzle cases should be defined
by the flow conditions existing in the plane of the extended primary.
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In Figure 51, the effect of area ratio on th-i shrouding of the primary nozzle is shown
for coplanar nozzles at a velocity ratio of 0.38. These results demonstrate that flows
from coaxial nozzles with small area ratios have !ittle apparent shrouding effect,
whereas flows from the farger secondary nozzles have considerable effect. This
result is in accordance with the simple theory, since a secondary nozzle which has
an area ratio of only I or 2 results in a fairly thin layer of secondary flow around the
primary jet. Within a very few nozzle diameters downstream from the nozzle, the
primary flow will have developed into a diameter larger than the original secondary
nozzle diameter. The primary nozzle flow will therefore tend to behave over most of
its length as if there were no secondary flow. It should be emphasized that these
spectra are from the model jet, and hence no allowance has been made for varying
thrusts. If they were corrected to an equal thrust, a small shrouding effect would be
seen for the lower area ratios and an even larger effect would be observed for the
higher area ratios.

Accompanying the changes in spectrum are changes in the acoustic radiation direc-
tivity pattern. Figures 52 through 55 show the directivity patterns for the flow cases
whose spectra are shown in Figure 49. These results show that as the velocity ratio
increases, proportionally more sound is radiated at larger angles from the jet flow
direction. The 500 Hz and 1000 Hz octave bands do not change directivity very
much, but the remainder are affected. The angular position of the peaks in the
octave band directivity indices move by a maximum of 10 degrees; but at angles away
from the peak, the directivity indices vary by as much as 12 dB in extreme cases near
the jet axis and by up to 4 dB at 110 degrees from the axis. As a result, the angle at
which the directivity index is zero increases by up to 30 degrees In both cases.

5.1.4 Change In Maximum Sideline Perceived Noise Level.
The effect of the various configurations on the maximum perceived noise level

on the 1500-foot sideline is summarized for the coplanar nozzle configurations in
Figure 56. This figure gives the data for perceived noise level In the same format
used for the overall sound power level In Figure 43, and includes the theoretical
prediction curve for power level reduction for reference. There is much similarity

*, between the two sets of figures, although the maximum reduction in perceived noise
level for area ratios 5 and 10 is nearly I dB greater than the maximum reduction in
power level. All the general comments made previously concerning the change In
overall sound power level are applicable to perceived noice level.
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Figure 57 shows the data for one-half and full extension of the primary nozzle for
area ratio 5. The data appear slightly more scattered than the associated overallI
sound power level data shown in Figure 46. However, they appear reasonably well
represented by the coplanar data curve.

F Figure 58 gives a presentation of the effect of axial position on the 1500-foot sideline
perceived noise level, analogous to the sound power data of Figure 48. The results
are similar, but with slightly more scatter.

In general, the changes in maximum perceived noise level are very similar to those of
overall sound power level, except that there is a tendency for slightly more scatter in
the data. This tendency may result partially from the fact that the max;rnum perce'ved
noise level is dependent upon a single angular measurement, whereas the sound power
is a function of measurements at many angular positions. Also, the perceived noise
level is more sensitive to the level in a few octave bands, whereas the overall sound
power is a function of most of the octave bands. For both flhese reasons, the per-
ceived noise level measurement may be inherently more susceptible to minor vcriation4
in the experimental process.

In addition, the pefteived noise level is affected by any changes in~ directivity which
are associated with the various c ifgurations. The effect of the 4ir-ectivity changes
on the variation in perceived noise level along the 1500-root sideline, shown in
Figures 52 through 55, is .given it, Figure 59. Zero feet on the si del ine Corres"onds
to the point directly opposite the jet (i.e., of 90 degrees to the jet axis). The data
show that the maximum tideline level shifts alon, the sideline towards zero feet as
the velocity ratio increoses. In addition, thete Is a slight chattge In the rote at which
the perceived noise level foils with increasing distanice along the sideline.

5.2 Prediction of the Noise Churectoristics of IFulI-Scaoe Coaxial Jeti,

The dato and theory presented in this repor can be used as the basts Io h pek
of the noise characteristics of full-scale coaxial jets. Thissctndeop rkin
methods for both the overall sound power level and the 1500-foot sideline maxcimum
perceived noise level, the lotter being the principal goal of this study. The pr!"cipal
emphasis is on coplanar coaxial nozzles which ore of consideroble proolul interest.
For prediction of non-coplanar coaxial jctt, the reader is refetred to the dkcvssions in
Section 5.1 which consider the effects of axial displocement of the primary nozzle

relative to thE, secoodary nozzle. Caution should be exercised in applying this totter

data to (ull.-scale gcometries which differ significantly from the models studied hele.
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The basic predictions for sound power level are developed directly from Figures 40
and 43. The results are given in Figure 60. When ADW= 0, the equation at the
top of the figure represents the relationship found for zero secondary flow (primary
only) from Figure 40 and the basic jet noise scaling laws. The curves which give
the decrease of overall sound power level as a function of coaxial jet velocity ratio
were obtained from Figure 43. They are based on the approximate data curves,
where given in Figure 43, and are supplemented by the theoretical curves f-om
Figure 21 as required for completeness.

Figure 61 presents a similar prediction method for the 1500-foot sideline maximum
perceived noise level. When ADP = 0, the equation represents the results for the
primary flows given in Figures 41 and 42. The curves giving the decrease of per-
ceived noise level as a function of velocity ratio were obtained from Figure 56 in
a manner similar to the development of the sound power level prediction curves.

There are two basic potential sources of error in using these two figures for prediction
of the noise of a specific full-scale engine which has coplanar nozzles. First is the
potential error in estimating the noise for the reference primary jet which may be
expected to vary approximately 1:2 dB about the mean data line. Second, the
model data for the coaxial flows, ignoring anomalous data, show a scatter of -1-2 dB
about the mean curves, describing the decrease of noise as a function of velocity and
area ratio. These two errors might be expected to add in a mean square sense to give
a total error of just under 13 dB for a specific prediction.

However, for tradeoff studies leading to engine optimization for noise, these pre-
diction methods should be quite accurate, particularly since the simple theory appears
to be in basically good agreement with the mean of the experimental results.

Figures 60 and 61 again demonstrate that the minimum noise for a coplanar coaxial
jet with a fixed primary velocity and thrust occurs at a velocity ratio of approxi-
mately 0.5. The noise characteristics for a family of engines meeting this criterion
and having 20,000 lbs. thrust and various area ratios are given in Figures 62 (power)
and 63 (perceived noise).

From one viewpoint, however, the results presented in Figures 62 and 63 are more an
indication of the potential remedial effects of a secondary flow. From a purely design
viewpoint, the approach to optimization proceeds in a different manner. In engine
design, the design thrust is one of the principal specified objectives. For a single
nozzle with a given pressure ratio, the thrust produced'is independent of the flow
temperature. However, the noise produced by the jet is not Independent of temper-
ature since higher temperatures imply higher nozzle velocities, and hence more noise.
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PWVLoA = DW4- 177 + 60 log + 100 log F

" M where
Uprimary velocity in ft/sec

Fp

0F = thrust in pounds
PWLOA = overall sound power level in dB're 10 wat
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Figure 60. Prediction of Overall Sound Power Level Based on Primary Nozzle
Data In Figure 40 and Mean Curves of Experimental Variation In
the Decrease In Overall Sound Power with Velocity Ratio for Jets
with Coplanar Coaxial Nozzles and Fixed Thrust. Decrease of
Coaxial Jet Sound Power Level is Measured Relative to a Baseline
Single-Nozzle Jet which has Equal Thrust and a Velocity Equal to
the Primary Velocity.
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_ PNLL = ADp+I2+80o( )+ 8.1o

i ,U = primary velocity in ft/sec

"a

, Fp  = thrust in pounds

0
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a
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Figure 61. Prediction of 1500-Foot Sideline Perceived Noise Level Based on
Primary Nozzle Data in Figures 41 and 42 and Mean Curves of
Experimental Variation In the Decrease In 1500-Foot Sideline
M=ximum Perceived Noise Level for Jets with Coplanar Coaxial
Nozzles and Fixed Thrust. Decrease of Sideline Perceived Noise

Level is Measured Relative to a Baseline Single-Nozzle Jlet which
has Equal Thrust and a Velocity Equal to the Primary Velocity.
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From an acoustic viewpoint, it is therefore important to keep the jet temperature as
low as possible, which means that a jet total temperature equal to ambient temperature
is the possible minimum. The jet exhaust velocity, and hence the noise, can be
reduced still further by reducing the nozzle pressure ratio as much as possible. There
is obviously some practical minimum to the pressure ratio so that the resultant jet
engine will produce the necessary thrust without becoming unnecessarily large with
attendant weight and drag penalties. For takeoff conditions and engines with fixed
convergent nozzles, that practical pressure ratio is most likely to be somewhere in the
region of the critical pressure ratio, or slightly below, so that the engine is still
efficient at cruise conditions. From an acoustic viewpoint, therefore, a practical
optimum single jet engine should produce a jet exhaust at sonic pressure ratio with an
exhaust temperature as near ambient as possible.

These conclusions were reached from an examirotion of a single jet nozzle. But for
present-day jet engines, the requirements for optimum conditions actually apply to the
bypass flow of practical bypass jet engines. For modem engines, the secondary flow
temperature is only slightly greater than ambient temperature, and optimum overall
performance generally dictates that the pressure ratio at takeoff thrust be slightly less
than critical. For such designs, it is very instructive to interpret the noise reduction
results using the secondary flow velocity as a fixed parameter and determine the
amount of the detrimental effect on the engine's noise characteristics resulting from
a higher temperatvre, higher velocity primary flow.

Figure 64 shows the predicted increase in overall sound power leve! (Aiw) for various
values of oea ratio as a function of the ratio of primary jet velocity to secondary jet
velocity. The equation for the predicted sound power level and the design curves In
the figure is a restatement of the information in Figure 60.

Figure 65 gives a similar presentation of the increase in the maximum perceived noise
level on a 1500-foot sideline, developed from Figure 61.
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Tables 3 and 4 give the velocity ratios (primary velocity to secondary velocity) which
cause either a 3 dB or 6 dB increase in overall sound power or maximum perceived
noise level on a 1500.foot sideline relative to the noise at a velocity ratio of 1. It
will be noticed that there Is a considerable difference between power level and per-
ceived noise level in sensitivity to the ratio of primary-to-secondary flow velocity.
For example, for a coplanar nozzle with area ratio of 10 and primary velocity ratio
of approximately 1.5, there is only a 3 dB increase in overall sound power output,
but a 6 dB increase in 1500-foot sideline perceived noise level. These differences
are the penalties resulting from having a primary velocity 50 percent greater than
that of the secondary. This greater sensitivity of perceived noise level to changes invelocity ratio is due to the fact that the overall power level for fixed thrust Increases

in proportion to velocity to the sixth power, whereas the perceived noise level
increases in proportion to velocity to the eighth power.

Table 3

Primary Velocity Ratios (Ug'Us) for a 3 dB and 6 dB Increase in
Overall Power Level from Figure 64

Power Level Area Rotio

Increase 1 2 5 10

3 d8 1.14 1.17 1.40 1.52

6 dB 1.34 1 .42 1.70 1.85

Table 4
Primary Velocity Rotios (U Js) for a 3 dB and 6 dS Increase in

Sideline Perceived Noise Level from Figure 65

Area Retio
Perceived Noise A. -

Level Increase 1 2 5 10
3PNdB 1.11 1.12 1.18 1.23

6 PNdB 1.29 1.22 1.37 1.53
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It should be noted thot a primary-secondary velocity ratio of 1.5 is typical of current
high bypass ratio engine design, primarily for non-acoustic reasons. This velocity
ratio is In the region where the noise produced by the secondary mixing with the
ambient and the equivalent jet control the overall sound power characteristics, except
at low area ratios where the primary is inadequately shrouded. These concepts were
developed in Section 2.3, particularly with reference to Figures 18 and 20.

5.3 Comparison of Noise Characteristics of Practical Coaxial
Jet Engines with Optimum Single-Nozzle Engines

If the heat could be extracted from the primary jet, reducing its temperature to near
ambient, its velocity would be approximately equal to that of the secondary. In this
case, no noise penalty would be associated with the higher speed primary jet and the
resulting engine would have near optimum performance and noise characteristics. The
following paragraphs compare the acoustic characteristics of such on engine with
those of currently feasible coaxial jet engines.

The model jet that comes nearest to this idealizeddet is the primary nozzle with a

pressure ratio of 1.6 and a flow temperature of 60 F. Its ocoustic characteristics can
be compared with those ef the coplanar jets, which had area ratios of 5 and 10 and
primary nozzles with pressure ratio 1.6 but flow temperature of 4500 F. These tho
coplanor jets have pijmary velocity to secondary velocity ratios of approximately
1 .35 and secondary flow velocities of 890 feet per second, The secondary flow there-
fore has nearly the some flow conditions as the O0 F primary nozzle acting alone, so
that these two coplanar runs correspond approximately to the conditions for the area
ratio 5 nozzle indicated In Tables 3 and 4, which give a 6 dB increase in sidelisne
percelved noise level and a 3 dB increase In overall sound power.

Figure 66 gves the acoustic power spectra for c 20,000 lb. thrust jet for these three
configurations. It shows that the coplanar nozzles with the higher temperature and
higner velocity pimory jet produce considerably more high frequency noise than does
the single-nozzle cold jet. This increased acoustic power at higher frequencies gives
an indication as to why the coplanar jet shows a larger increase in perceived noise
level than is indicated by the increase in overall sound power level. This con-
clusion is reinforced by a comparison of the octave band sound pressure spectra shown
in Figure 67 for the position on the 1500-foot sideline which has the maximum per-
ceived noise level. This position it at on angle of 55 degrees from the jet axis for
the primary jet alone, but is at 65 degrees for the coplanar jets, which indicates the
effect of changes in the civectivity pttern.
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2 Figures 68, 69 and 70 present the octave band directivity patterns for these three
jets. The directvity maxima increase in angle by about 10 degrees when secondary
flow is present. There is also a change in the shape of directivity pattern, so that
the larges" angle at which the directivity index is zero increases by as much as
25 degrees. These angular changes are reflected in Figure 71 which shows the 1500-
foot sideline perceived noise level for the three jets. The changes in directivity
cause the perceived noise level to drop more rapidly from the maximum value for the
coaxial jets than is the case for the primary nozzle alone. Thus, at the peak level
the coaxial jets produce about 6 PNdB more noise, whereas at large distances along
the sideline in the direction of the jet exhaust, the difference is only 2 PNdB.

The above results have been presented for a 20,000 lb. thrust engine. It has already
been shown (Figure 42) that on the average, the maximum perceived noise level
increases by 2.5 PNdB for every doubling of jet thrust in the range of thrust from
10,000 lbs. to 80,000 lbs. This scaling factor generally holds over the complete
sideline curve, as demonstrated in Figure 72 which gives the calculated values of
the sideline perceived noise levels for four different thrusts for the jet with pressure
ratio of 1 .6 and total temperature of 60°F.

I
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Figure 68. Directivity Pattern for Primary Nozzle Alone.
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f: 6.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The acoustic output of more than three hundred (300) different model coaxial jet con-
figurations has been analyzed and used to determine the effect of the slower secondary
(or bypass) air flow on the sound output of coaxial jets. The model data w're scaled
to give the sound power output of a full-scale jet engine, and the sound pressure
levels and perceived noise levels determined along a sideline parcilel to the jet axis.
Noise reductions for coaxial jets were computed relative to a basoline stgle-nozzle
jet which had the same thrust as that of the coaxial jet and a velocity equal to thecoaxial jet primary. The principal conclusions from this work are as follows:

(1) The jet noise for coaxial jets with fiixed thrust and area ratio was found to be
minimum when the ratio of se-odory veloty tc primci.y velocity was approxi-
mately 0.5.

(2) The reduction in jet noise for fixed velocity ratio and thrust increases with
increasing area ratio for coplanar or nearly coplknar nozzles. The maximum
reduction in overall sound power was found to bo c10 dB, and the maximum
reduction in sideline perceived noise level was I I PNdB for the nozzle which
:ad a secondary to primary area ratio of 10. however, the reductions for an
area ratio of 5 were approximately only I dB !ess thar. those for area ratio 10.
These experimental results largely substantiote the simple theory of the noise
of coplanar coaxial jets which was developed in thl study.

(3) These noise reductions were found to be largely indeendent of the pressure
ratio of the primary nozzle and the totol temperature of the grimary flow over
the range of pressure ratios (1.6 - 3.5) nd tempirotures (60 F - 800 F)
covered in the experimental progran.

(4) While for a fixed velocity and temperoture coeidition the overall sound power
output is directly proportional t, engine thrust, the maxtmum perceived noise
level on a 1500-foot s~deline was fomnd t<. icrease by nnly 2.5 PNdB each
time the thrust was deubled, over o thrust ronge from 30,000 lbs. to
80,000 lbs. The rno:dmum perceived noise level is therefore proportional to
thrust raised to the -)ower 0.833, when velocity and temperature conditions
are held constant.

(5) At fixed thrust cnd area rati.-3, the maximum perceived noise level on a 1500-
foot sideline wcs found to inreose as the eighth power of velocity, whereas
the overall sound power level increases as the sixth power.
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(6) An engine designed to have maximum thrust per unit area will generally have
minimum weight and drag per unit thrust. Assuming the secondary flow is
limited by aerodynamic constraints to sonic or nearly sonic flow speeds, the
acoustically optimum engine will hove primary and secondary velocities of
approximately 1000 feet per second. This implies that the acoustically
optimum primary flow temperature should be very near ambient and the pressure
ratio no greater than that of the secondary. Although the pressure ratio con-
dition is essentially achieved in current high bypass ratio jets, the temperature
condition is difficult to achieve, although it represents increased cycle
efficiency.

(7) If all conditions of conclusion (6) could be achieved with a 20,000 lb. thrust
engine, it would have an estimated overall sound power output of 159 dB
relative to 10- 13 watts and a maximum perceived noise level on a 1500-foot
sideline of 88 PNdB.

(8) Small increases in the primary velocity relative to the secondary velocity pro-
duce small increases in acoustic output, their magnitudes being a function of
area ratio. Tables 5 and 6 give the ratios of primary velocity to secondary
velocity which results in either 3 dB or 6 dB increase in noise relative to the
noise of an engine which has a velocity ratio of unity and the some secondary
velocity and total thrust. The tables therefore give the velocity ratio which
results in the specified noise increase compared to the optimum engine discussed
In conclusions (6) and (7). The marked differences between the two tables
results from the difference between the sensitivities of the overall sound power
and perceived noise level to changes in primary velocity.

Table 5

Secondary-Pimory Velocity Ratio for
Specified Increase in Overall Sound Power

Power Level Area Ratio
• - ll m r J

Increase 1 2 5 10

3 dB 1.14 1.17 1.40 1.52

6 dB 1.34 1.42 1.70 i.85
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Table 6

Secondary-Primary Velocity Ratio for
Specified Increase in Perceived Noise Level

,:: ,A rea Ratio
Perceived Noise

Level Increase 1 2 5 10
- i ,- _--

3 PNdB 1.11 1.12 1.18 1.23

6 PNdB 1.29 1.22 1.37 1.53

(9) It is probable that the noise reduction associated with coplanar coaxial jets
can be increased by designing the nozzles to promote more rapid mixing.
Such nozzles would probably enable the design of engines with jet noise
charecteristics approaching the optimums discussed in conclusions (6) and (7).

(10) The extension of the primary nozzle up to eleven (11) primary nozzle
diameters beyond the secondary nozzle produced an increase in the noise
reduction for nozzles of area ratio 1, little change in the noise reduction

" for nozzles of area ratio 2 and 5, and a decreose in the noise reduction to?
nozzles with area ratio 10.

S(II) Significant retractions of the primary nozzle inside the secondary nozzle
tended to decrease the noise relative to that produced by coplonar nozzles
for oll of the secondary nozzles when the primary nozzle had o high pressure
ratio (3.5), but to Increase the noise when the convergent primary nozzle with
a bwnlc pressure ratio (1.6) was used. However, the flow conditions for
this lotter primary nozzle were not characteristic of practical engines, ond it
is concluded that retracted primaries con be beneficial when properly designed.
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APPEN DIX A

DIRECTORY OF EXPERIMENTAL RUNS

This appendix contains a listing of the experimental runs that were made in the course
of this project.

Table A-i shows the groups of experimental runs associated with the various flow con-
ditions of the primary nozzles and the relative position of the primary and secondary
nozzles. Half edtended or retracted means the primary nozzle is displaced 5.5
primary nozzle diameters axially from the exit plane of the secondary nozzle. Fully
retracted or extended refers to 11 diameters. Within each group of runs indicated in
the table, there is an equal number of runs for each of the four secondary nozzles.
For each secondary nozzle, the secondary flow velocity is varied between that
required to give a velocity ratio (secondary to primary) of one-third, up to a sonic
velocity. Intermediate velocity ratios of two-thirds and unity are interposed between
these extremes if this does not require the secondary velocity to be supersonic.

Table A-2 gives a detailed listing of the actual completed runs, giving the following
data:

* Run Number (numbers in parentheses are reruns; asterisks indicate
corrections were made to correct the high frequency data in the vicinity
of 110 degrees for the third anomaly discussed in Section 4.2)

* Nozzle Position

o Nominal Area Ratio

* Prim:y Temperature

* Primary Pressure Ratio

* P-imary Velocity

* Velocity Ratio (secondary/primary)

o Mass Flow Ratio (secondary/primary)

For additional detail, see Volume 11.

Preceding page blank
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Table A-2

Experimental Run Conditions

[I. .. ..... oey p, PMzr-r y JN;nary Mass

Noe P, y VoC~ty FP rRu NozP P.'~ sT z vP.,I Vecity T
-t No , I* Area e ' V.o1 1

e WacStc Fi IN2It . -N.-A Nzle Jr eo A-vTep. Ratio FtiSe¢ Ratio Rgt;o Number ?.t;t- Ratio Averge 20!otl Ft,'Se¢ Ratio Rftio

101 FWe~rl y Nozzle - 64 1. 899 - - 149 Coplnor 2 450 1.6 1176 0.72 3.05

Alone * .8 150(811) Coplanar 2 450 1.6 1176 0.87 4.09... . Icj o 6 1 6 90I0 0.58 .... CO 1,0 5 5 . 1176 0.3 3.29
103 eCopenar 1 64 1.6 894 0.70 0.93 152 Coplan, : 5 450 1.6 1176 0.72 6.65

104 Copln!, l 64 1.6 894 1.0 1.33 1 Coplonor 5 450 1.6 1 0.87 9.04- 15 -o~oa - 5 45 1. 1:76

105 Omitted .. . . . 154 (77) Coplano 10 450 1.6 1176 0.38 6.02

Its i COP!an 2 64 1.6 891 0.35 1.10 155 Coplnar 10 450 1.6 1176 0.73 13.38

107 (M0) Coplanar 2 64 1.6 893 0.70 L.9 156(7M9 Cop]nca: T0 450 1.6 1176 0.88 18.38

108 (712) Coplanar 2 64 1.6 892 1.0 3.61 '157 -mory Nozzle - 450 2.5 1590 - -

109 Copl nr . 2 64 .6 893 1.15 3.25 Alon

110(706) Coplono: 5 64 1.b 892 0.35 ;.63 "58 Coplonor 1 450 2.5 1590 0.41 0.68

Ili (723) Coplanar 5 64 1.6 892 0.70 3.79 "159 Coplanar 450 2.5 1590 0.66 1.18

112(803) Coplono 5 64 1.6 894 1.0 5.50 -160 Coplanar 2 450 2.5 1590 0.40 (.48

13 O.ted - - - - 161 Oitted - - - - - -

114 (7081 Coploo, (0 64 I.6 895 0.35 3.30 -162 Coplanar 5 450 2.5 1590 0.41 3.07

115 (804) Coplozr 10 64 1.6 899 0.70 7.15 163 Coplonar 450 2.5 1590 0.65 5.10

116 Caplonar 10 64 1.6 878 1.0 11.013 "164 (812) Coplanr o 0 450 2.5 1590 0.40 5.42

117(726) Coploo: 10 64 1.6 881 1.16 14.28 165 Coplanor 10 450 2.5 1590 0.66 10.22

118 rimry Nozzle - 64 2.5 (204 - - (166 P-mry Nozzle - 450 3.5 1817 - -

Alone, Alone

119 (709) Coplanar ( 64 2.5 1199 0.38 0.46 -167(732) Coplr'n. 1 450 3.5 1817 0.57 1.02

120(710) Coplaoar ( 64 2.5 1199 0.73 0,79 168 Onmittd - . - - - -

'121 (713) Coplanar 1 64 2.5 1207 0.04 1.04 169 Coplanar 2 450 3.5 1817 0.42 1.38

'122 (714,1 Coponor 2 64 2.5 1195 0.38 0.5.2 -170(734) Coolonor 2 450 3.5 1817 0.57 1.96

"123 Coplrnar 2 64 2.5 1193 0.73 1.61 '171 Coplonor 450 3.5 1817 0.42 3.00

124 (71S) Coplonor 2 64 2.5 1193 0.86 2.03 172 (736) Coplanaor S 450 3.5 1817 0.58 4.15

125 (717) Coplonar 5 64 2.5 1182 0.38 1.67 '173 Coplanar 10 450 3.5 1817 0.42 5.42

'126 Coplonar 5 64 7.5 1177 0,73 3.34 .174 Coplonor 10 450 3.5 1817 0.58 8.45

127(719) Coplanar 5 64 2.5 177 0.86 4.14 7 l ..r;,Nozzl - 80 1401 - -

'128 Coplanar (0 64 2.5 1(04 0.38 3.18 A!ne
176 Coplanr 1 800 I .6 1401 0.37 (.01

'129 Coplanor 10 64 2.5 1194 0.73 6.69- ----- ,177 Coplanar I S00 1.6 1362 0.71 %so0

'130 Coplanar (0. 64 2.5 1195 0.87 8.38 1 Coplanar 1 800 (.6 (362 0.78 2,0(- ; 78 ICoplanar 1( (0 .6 (362 0.78 2.03

'131 Primry Nozzle - 64 3.5 1380 - -
Alone 179 Coplanar 2 (0 1.6 1364 0.37 2.07

132 . Conar 1 64 3.5 1374 0.35 0.38 180(737) Coploor 2 800 1.6 1359 0.69 3,62

'(33 Omitted - -. - - - - 181 Coplanar 2 800 1.6 1361 0.7" 4.53

'134 Coplaoar 1 64 3.5 (382 0.74 0.76 182 Coplanar 800 1.6 1369 0.36 3.83

135 (720) C~oponur 2 64 3.5 1370 0.35 0.68 183 (738) Copl.anm 5 9 1.6 1362 0,69 8.48

'136(809) Coplanar 2 64 3.5 1368 0.67 1.31 )04 (739) Coplanar 5 .800 1.6 (366 0.77 9.84

'137 Coplanar 2 64 3.5 1374 0,74 1.48 195 (815) Coplanar (0 800 1.6 1366 0.36 7.67

'138 Coplmarmor 5 64 3.5 1376 0,35 1.40 186 Coplarot 10 800 (.6 1359 0.69 17,68

'139 Coplaro 5 64 3.5 1376 0.67 2.96 187 Coplanar (0 800 1.6 1359 0.77 21.85

'140 Coplanar 5 64 3.5 1367 0.75 3.36 (88 PrimAry Nozzle - 0 2.5 (864 - -

(141 (721) Coploor (0 64 3.5 1387 0.35 2.64

'( ' 189 Coplanar 800 2.5 1853 0.39 0.78
'142 Coplonor 10 64 3.5 1383 0.67 5,88 190 Coplanar 1 o 2.5 1856 0.58 1.38

'90 Coplanor 2 Bo 2.5 1856 0.58 (.38:1 '(43 Coplanar (0 64 3.5 1387 o.75 6.67 19( Copiot 2 800 2.5 1855 0.38 (.84

144 Prmry Nozzle - 450 1.6 1176 - - 9!Aloe (92 Coplanar 3 8(10 2.5 1056 0.57 2.65

(45 Coplanar I 450 1.6 176 0.38 0.8 *193 Coplanar 5 8o 2.5 1854 0.38 3.79

146 Coplonor f 4.50 1,6 1176 0.73 1.43 194(741) Coplonar 5 800 2.5 1853 0.56 69

147 Coplanar 1 450 1.6 1176 0.88 1.89 195 Omlttd - - . . - - -

(48 I Coplar 2 450 (.6 1(76 0.38 1.38 196 Coplangr 10 800 2.5 162 0.56 12.00
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Table A-2- continued

Nam. Pmay Primary Primary M0 Nam. Primary hlmnay Maury Mis
ho Noule AM- wrp. T 7 F Pur Velocity Velocity Flow Rum NoUe Area Temp. -*F fersum Velocity Velocity Flow

Numbe Polon ,ol Ave ge FRlo FtAec Iotfo Ratlo Nuwer PositIon lttl A tMoe Ratl Ft/S.c Ratlo Ratlo

*197 PrimayNozzle - N 3.5 2169 - 241 FullyExtend 10 66 2. 120 0.72 5.31
Aloe. Primary

*1$8 Cap6mr I $DO 3.5 2183 0.38 0.84 U2 Omitted ... .

-199 Coplanar I S 3.5 2378 0.49 1.0 "243 Fullytended 1 6 3.5 1371 0.36 0.27

200 Coplaer 2 am 3.5 2179 0.38 1.74 MIri

01 Copoar 2 OD0 3.5 213 0.48 2.27 *244 Fully Extended I 66 3. 1333 0.67 0.59

W ' (744) Cpl nor 5 3.5 2183 0.38 3.84 *us Fully Extended I 66 3.5 1384 0.74 0.70
203 Omitted - .. . mary

"206 Coplanar t0 O0 3.5 2180 0.38 7.29 '246 Fully Extended 2 66 3.5 1367 0.36 0.51

205 Coplonor 10 So 3.5 2184 0.48 10.08 Primary

206 -214 Omitted - - - *247 Fully Extended 2 66 3.5 1374 0.68 1.05
- -rimary

215 Fully Extended I 66 1.6 898 0.35 0.32Primary 0.2 .248 Fully Extended 2 66 3.5 138D 0,74 1.29
Primry

216 Fully Extended 1 66 1.6 8M 0.70 0.82 "24? Fully Extended 5 66 3.5 1374 0.35 1.30
imry imry

217 Fully Extended 1 66 1.6 900 0.99 1.21 .250(747) Fully Extended 5 66 3.5 1370 0.68 2.81
Primary firmay

218 Fully Extended 1 66 1.6 898 1.14 1.49 *251 Fully Exended 5 66 3.5 1378 0.76 3.23

219 mFully Exn 2 66 1.6 892 I] 0.35 0.60 .252 Fully Extended 10 66 3.5 1388 0.26 2.47
Meat NImeaty

M20 FullyExtended 2 66 1.6 8 0.70 * "253 Fully Extended 30 66 3.5 1388 0.68 5.46

221 FullyExtended 2 66 1.6 895 3.0 2.79 ryMri- " 254 Fully Eutended 30 66 3.5 1387 0.75 6.33
hmrimory

222 Fully Extended 2 66 1.6 895 1.14 3.36 255 Fully Extended 1 450 1.6 1177 0.39 0.50
-%imry

223 Fully Extended 5 66 1.6 894 0.4 1.60 256 Fully Extended 1 450 1.6 1184 0.73 1.77
Primary Prlmary

224 Omitted - - - - - - 257 Fully Extended I 450 1.6 1183 0.88 1.56

225 Fully Extended 5 66 1.6 695 0.99 6.09 Prmary
Plmery 2$8 Fully Extended 2 450 1.6 1187 0.39 1.04

226 Fully Extended 5 66 !.6 900 3.15 7.01 Prlmary
Primary 259 Fully E tended 2 450 1.6 1187 0.73 2.34

227 Fully Exten6ed 10 66 1.6 887 0.35 3.20 Primary
Primary 260 Fully Extended 2 450 1.6 1184 0.88 3.02

228 Fully Extended 10 66 1.6 895 0.70 6.65 Prlnry
Pei" 261 Fully Extended 5 450 1.6 1185 0.38 2.85

229 Fully Extended 10 66 1.6 898 1.0 10.58 Primary
Prtmary 262 Omitted - - - - - -

230 Fully Extended 10 66 1.6 898 1.16 12.44 263 Fully Extend 5 450 1.6 113 .U 7.9
rlmwy Primary

231 Fully Extended I 66 2.5 1210 0.38 0.32 264 Fully Extended 10 450 1.6 1106 0.30 5.44
Prlmary Primary

"232 Fully Extended 1 66 2.3 1221 0.71 0.68 265 (750) FullyExtended 10 450 1.6 1185 0.72 11.66

Primry Primary

"233 Fully Extended 1 66 2.5 1220 0.84 0.11 266 Fully Extended 30 450 1.6 1186 0.8 16.15
Pr -PrImary

"23 Fully Extended 2 66 2.3 1209 0.38 0.58 "267 Fully Extended I 450 2.5 1605 0.41 0.54
imry Primary

"235 Fully Extended 2 66 2,5 1217 0. 2 1.26 *268 Fully Extende 1 450 2.3 1594 0.66 1.15
Primary rImary

*236 Fully Extended 2 66 2.5 1204 0,5 1.54 "269 Fully Extended 2 450 2.3 1604 0.40 0.9
Prmary primary

*237 Fully Extended 5 66 2,5 1200 0.38 1.0 270 Omitted - - - - - -

23 ully Extended 5 66 2.5 1187 0.73 3.U -271 Fully Extended 5 450 2.5 1601 0.40 2.62
PA Primary

9272 Fully Extended 5 450 2.5 1605 U.63 4.88
Primary

*240 Fully Exnded 30 66 2.5 1208 0.38 2.44 "273 Fully Extended 30 450 2.5 363 0.40 5.07
Meney - Primary--

130
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Table A-2 - continued

1Nom. r Pr malry Primary Mau Nom. Frlory Prmary Primary Mae

-- r( No[zle Area Temp.' F Pressure Volocity Velocity Flow Run Nozzle Aro Temp. F Postoun Velocity Velocity Flow
-eeler poaxtion Rao Average ,,tlo Ft/Sc Ratio Ratlo Nueer position Ratio A.erage Ratio Ft/Sec atlo Rtilo

.274 iFully Extended 10 50 2.5 1604 0.65 9.62 330 Fully Retracted 2 74 2.23 1146 0.40 0.76
Primary Primary

*275 (7I) Fully Extended 1 450 3.5 1902 0.42 0.64 331 Fully Retracted 2 74 1.61 906 0.96 1.66
Primary Primary

'276 Fully Extended 1 450 3.3 1800 0.58 0.98 332 Fully Retracted 2 74 1.32 702 1.47 2.49
pvmcoy PrImary

-27 Fully Extended 2 450 3.5 100 0.42 0.72 333 Fully Retracted 5 74 2.23 1141 0.40 1.79
Primarry Primary

-278 (752) Fully Extended 2 450 .. 5 1900 0.58 1.07 334 Fully Retracted 5 74 1.56 872 1.03 3.611
Prmary Primary

,279 Fully Exterded 5 450 3.5 1798 0.42 1.52 335 Fully Retacted 5 74 I1.32 705 1.47 4.9
PrimaryI Primary

-2W0 Fully Extended 5 450 3.5 1i00 0.58 2.19 336 Fully Retracted 10 74 2.23 11348 0.40 3.20
Prfmary Primary

3201 Fully Extended 10 450 3.5 J193 0.42 5.17 337 Fully Retracted 10 74 1.61 904 0.% 6.34
Primory PrImary

.202 Fully Extended 10 450 3.5 1902 0.58 7.96 338 fully Re c td 0 74 1.32 705 1.47 8.85
Primary Primatry

2M-284 Ittd - - - - - - 339 Fully Retracted 1 74 3.06 1330 0.37 0.46

23 Fully Extended I SO0 1.6 1372 0.78 1.74 Pmo,
Primary 340 Fully Retracted I 74 2.09 1114 0.84 0.09

206 FullyExtended 2 No 1.6 1374 0.37 1.33 Pr ar
Primary 341 (763)1 Fully Retracted 1 74 1.85 3025 3.03 1.12

t 287 (754) Fully Extended 2 Boo 1.6 1376 0.69 2.92
Primary 342 Flly Retracted 2 74 3.06 1331 0.37 0.74

288 Fully Extended 2 00 1.6 1379 0.76 3.58 Prlmary
Pimory 343 Fully Retracted 2 74 2.09 1114 0.84 1.43

289 FullyExtended 5 Soo 1.6 1377 0.36 3.57 Primary

Pdmroy 344 Fully Retracted 2 74 1.85 1024 1.01 1.68

* 290 Fully Extended 5 900 1.6 1374 0.69 7.63 Prlmary
F:rmry i 343 Folly Retracted 5 74 3.06 1331 0.37 3.62

291 Fully Extended 5 900 1.6 1374 0.76 8.82 Primary
Prmry 346 Fully Retracted 5 74 2.09 1109 0.85 3.09

2M2-302 Omitted - - . . . . Ptmor347 (764) Fully Retra e 74 1.85 024 1,1 3.37
-303 (753) Fully Extended 1 800 3.5 2182 0.39 0.62 P7i)oyR

Primary IrIryU"B• 4 Fully Retracted 10 74 3.06 1M 0.37 2."8

-304 Fully Extended I OO0 3.5 2185 0.49 0.96 F R.
Primary Primry

3053'.30 Omitted - - - - - - Fully Retracted I0 74 2.O 1115 0.05 6.05
ePrmory

311 Fully Retracted 74 1.52 846 0.37 0.73 350 Fully Retracted 10 74 1.85 1023 1.02 6.69
rimary rimary

312 Fully Retracted 1 74 1.29 664 0.94 1.80 351-407 Omitted - - - - - -
334 matt 408 (823) Half Extended 1 60 1.6 86 0.70 0.63

313.314 O mtted  " - - I " - " Primary
315 Folly Retracted 2 74 1.52 845 0.37 0." 409 Hell Extended 1 60 1.6 894 1.0 1.04

Primary Premar;'
316 Fully Retracted 2 74 1.29 663 0.94 2.15 430 HelExended I 60 1.6 9 t,15 3.28

Primary Prlcty
317-319 OmItted . . . . . . 411 Hull Extended 2 60 1.6 894 0.33 0.55
320 Fully Retracted i 74 .29 6 0.94 4.U4 Primary

Prlmanry 412 Half Extended 2 60 1.6 896 0. ?0 1.27

321-322 Omitted - - - - - - fll Mary

323 FullyRetracted 30 74 1.52 853 0.37 3.63 413 HaltExtended 6 60 1.6 097 ,.0 I2.12
Primary Primatry

324 Fully Retracted 10 74 1.29 669 0,94 7.70 414 (756) KllEoteded 2 60 1.6 a" 3.3 2.59
Primary Primrary

f 325-327 Omitted - - - - - - 415 HalfExtended 5 60 3,6 U 0.33 1.54

" 328(632) Fully Retracted I 74 1.61 89 0. 9 ,36 I16y
rimary 416 HalfExte.nded 5 60 16 83 0.70 3.28

329 (762) Fully Retracted I 74 1.32 700 1.47 1.60 ItlryPrimary 417(824) HufExtended 5 60 1.6 887 1.01 5.14

-31
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Table A-2 -continued

N. hory Mma,' dmeory W Nom. hmo, 7  hlty Mooryma
111 Noicl Am~ Temp. - 0 F Prassuc VoloIty, Velocity Flow Awn Noaui. 11 To"p. -OF Pt"Unt Velocity velocity Flow

WmAW pmltion Ratio Avo. RtAtio Ft/S~c Wok Ilatio Numb., paltion Ratio Avooge Rtaito Ft/Sec WaID Itatio

416 Hlall Extended 5 60 1.6 U67 1.16 5.96 450 Holflixftled 2 460 1.6 1187 0.36 0.99
firloy Priary

419f Hoa'Exte~dad 10 60 1.6 667 0.35 2.94 451 H~all Extended 2 460 1.6 1185 0.72 2.42

420 HalExtnded 10 60 1.6 $67 0.70 6.12 452 Holf~atoon# 2 460 1.6 It"8 0OX 3.14
himory hiary

421 HoIfbtad" 10 60 1.6 894 1.01 9.75 43 Iiaifbtaadd 5 460 1.6 1187 0.36 I.6

02 Half Exteded 10 60 1.6 69 1.16 11.90 491 1759) liol Exteded 5 460 1.6 t166 0.73 $.$I
hmary hmory

*423 M411 Extended 1 60 2.5 1196 0.36 0,26 455 ttaFE.on~ded 5 460 1.6 1166 0.86 7.63
himory himary

-4U4 Hal Etended 1 60 2.5 1196 0.72 0.60 456 hall Extended 10 460 1.6 1183 0.36 3.36
hmawry hmoory

*425 Halthtmod 1 60 2.5 1202 0.85 0.75 457 Hal Etended 10 46b 1.6 1186 0.73 11.52
hmoory Ptloary

*46 HallExionded 2 60 2.5 1202 0.-8 0.56 458 HolffoisModd 10 460 1.6 i1t" 0.111 15.09
hmoor7  Mo.y

'427 HalExtended 2 60 2.5 1202 0.72 1.21 .459 Holt Extended I 460 2.5 1601 0.40 0,52
MoWAry bleary

-42S Omitted - .. - - - - '460 Pa11 Extended 1 460 2.5 1597 0.65 0.97

$429 Hail Exteded 3 60 2.5 1202 0.38 1.43Moy
hia* 461 FICK 1xteode 2 460 2.5 1601 0.40 1 .50

-430 Ptoll Extended 5 60 2.5 1201 0.7X 3.02 ir
Namery '462 (626) Hlf Extended 2 460 2.5 1588 0.63 1.091

'431 Hei IF Etended 5 60 2.5 1211 0.AS 3.85s Moary

hio' 462 Half 3oare 5 40 I.s "4 0.40 2.68
Itloary

*432 Hollixteiad 10 40 2.5 1210 0.38 2,79
hMot' '464 Half lAt..ad 5 460 2.5 I5s" 0.83 4.1%

'433 Hall Extended 10 60 2.5 1205 oxf 5.94 'oy

hNory '465 Ho( (.10,404 10 660 2.5 IGO01 0.40 5.14

434 Hall Exondul 10 60 2.5 W20 0.66 7.4 *466 Wt loIndad 10 660 2.5 .401 Q.43 91.47
111wvary

1435 Hali tended 1 60 3.5 tam6 0.3 0.21
Nlmoy '467 Hall Extende 1 460 3.3 Iv9 0.42 0.a

%M3 Hall Exte"Jol I 60 3.5 1360 0.88 0.34

147 eotxty~ 16 Hal 3.3o~e Ful 0440 .A .49 0.y I
043 HllEaae.6 I 0 .5 36 075 0.2 46 Hllftsded 2 40 33 IVY 0.42 01901

041 alfEX&anFed 2 60 3.5 1366 0.34 0.48 2.
-470 Hail Wwtade4 2 460 1829I 0.58 1.52

49 HSll Iato..da 2 60 315 1366 0.61 1.12 41Hl aodd $ 40 25 1) .2 24

%440 HaOlter44 2 60 3 1367 0.75 1.2 it Haln brAI de 5W 4 3 L 26.11 Fll 0.58 3.1

%"I1 Half Gotnde 5 60 3.51 127 0.34 1.27 Wf ltl AtW 10 4r'0 3.5 two8 0.42 I4.6)

NixeryI

1w4 HaIlxteded S 60 3.5 138 0.751 3.14 47-2Qotd . . -

- 1 1.29 4" 0% 13
044 Hall Eaimxde 10 60 3.5 1376 0.31 2.44 SI .tK.,w1

%W4 HaellamnAd 10 60 3.5 IV$ 0.68 5.27 WS (4s) Halt IUtmiod 2 70 1 1.51 oil 0.2? 1.06
tlowy

0446 HalWned~ t0 60 3.5 1I1 0.75 6.1 06 50"1) WeI 2&hv'.4 2 y0 1.2" 0142 0.94 2.

447 Half 11414"ed 1 440 1.6 its89 0.38 0,52 507S10omte - -

limy 511 Hall aoetle.4 S 70 1 1.52 M)3 0.X 2.0

448 Hall SHWAd I 460 1.6 1189 Q. 73 1.14 hmr
Nlmoy s12 vall Iainata S 70 1."9 "1 0.%4 4.42

449 Halftldad 4110 1.6 tits 0.86 1.43
NINMaY S13-S14 0.It11s" - .

A4' )
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Table A-2 -concluded

b. Nozle A.~ T..p. -*F Pm..sst Velocity Velocity Fit.. ho, Nozzle Anost Testy. -OF ho.w" Voloeiy Vo,1gcir, Fig.
Nwhor ption Ratio Awst.. Rtio FtAoc Raio tll.f Ny.b. Fashion Rtio. A opq Maul. Most. hl.l Wie

Hal 24.biCld 10 70 1.5Z U3 0.37 3.52 4 MU) friel..ay Null& 7 4.0 Uw 50
moseryAlone

Si1 116 Ih~rbidcJd 10 20 1.29 667 0.8 7.68 -o WYNO,4 4 3. P

517-514 Cued 0- -isr Nozl 74 -.
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APPENDIX B

JET FLOW PROFILE MEASUREMENTS

Measurements were made of the total pressure, static pressure and total temperature
profile at the exit plane of the model jets prior to initiating the acoustic tests. These
tests were conducted primarily to check the velocity profile at the exit of the primary
and secondary jets. In addition, the data provided an independent check on the
thrust measurements. A few profile measurements were also made well downstream of
the exit plane to investigate the spreading characteristics of a coaxial jet. Typical
results from these measurements ore presented in this appendix. The instrumentation
and apparatus used has been described in Sections 3.2.4 and 3.3.4.

B-1 Test Conditiotts

Test conditions for which significant flow profile data were obtained are summarized
in Table B-1. The first series of runs were made without any secondary nozzle. The
remaining runs were made with both nozzles in place, although in some cases there
was no air flow through one of the nozzles. It is apparent that only a small number of
the possible configurations were used for obtaining flow profile data,

B-2 Test Results

Figure B-1 presents a sample of the raw data token directly from the chart recorder,
showing ototal pressure profile measurement for a primory nozzle with a pressure ratio
of 1 .6. Data of this type is the basis for the calculation of flow velocity. Figure B-2
shows the velocity profile at the exit plane of the nozzle with pressure ratio 1 .6 as a

* I function of total temperature of the flow. As would be expected from aerodynamic
considerations, the boundary layer tends to become thinner with increasing temper-
oture. Note that the abscissa is broken to expand the scale within the region of

'i interest. Figure B-3 shows a similar set of profiles, except that in this case the flow
total temperature is held at approximately 850°F while the nozzle pressure ratio is
changed. It should be noted that these three profiles were made by three different
nozzles, not by one nozzle with a varying pressure ratio.

i3,
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Figure B-I. Typical Graphic Record of Total Pressure
Profile for a Primary Nozzle with Pressure
Ratio 1.6.
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The complete velocity profile for the supersonic nozzles was found to be very sensitive
to changes in pressure ratio. Figure B-4 illustrates the changes that occur for the
nozzle designed for a pressure ratio of J.5. The correct plenum pressure for this
nozzle is 37 psig, which unfortunately was not incli-ded in the series of runs. How-
ever, the figure still indicates that the discontinuities in the velocity profile decrease
as the correct pressure ratio is approached.

Figure B-5 shows the total pressure profiles for the flow from the secondary nozzles
with a primary nozzle in position but without any airflow through it. The profiles
were made on a single traverse across a diameter of the jet. For presentation, the
profiles for both sides of the jet are placed on the same graph. A slight lack of
symmetry which decreases with area ratio is displayed on these figures. This was due
partly to off-center fitting of the primary nozzle which was rectified by improving the
location and fixing of the primary nozzles. Note that on the figure for area ratio 10,
o dashed line is included to show the profile that was measured when the primary
nozzle, without any airflow through it, was retracted inside the secondary nozzle.
In this case, the flow at the exit plane is essentially uniform across the whole dia eter
of the nczle.

The remaining figures 3how measurew.nti made with airflow in both the primary and
secondary nozzles. Figure B-6 shows the total pressure and total temperature profiles
at several axial positions for a nozzle with crea ratio 10. The primary nozzle was
designed to run at a pressure ratio of 2.5 but for this series of traverses was actually
run at 2. 1. The secondary nozzle was operated at a pressure ratio of 1 .5, There is
evidence of the operation of the primary nozzle below its design pressure ratio shown
by the discontinvous form of the total pressure profile at the exit plane within the
region of the primary flow, It will also be noted that there is o sharp dip in the total
pressure profilo ot the edge of tnh ptimary nozzle caused by the finite thickness of
the edge of he ptrimi 7 .ozae and the lxoun-fary layer shed from the inside and out-
side of the primary nc-dle. As the rofile tatien is moved downstream, the evidence
of the shock struct'ure - tf:e primary flow grows '4er and the mixinog process between
primary cmd secondoy f w becomes apparent. Figure B-7 shows a similar .eies of
profiles for the Fiimry nozze wit pressure ratio 3.,. Ajain, the no.zle is operating

slightly off seian r*sue ratio. It is also appoent that ihe rate of decay of total
pressure in a zial directicin I, much more rapid th;n the &coy in temperature. This
is a choractestic of the Mxirw process in jet flow.

.I
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Figure B-6. Total Pressure and Temperature Profiles at Several Axial
Positions for Coplanar Nozzles with Area Ratio 10.
Primary Pressure Ratio 2.1, Secondary Pressure Ratio 1.5.
(Primary Operating Below Design Pressure Ratio.)
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The profiles measured with the primary nozzle fully extended or fully retracted did
not show particularly striking features. The only case illustrated (Figure B-8) shows
the total pressure and temperature profile across the exit plane of the secondary
nozzle (area ratio 10) with the grimary nozzle fully retracted. The primary nozzle
was run at a temperature of 790 F. There is a very sligb bulge in the pressure and
temperature profiles at the exit plane, which indicates that considerable mixing of
the secondary and primary flows has taken place. Profile measurements made with the
primary fully extended were distinguished by the absence of any significant difference
between these profiles and the profiles obtalned for the primary alone. This is not too
surprising in view of the relatively long distance (8.5 inches) between the secondary
and primary nozzles.

Total
Temp Pres
(OF) (psig) -- - Total Temperature

800 20 - Total Pressure

400 -0

0 0 I i I, ,
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2

Radial Distance (inches)

Figure B-8. Total Pressure and Temperature Profiles at Exit Plane of
Secondary Nozzle (Pressure Ratio 1.89, Area Ratio 10)
with Primary Nozzle (Pressure Ratio 2.5, Total Temper-
ature 7900 F) Fully Retracted.
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APPEN DIX C

COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR DATA ANALYSIS

Section 3.3 of this report has given details of the analytic methods used to process the
experimentally-obtained data and to scale them to obtain results applicable to full-
scale jets. The details of the programs used for accomplishing these analyses are
given in this appendix.

The data obtained from the experiment was in two forms. The basic data giving flow
conditions, pressures and temperatures for each run was noted on run sheets and then
transcribed and punched on FORTRAN data cards. The remaining octave band and
overall sound pressure data obtained from the traverse of the jet sound field was stored
on magnetic tape and later processed by an automatic octave band analyzer which
punched the data on eight-hole paper tape. A preliminary program was therefore
required to reproduce this data on FORTRAN data cards. This reproduction program
was written at the Control Data Corporation (CDC) Data Center at Los Angeles to run
on a small CDC 160A computer. This was a machine language program and is not
reproduced here.

The main portion of the data processing was done using a FORTRAN program written
for the CDC 6600 computer at Los Angeles. Details of this program are given in the
following pages. ,ie program was wr'ti= as a series of subprograms. The connec-
tions between these subprograms are shown in Figure C-i. A brief description of each
of these subprr-rcnis is then given, followed by a complete listing.

C-I Controlling Program A1901

Purpose

This is the controlling program for the reduction and analysis of the model jet acousti-
cal dota. It accepts the model data and scales it to equivalent full size bypass jet
engine exhaust nois- data.

Argument List

The elements in the argument list for this routine are control information required by
the particular CDC 6600 Computer System on which this program was run.

* )43
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Subroutine.:!i .AQUIRE/

Subroi utine
%j . STEP]

Subroutine
STEP2

ControllIing
Program-
A1901

SSubroutine 1
STEP3

- - -

- ... ISubroutine
Subroutine OLLERI. STEP_

Subroutine
HEAD

Subroutine Subruti 1-- ' -Subroutine

STEP5 PLOT2

Function
____FCTION

Figure C-1. Basic Flow Diagram for Complete Data
Reduction Computer Program
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Common Storage

/DATA]/

FF contains one-third octave band center frequencies (these are set in a DATA state-
ment).

MI, LI, LC, M2, L2 are consl-ants (set in a DATA statement) utilized in subroutine
OLLER for perceived noise level calculations.

/DATA2/

ICH is a counter used in subroutine AQUIRE (set as a DATA statement).

P1 is the constant Yr.

ABO, ABI, AB2 are constants used in function FCTION (set as DATA).

/DATA3/

The items in this common data store are as defined below as input to this routine
(except that at Input, the first character is repeated; e.g., RRM at input is eqrivo-
lent to RM In DATA3).

/DATA4/

RC is the value of specific acoustic impedance (pc, cgs rayls).

R is the radius of the boom (ft) of the traverse microphone.

VM is the velocity of the microphone on the boom (ft/sec).

DT is the time to take one sound level reading with the traversing microphone (sec).

TH contains a list of the angles relative to the jet axis at which sound measurements
were made.

XR , XR2 are the two sideline distances.

THRI, THR2, THR3 and THR4 are the four full-scale jet thrusts.

F contains the octave band center frequencies.

All the above data were set as a DATA statement.

/DATA5/

N, NI, NC are integers controlling the amount of the experimental data that is used
in the analysis (set as DATA).
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V is storage space for the experimental data.

DBMS is the instrumentation noise floor.

IND is used in subroutine STEP3.

Unnamed Common Storage

Used as required throughout the computer program.

Method

See Section 3.3.

Other Routines Used

This controlling program uses subroutines STEP], STEP2, STEP3, STEP4, STEP5, PLOT2,
OLLER and HEAD, and function FCTIQN. In addition, certain plotting routines ore
called which were incorporated within the software of the computer system used,

* Data Required

* Some of the invariant data used are set within this program. The rem4ulning data
required is informotion concerning the flow conditionz of the runs being analyzed.
The data Is required in the following order:

NJOB: The total number of runs to be processed.

NCASES: Not used In this particular version of the program.

J: Any integer. This is used purely to ensure that a read error will be
produced should the data cards get out of sequence.

RRN: The number assigned to the particular run.

AAP: Axial position of primary jet with respect to the secondary jet (in
inches).

TTTI: Primary jet temperature (OR).

TTT2: Secondary jet temperature (OR).

PPR: Pressure ratio across the primary nozzle.

AAR: The ratio of the area of the secondary nozzle to the area of the
primary.

VVR: The static pressure (reservoir pressure, psig) for the secondary nozzle.
Immediately ofter this number is read in, it is used in conjunction
with the data in WI to calculate the ratio of the secondary nozzle
velocity to the primary nozzle velocity. This velocity ratio is then
stored in this location.
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VVI: The static pressure (reservoir pressure, psig) for the primary nozzle.
Immediately after this information is read in, it is used to calculate
the exit velocity for the primary nozzle. This velocity is then
stored in this location.

RRMM: The mass flow through the secondary nozzle (lbs/min).

EEMI: The mass flow through the primary nozzle (lbs/mn).

TTHR: The thrust of the model jet (Ibs).

TT: The ambient temperature (OR).

PP: The ambient pressure (inches of mercury).

HH: The ambient relative humidity (percent).

CCF: The calibration factor relating milliv!t outp u of the octave band
analyses to sound pressure (dynes per cm2/mlllivolt).

TTB: The angle (in degrees) from the jet exhaust axis at which the total
sound power integration was begun. In the present series of tests,
this was constant at 12.5 degrees.

Further data is then required for subroutine AQUIRE.

Print ng

This routine prints the number of experimental runs to be processed, followed by the
Invariant data set within the program. As each run is processed, it prints out the data
previously read In (as in the preceding section). Additional output is produced by
subroutines STEPi, STEP2, STEP3, STEP4 and HEAD.

Miscellaneous

There is a limit of 200 on the total number of experimental runs that can be processed
in any one run on the computer.

C-2 Subroutine AQUIRE

Purpose

Reads in, checks and converts to floating point form the sound level data from each
experiment.

Argument List

NR: The number of the run for which acoustic data is sought.

147
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VX: Storage for the acoustic data as processed by this subroutine.

ISTOP: This is set equal to +1 if an error is found in the data (in which case
the controlling program A1901 does rot attempt to process the data).
Otherwise, ISTOP equals zero.

Common Storage

For details, see Controlling Program A1901.

Method

The routine searches for the character "L." Having found one, it checks to see if the
next three (3) characters from the run number NR. This process is continued until the
correct run number is found. The following thirty-six (36) characters ore then pro-
cessed in groups of three (3) to form millivolt values corresponding to measured sound
pressure levels. It searches for 21 groups of such data and processes them.

Data Required

This routine requires 21 groups of forty (40) characters. Each group should begin with
the character "L." The next 3 characters in each group constitute the run number.
The remaining twelve (12) sets of 3 characters correspond to 12 sound pressure level
readings. These 12 are a reference level, ten (10) octave band levels (up to 31.5 kHz
band) and the overall sound pressure level. The 21 groups of 40 characters are the
sound levels at 5-degree intervals, starting at 15 degrees from the axis of the jet.

Miscellaneous

There are three (3) error stops in this routine. They ozcur if (1) there is too much data,
(2) there is too little data, or (3) a character other than o numeral or "L" Is found. In
the first two cases, ISTOP is set equal to unity. In the second, the whole computet
run is oborted.

C-3 Subroutine STEP]

Purpose

Converts the millivolt sound level readings to decibel readings relative to 0.0002
dynes/cm 2.

Common Storage

See Controlling Program A1901.
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Method

The data obtained by subroutine AQUIRE is converted first to sound pressure in dynes
per square centimeter (arrays X and V) and then to sound pressure levels re 2 x 10-4

dynes per square centimeter (array Y). In this conversion, the following correction
factors determined from the instrumentation checkout (see Section 3.2.2) were included.

Octave Band 05 1 2 4 8 16 31.5 Overall
Center Frequency (kHz) 0.5___ 2_4_8____3_.5_ Overall

Correction 0 0.5 1.5 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.5 6.0

The reference level and 63 Hz, 125 Hz and 250 Hz octave Lands are ignored since
khn cre not relevvet to this experiment. In addition, the overall level is calculated
from ihe sum of the octave band levels. This value replaces the experimentally-
determined value which will not be correct because of the coupling between the
spectrum shape and the correction factors given in the above tuble.

Printing

The octave bond and overall sound pressure levels in decibels for the model jet ore
printed for twenty-one (21) angular positions at 5-degree intervals, starting 15 degrees
from the axis of the jet exhaust.

C-4 Subroutine STEP2

To determine the total power rodioted from the model jet.

Common Storage

See Controlling Program A1901.

Method

The radiated sound from the jet is assumed to be cylindrically symmetric about the jet
axis. The total sound power (in watts) is therefore found by integrating the sound
intensity over a sphere centered on the jet nozzle. This integration is carried out
both for overall sound power radiated and for the power in the octave bands. The
power level is then determined by converting to decibels relative to 10 watts.

C
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Finally, the overall sound power level is scaled to give the values foa full-scale
engines with 10,000 Ibs, 20,000 Ibs, 40,000 lbs and 80,000 lbs thrust.

Printing

The overall and octave band sound power (in watts) and sound power level (in dB
relative to 10- 13 watts) are printed for the model jet. The overall sound power levels
for the four (4) full-scale jet engines are listed.

C-5 Subroutine STEP3

Purpose

To calculate the directivity pattern for the jet noise.

Ccrmmon Storage

See Controlling Program A1901.

Method

The overall and octave band directivity are calculated based on the definition of
directivity as the difference between the actual sound pressure level and the sound
pressure level that would pertain If the total sound power output of the jet were
radiated equally in oil directions.

Printing

The cverall ond octave bond directivity indices ore printed, along with an indication
of the noise floor for that particular octave bond.

C-6 Subroutine STEP4

Purpose

To calculate the jet mechanical power and ocouslic conversion efficiency.

Common Storage

See Controlling Program A1901.
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I

Method

The mechanical power is defined in Sectit 3.3 and is calculoted in watts. The
acoustic conversion efficiency is the ratio of the total acoustic power to the jet
mechanical power.

C-7 Subroutine STEPS

To calculate the sideline ovtnll and octave bond sound presure levels and the side-

line perceived noise levels.

Common Storage

See Controlling Program A1901.

Method

The theoretical basis for this subroutine is given in Section $.3. The fockr (4) extro
octove bonds are added in this ",iufn*, ouming * constw.t ecrvfte in !kvoi of 3 do
per octave above the 31.5 IcHz pond. The routine allows for otteont otia de to di-.
twnce (ivere square low) and o . = edc t _y. tw- sidolh-e Silences
(500 feet md 1500 feet) and four fuh-seale 1t thutfs f10, 000 1b, 230S00 lO1

* 40,000 lbs and 80,000 Ibs) are considered, The posiltions on the sidAntec cnrrvitand
to five-degree angle increments starting ct 15 degrees from she jet axis. The cttcnu-
otion effects are calculated in the main port of thh' ro.u$,br - uin; OLLER is used
to calculate the perceived noie levels.

00.0,r Routines Used
Th;s routine cls wbroutin*s OLLER, HEAD end tomi 1 ad function subroutine

FCTION.

Printiny

Subroutine HEAD prints the sidelhe sound level infomtion. (For futher details see
the specification (o, wubroutino HEADIt

'51
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C-8 Subroutine OLLER

Purpose

Calculates the sideline perceived noise levels (PNL in units of PNdB), given the side-
line octave band sound pressure levels.

Argument List

F is o ont-tinirnoi array giving the center frequencies of the octave bonds.

-1 0R is the thrnst of the model jet.

THRI is the -rnwst of the full-scale engine.

SL lz the two-dimensional orray containing +he sideline octave band Information.

.PN is the array which conir (on -exit from the routine) the sideline perceived noise
level (PNdB).

Conwuon Storage

See Controlling Pfogrm Al1O90

Metod

Outlined in Socetv of Automotive Engineers "Definltions end Procedures for
Computing the Perceived Noise Level of Aircraft Noise," Aerospoce Reconme-sd
Poctice (ARP) 865, doted October 15, 1964.

Miscellaneous

(1) The nay curves (tables) exist only for frequencies in the range 50 Hz C f <
10,000 Hz. The routine ollows for lower frequencies by eoxtencitg the noy
curves as a constant (independent of frequency) below 50 Hz. At frequencies
above 10,000 Hz, tho contribution to the perceived noise is osmed to be" negligible.

(2) If any octave bond sound pressure level should exceed 136..0 dB, the routine
places 777.0 PNdB in the approprlote place in the PNdB toble.

C-9 Subroutine HEAD

Prints the sideline octave bond and overall sound pressure levels and the perceived
noise level.
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Argument List

THR is the thrust of the model jet.

THRI is the thrust of the full-scale jet.

SL is a two-dimensional array containing the octave band and overall sideline sound
pressure levels.

FN is a one-dimensional crray containing the sideline perceived noise levels.

AL is a one-.dimensional array listing the positions along the sideline at which the
sound levels, et cetera, are determined.

Common Storage

See Controlling Program A1901.

Printing

This routine prints sideline sound pressure level and perceived noise levels at twenty-
one (21) positions along the sideline. These positions are at 5-degree intervals from
the jet axis, starting at 15 degrees from the axis. For each s;deline position, the
printing consists of:

(1) The distance in feet to the point on the sideline at which the sound levels are
calculated.

(2) The perceived noise level at that point. The first value is obtained by including
eleven (11) octave bands in the perceived noise level calculation. The value
in parenthesis is the value obtained without using the top four (4) octave bands.
These are the bands that were extrapolated in Subroutine STEP5.

(3) The overall sound pressure level.

(4) Eleven (11) octave band sound pressure levels. It should be noted that the
center frequencies of these octave bands will vary because they are scaled from
the model frequencies by the square root of the ratio of the model thrust to full-
scale thrust.

C-10 Subroutine PLOT2

Purpose

Plots the perceived noise level on the 1500-foot sideline for full-scale jet engines
with thrusts of 10,000 Ibs, 20,000 1bs, 40,000 lbs and 80,000 lbs.
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Argument List

X is the distance from the jet to the point on the 1500-foot sideline.
Y1, Y2, Y3 and Y4 are the column arrays containing the perceived noise levels for
the four (4) full-scale jet engines.

RN is the run number being analyzed.

Method

The four (4) sideline perceived noise levels are plotted and labeled appropriately.
The scales are not marked on the axes, but the vertical axis has a range of perceived
noise levels from 50 PNdB to 130 PNdB while the horizontal axis gives distance along
the sideline in the range -1000 feet to +6000 feet. The zero point on this axis cor-
responds to the point on the sideline nearest to the jet, ie., the point at which a
line from the jet, at right angles to the jet axis, intersects the sideline.

Other Routines Used

Subroutines PLOT, SYMBOL and NUMBER were used. These were part of the
FORTRAN operating system on which this complete computer program was run and
therefore were not provided as separate routines with the program card deck. Sub-
routine PLOT is the routine for drawing lines and moving the pen and subroutines
SYMBOL and NUMBER are the routines for writing Hollerith characters and numbers,
respectively, on the graph.

Miscellaneous

The output from this routine was piotted off-line on a CALCOMP plotter.

C-1I Function FCTION

Used in computation of atmospheric attenuation.

Method

Calculates an attenuation factor (rom a measured attenuation curve as outlined in
Section 5.

3
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Argument List

J is an integer indicating the frequency being considered.

THRI is the full-scale jet thrust.

Common Storage

See Controlling Program A1901.
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R~EAL M1,m2tL1,LZLC

C

DIA1ENSION B'JFF(10243
D1MENSION DOWd
EQUJIVALENCE (ODD().N)

C

CO4NION PN11 (21) ,PNl2(el) ,PN13(21) ,PN14(21) ,P'JI 1) ."N2(21)
COIMON PN21(21,, 'N22-(21),PN'23(21),0N24(21)
COMMON SL11(15.ZI),SL12(15,21).SL13d15921).SL14(15a1)
COMMON SL2I(1S9z1),SL22d15,2l),S a3d15.213.SL24d152l,

DIMENSION RN(200),AAP(200),TTT1(206),TTT2(200),PPq(2fl)AAp(20,

2(200) CCF(200) ,TTFU2003 .jj(200) ,KK(2?3) ,ONS(2p00
* ~E.QUIVALENCE. (JJ(1)sHHni, 3.(KK(1) .V(1)

DATA (AOOi7T A3t.388)(g=02710
DATA ( (TH(I) ,I=192 1):IS.0,20.0s25.0,30.0,35.O,40.O.45.p,5p)op.55.n.

1C,0.0,6!.0, iQ.Q,7;. 0,60.0,85.o,90. 0,95.0. 100. 0,loS.0.l0., 115. 0)
DATA (R=10.667),CVM:1. ),(DT=0.2733,t(RC=41.5)
DATA (N=21)9CNl=a1)q(NC:2i)s(Mmbb4)
DATA (ICH=S!)9(Pl=3.j4j59265)
DATA (XRJ=*00.0)f(XR2=1500.0,
D ATA (TR=00.)(iRznO.)tTR=L__)(H4SOna
DATA C (F(l) lll)6.92.t!o050.oOO020.900O
10.0,16000.031500.0,63o00.0,12SD0O.02So00o.0,sooooo.o)
DATA ((KKCI),I=,4)4T4IS941 TAP94-IE COq,4rAI4HI'S T#4HIE ,J~E

ISUL94HTS O,4riF JE,4HT NO*4HISE t4HEXPE94bHMIMEf4T., ,444IR4H Pr
* & 294HFORM94HF-0 U#4HPNDER94H CON,4HT-ACt4HT FOt4li TH#4.qE FAW44, 2#4

3RO3R#4.AM W,4H14ITT,441E r94H-OR Tt4rIH.ECqH* t ,A6600944I. PF.4qRST
4 s4tITE5T#4H N~ v4ti2/I,4A3/684H*1

DATA (F(),:, 4 pf, 0,0010nL501p9o L
1315.0,4o.0,Do.Ot63.O'ooO, 1000.0, 12S0o.0.1600.0,2000.0,250 0.O,3
1150.0,000.0,bOOO.0,6300.O,8000.0,10000.0) ___________

DATA ((M1(I),I=1,24):0.043478,0.040S?,2(0.036931),o-03533692 (0,033
133 -,00320S1,0.0306756(0.f3l3i7o.02996)j2O0*42285))

15(4U*0)93 8v0. 34 .Ot3 Ps.0.0? .3 0.O.3 00.37 0.qo) .6

OATA (Mji(j1,--4)15o.030103),90.02990))
VATA C(L2(1) *I~1t24):?2.0,i~,049.0947046.04504304.p.41fl,

LWJIVALE.NCLMIPIAI 3, (ITT2,TT2C ,(IARAkR , cVW'~ '(I-MMOqmM)
CALL PLOTS(4UF'F.16P4,7)
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CALL PLOT(0*0,0*3#-3)
READ (6.091) NJ089NCASES
FORM4AT (215)
WRITE (619600)

600 FORM.AT (IHI)
WRITE (619 ) NJO3 _____

2 FORMAT (1OA934HA4JALYSIS OF JET NOISE EXPERImE4~tS/1oXv33(j.ji///1o
IX915,2X,2BEXPERIMEJIS T3 BE PROCESSED.////)
IF (NJOBGT,2o0) 394

3 STOP
4 WRITE (6105) (DD(1),IulT,20)
5 FORM4AT( laxt38HLISTING OF STANDING DATA FOR ALL, qtJ4S/ax93jH,)i.

1/10X,49HSPECIFIC ACOUSTIC IMPEDANCE OF AIR AT STO. CONDS.,11xt2H.
2.IO41 X28HMICRPHIOE 800m~ SWEEP RAllIUS,1'?K;PNs Fl./0,r

31CROPHONE SoEEP 'ELOCITY93X2tirn ,F1O*4/10J(,33lTIE BETOEE4 SE2JEN
4TIAL PRINTOUTS#? 7X.2H trlp*4)
WRITE (6190) (DO(I)9Is4,'.7)

6 FORMAT .10X,24I4FIRST SIDOE-LINE DISTA4CE*36K,2.z 2Fi./0X9P9S~n.
Plc) SIDE-LINE DISl'ANCE935K,2H* #F10*4/1OX9344lPI'ST TIR'JST REFERENCE
2 FOR SCALIN3,2fiX;2H: ,Pigi.4/iax#35'SEcONp THQJST REFFRPICv FOR Srk_
3LIj4Gq25X,21: tF1O.4/I0X,34HTHIRD TtIRJST REFERE4CE FOR SCALING#26X,
42H=~ 9Eto.4/inX*5HFURTH THRuST REFERE~cr FOR r'AL14A Pq, 2 w, Qo

WRITE (1,71T tTH(li1I=1.~ll
7 FORMAT (10X,54IIANGULAN POSITIONS OF 41CROPH04E TO JET ST4EAM (flIET

WRITE (6198) (F(I),IZ4#10)
R FORMAT. f1nXg44ukIORIQI!NAL O'REQiiENCIES OF OCT-AVE 8A40ND Tq,,*mx
17F9*1/1H1)
DO 10 I110JOB
READ (60,111) JRRN(I)

III FORMAT (159Floto)
READ (6o#9) AAP(I),TTT1 (I) .TTT2U1) PPR(I)tAAR(I~ 9VVR(I) .VVI(j),RqM

9 ORAT (8F 0.0)

29 FORMAT (7F10.O)
10 CO"ITINUE

DO 16 11,#NJO8
RN=RRN (I)
TTI=TTT1 (I)

401 li;VVI~) +14.6)/(VVR(I) 146
PRuvi
PPR(I) SV1

00 TO 402
4 Roo i CON 1U

VPu(VVI(I) *1,)1,
402 VV1 +C14,6)/14#

V0 CONTINUE 1,6/1.

yjxls,0*(VI*oq 471 -1.Ofl4*O5

VR*(s#0*(VR**042q571 -10Q))00*5

VVR(IWc TTTZ(I)/(1.O (VR*?)/59O)
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VVI (1) V1
VVRU~j=VP'*VR(fl
ZFtAAP(I,.GE.-o.5) 406',406

411 TH-ITT'4R(!)
00 TO 407

TH4~=(VVI1I) *EE41C1) + VVR (I)*RR4(I)l/(60*0*3?o?)
4117 C0 14T INtIF

C '4T**9*H NUZZLE VELOCITIES ARE CAL.CJLATED F404i T'4E '4EASJRED PRESSJRE
4D i~A QSr T^ TFPFPRATUirS. WIT-44rT~trTF ORIMARY-THE

C CALCULATED SECONDARY VELOCITY WILL BE 0016 IF T4E PR144RY
CTE40ERATJRF ;tIF:RS FROM TF SrCONflARY TFPERAIUHE. #V I

c COPLANER NOZZLES AND EXTENDE) *RIMARY#TR$JST IS CALCULATED

VVRIt )VVR Cfl/VI

LEElf mE -Mh/60pn
EM1=EEM1 CI)
T=TT I)

P30p ( I

CF=CCF (I)
Tu=TTi(Ii
Df3\S=(CCF(I) /0.0b3Z46)* ?.
Of'Js=4.5.6 + 10 p*4LOGj~tg3iNS
DDaNS(I)=O~lS

25 IA=T2I4EV=RMj- NONE
60 TO 30

20 ENCODE(R#9i09AP)AAPI')

ENCODE (8t9809A'R AAR(I)
ENCOOE fa,9aotVR VVRcI)
EN~CODE (849800RM4) RRAMM(I

90FORMAT WF8,3)
23 CU qT I 'JLW

WR~ITE (619600)

li FO-I?1AT 110AIoHQJN NUM4E4*5p t2Hv FS*310A,?AXIAL P SiTION OF
IPRMA1Y WT. RY(1I4S.,.13X*Hxz *A8 /l0Xs?3l0R1'4ARY TE42ERJATJRE (R97oH t F6AjJ~ (R)tL5.'3

3*At) /10o.vt-CPRlAAY PRESSURE RATID.3X,#rC I V8*3/loXE,~lAREA IA
4TI3.'jOXi2HJ_*A8_ L9.LFA&K OITY RATjOs46X#Zj4 #AS lIQ.5jjSI3RI
SMARY VLCITY (Ft/SEC)#33X*2Hr- 8.3

12 FORMAT C1oA#15HMASS FLOW RATIO#45Xjaln #A83 /1oX,29HP4144A1 MASS
iFLO4 (LR1/SLC) #3jj.r xt4 t~30L~TR~ LS~AXti±'4___
2/l0Xs29HIENVIRO'4klNtAL TE'4PERATURE CR)31X,&p4m # F8.3/l01OX3HENVIRO
3N4ENA _Eq$SJf__atj 3~.?t
41TY (PER CL'4T)#2lXsj~qi t FB.3/I0X#354CALIBRAT5 FACTOR (04 TO DY.'

WITE (1#10) 0TS
FORMAT Aj 104) 3PII'STRUMENTATION NOISE FLOOR )3).jx u,___
I F8C.3# ////45X 4D(1N-)t /I

- IF(TTTCI)) 3b'.4o*3S __________

35 Vpt=VVW MCI
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40 CON4TINUiE
NR 121 MT (qh)

15 CALL AaUIRE (NRNtV,ISTOP)
JF(ISTOPE ,l) 16*777 ________

777 CO'4TINUE
CALL STEP1
CALL STEP2
CALl- STEP3
CALL STEP4
CALI STEP5

16 CO'IT INLE
;ALL PLOT (OGfl, O*f.Q* Q _______

WRITE (61917)
17 FORM4AT tl~,1OHEND OE RUNI~)

STO3P
END

SUHIRMOTINE AQtJIRE tNR*VX.ISTnp)
01 4JS I ON V (13 922) 9 11(SO) VX C 3 21
Cp4MON/OAT2Z ICH
ISTOP~o

-KJmI
MKX1

I IF fICH&GT.,BOl 2#4
2 READ (6003) (IZ.u,
3 FORMAT MRORI)

ICHxj

IF II.EQO1H)9it
5 N~mO 5 KIMO

1)0 8 J=1.3
IF (ICr4.GT.6O) 60?

6 REAQ 160.j3) -(I I ( ) I1 0

8 CH~Il.

IF fux.EQ.N4) lA.Q
9 IF 01iK*EQ.1) 1.10

jpo IF (bKJ-ZL30j34'#
30 WRZTE(6190O NR

998 FbUMAT (IHO, IOA 10piRUN-J 'jPRFR, 159 K I8HINSJFFTCIFqT 04AT4.
32 ISTOPc1

60 O li
31 JSaj

LE 321 ___________

38 Kno
00 -3 - JmJSvjE
K=K I
00 33 1.1.13
VX I#Kt SV( i J)
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33 C0Y4TINUE
36 RETURN
34 tF(KJ.GT.231 36*37
35 WRITE (61*997) '"

997 FORMAT t(1QOl.,1OQUN NJm5ERI5t2Xo14iTOO MJCI4 DATA.)
00 TO 32

31 JSsP
JEs22
WRITE- 61t996)

996 FORMAT (2Xi'+8HBEWARE# THERE ARE 22 PIECES OF )ATA 1~4 T41S RUN*
00-TO 32

C THE ABOVE THREE CARD OS 5MJLD a E REFLACg2f-I $ TAT EmFg~T.3 T3i
C IF THE OPTION OF PROCESSING 22 PIECES OF DATA PER AJ~4 15 RE2JIREO,

16 KIZKI.1
IF tNX)27t25ta7

00 TO as
27 V('KIK:)FL3AT(NX)
Is NANO I ~z

00 25 J=193

18 REAU (6093) (IlcI)v.!ltf33)

ICH~incHi,
IF(J.LQ, IRL~b5923

00 TO 5
2I1Lu t2,IT-16 21*74
24 N~aNX*101.-7

00 TO, 16
21 WRTE~ (fiaL......
2? FORMAT (10',27NI'4PUJT ERR34 IN SUBR. IkQJIRE)

MTP
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SUA0iIT~IME qTFPI
REAL MltM2tLIL2#LC

C04MON/UATe/ 1CH,PIAS0*.Ul*A82

CU 4MON/DAT 4/ RC Rt V4.L)10T H 21 ) ,XR1 sX 42 tT4RItT 2 TH 3 # r44 tF(4)

r...Z ON rQI CI)~ .,-it I jig;g s1'*1 iS Z( ,ici) Ai i f~i 'i hol.

00 200 Ju1.21
Y4Lv~ 13 1gn-c
V(4oJ) =0.5

Zan vf5. ii =0.5
DO 100 i=2#13
10 inn .1jN

V(I#J)=V c19J)*CF

Kul
XI1#K)zV(Ztl)

00 1 J=3,1J

I CONJTINUE
00 25 13=19'4C

C THS LOP SRS Tf, FOLLOWING ACTAIE BANC, C2RRELTIOp-i EAGJnS
C 250hz 0"1.

C 4 o0'iZ

C #2od

YC 6,50H t*42 6 aI o

Y( 1#3±lY( 1913) *15

Y( 9913:YC 9913) 2 .0

YI j jI J~ Y1lJ I3) * 465 _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _

vi 7913) m MA( 611j) c xc6?)(1.Oc7%t7F
VC 133a X( 7,1i) =_________
Vt 9013) aX ( 8,11) XC tOat3) 1).0 t s 10o 0))

L~v1) Ma Xf 9oI3 a .3) K(. gel J! 0/?o.3U _______

VC=xI3) MTJ j ((0I)(~~*3.0/20.31)
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00 9 IalNC

00 8 KBSll
9 SU'fSUM.10.Q* ((I) /1.Q)
Y (1,2,3)=1g.O*ALO0Gl(SU4)

9 CONTINUE
WRITE (61#2)

a FR0IAT (10X11?9EXPERtMENTAL DATA /1OXt794TA86E SHOWIN~i 2CT4VF 3Av
0AND OVL.HALL SOiJNL PRESSJRE LEVEL. VARIATION dltN A43LE /~
WRITE (61si2) (FCI)oI=*,1D1

f2 FORMlAT (eAt5HiANLE,17Ao45riOCTAVE 3AVJD S3J'4D 'PRESSJRE L
IEVELS #,1?'4H0VER /6K,35$IOEGl, S~s7tP6.O.4X)#5X,3-HALL 1)
DO 3 ImloNC

4 FORM.AT (SX*Fb.1, 5X#?(F6.,s4X)o2X9F6Al)
3 C0OJTINtJE

5 FOMATC~//

XAxV(2#J)
Vg2ZnVcl32,
VI 13.4) agA

6C0%ITINUE
00 7 jalvel
XE 'XI 1IJ)

EX*Yt1.43

RE Tu~n
END-
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UdOTN STEP,
REAL M1.MZOL1.L?#LC

CO0'1ON/OAT2/ ICH#PI*AioU1,A3
S~i.L0MNQkT 31_± _t AP s T Ti I ITT?e j--.YR-U MYEltNR_&avsA

C04MON/Aj
-CO'4MON CEDAt5L~(~~j5.L)j NlJ1.t.J1,P4,VFI-~.,

CO 4404PNII )s;-N 12 1~, 2 1 1 1 i,, 2 1 PN 14 (2)w1.d1 P41 2 121,2 1CO4P4O. CE21L LL h 5 2 SL 1 J AJ JJ i

COMMPON SLIIi 1)SL12(1 ,s21hSL13c1t2flSLj.4(15,21)

RCSxRC*29s92/P*eSJRT (T/5j30)

00 1 Inoc

TZ a ITH(I; *2.S)lPIl18o,
A(IIUPl*2o0*R*1(CQS (TlU-Gps-(T2)l

I C04JTINUE

00 a 1INC

2 C0'4T1AJE

Pw(!(flmALGl9J4jE).1.0w3C

45 FO~'4A? (1i// 1acoustic POWER A4IQ SDV4O00q POWER ItOr:~L

L O1- M --- mj

10 CJ'ITtNUE
0 FO~iR Mo A~~~~t~T1

U141TE 161#1001
100 17044I1T (t14 OVQAL SIAJND POWER L VEtCLE ~

WR I TE (619101) T-I~sol?)

UNITE 06),10f)i T6,vilr)

of 1TE Ibis?
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SViI4OUT!NE STEP3
REAL 41*H29L1#L?#LC
C04MON/DATI/ FF$Z41 '41 (24) ,L1t24) ,LC(?.mIZ4) L~t4)
C04MON/DAT2/ JCH9V?,AdotAdI1.Ad2

C0'14ON PN2t I 9 I It 152l I________

C04MNON SL(O)

EQJIVA4ENCE tASLLl1ISiL;.idfl

00 1 InI.11
CCRPA(I)

D I (t ji ay (sU,J:C 'Co
I C04~T INUE ________________________

00 3 J7

A 70~AT UAV6.? II)

Vl JL J//~k )LY.?

E 14d
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SU1ROUTTNE STEP%
REAL fIj. 2LI. L2.LC

COMON/0AT2/ JCH#PIAU094aIlA82
CO'IMON/CPAT3/ RNAP.TTl ,TTPPARVtl1,MM1,4LTHtT.pliqicI.T
COMMON/DAT4/ RCQ.V-4,0YTH(21),XR1,X*,2T4R19I1TH3T444,F(14)
COW4ION/DAT5/ N.,NC@MVj13sPIU
C04MON ~EM,2V2#X l~t213,Y(12,#21) 9A(21) #WC11l? Vi(11) gal(11,21)

COMMON PNIc(1),rN412c21),PN13(21),PN4z1)P'i1(213,PN2czl)
CQ4ONj P ?1 .PN'c2 .N1(21 .PN24(21)

COMMON SI11(1S.,l).SI12(tS.,).SL13(15.21h#SL14(15921)

DO 3 In] tf4C
ALlU~j)XR/SIN (THU * 0 /ROO

WZ2=ALOG1Q CAL2CI )/R) '2o.0
00 1 J=IlI
SLLIIJI)=Y(JI)-wZI

1 CO'JTINUE
DO 4 J..... - -

J?=J.10

SLL2(JI*T)2;SLL2(J29n'-I.o
4 CO iTINUE

SSI.S.2:--j3'S =S1-SaS2c.S40.0 ___

WZl=ALI (II/1000.0
WZ2rAL2CI)/10QQ,
00 a JUZ,15
ALF 10.**FCIIONCJ*THRI)
SF 10.*AL0Gl0(THR1/THR)

SL-11Cj9I)=SLLfjjI)-ALF*4Zl iSF
SL21(JfI)=SLL2(j#I)-AL*4Z2 #SF

.ALFE = -10A**FCTIO'I4,jTHR2,
SF c 10,*ALOU10(rMR2/THR)
SL12(JtI)=SLLI(JsI)-ALP*4Z1 +SF
SL22CJ,)SLL2(JtI)-ALF*4Z2 *SF
ALF = o,#*FCTIOI(J#TH:?3,
SF l0.*AL06G1(T1R3/Trip

SLZ3CJtIUSLL2(J'I)-ALF*4Z2 *SF
ALF J 0.**FQTIC)N(J.THR4*,
SF l0.*AL0;0(THR4/T4R)

SLa4(JfI)=SLL2(J9I)-ALF*4Z2 +SF

5S12=SSI2.10.0*(SL12(J, I)'0.1
SS13=SS1.4410.O*4 (SL13(Jt) *O.fl____________________
SS14uSS14+1.0.**(SL14(Js1)*0,I)

SS21=SSa .100** (S-L2Z(,)*.

S S23 =S S 2 3+ 1. 0 *jLL.-g ) (_________ 1 1
SS24=SS24+10.0** (SL24(J, t)*o.l)

AL 01,**FCT10%4JqJTHg2
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W~

SLLI(JqI) SLL1(Jol) - ALFOWZI
SL62(Jtd) SLLP,nl - LOZ

2 CONITINUE

SL12 C1,I,:ALO(3i~tS1 ) 10.

SL14CII3=ALOOSSj4) 410*

SL22(191)=ALUjGlo{SS22) *10,

SL24(jI)=ALO,1Q(SS24) *10.
CO4TN
CALL OLLFER (FTTHRtSL11,PN11)

L L2JJER (JFti~THtHR2.S,12oPN12I ____________

CALL OLLER (FqTHjR#ThR3vS'.l3oPN13)
CALL OLLER-(F#-TH~vT'q4tSl 1!k ~ I~i .......
CALL OLLER (F#T4RtTM.~1tSj.2jPN2j)
CALL OLLER (F#THR#THR2..SL22PN22)
CALL OLLER (FtTI.$sTH43tSL23#PN23)
CALL OLLIR (FT~TR S-. IN4
CALL HEAD CTI*RT?RvSLI11PNjjtALl)
CAL.L HEAD (TH ,Tr1R2# 12#PNl~iALI _
CALL HEAD (THR*TI1R3tSL13#PN13YALI)
CALL HEAt' (THR,TH'4SL14vPNIA.ALl)
CALL HEAD (THRtTH141,SL21,PN219AL2)
CALL HEAD (TH~trIR~tSL?2PN?PtA! Z)
CALL HEAD (THRTlR3#SLZ3,PNR39AL2)

CALL PL0T2(AL2tPNZ1P42?,PN23PN24RJ)

END
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SU3ROUTINE OLLEP-(F#TH~ttHR1,SLt,'N)________r REAL MIM29LltL2sLC#LCC
CO0IMON/DAT1/ FF(24),.41c24),L1(24).LC(24),M2(24).L2t241
DIMEN.SION F(1)9SL(je.1) ,0'c1,
DO S 1::1921
DO 100 Jxi,15
IF(SL(J,!)*GTq,136.0) 1019100

101 PNCI)=777#7
GO TO !i

XP4AX=SMAX=0. c

FREQ=FWI)=40.0.33.3;LOG1:::

26C~1 I ( Y2Y1 5Q*)2?s6jjj~~1

IF (SL(JT,IXC.L) 

14 AMM2*EQ ) 30(931,)M(1 *FE-1)/F~

3 O AWXM0*3(4X-M

SGO T a .+3.*L0l(W

31 COVINU
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SUBROUTINE 4EA0 (THR#T'IRfSLqPNqAL)
DIMENSION ALai) ,PNC1, 9SL(1S,1) .FM(I4)
REAL MltMZ.LIl*29LQ
COqM0N/DAT3/ RN
C0I4ON/DAT4/ RC.R.VM.DT.TH(21 ) XR1,XR2,THR1.TJ2T3TH4R4,F1.)
DO 10 Jul.14
FM(Jl=F (J)*SQRT(Te4R/THRY,

10 C04dTINUE
WHITE (61911 RN9THR#THRI!

1 FORMAT (6(/) IHI, 10X 10AIRUN NUMBER, FJO.0, 4.(/)
* IOX ISHMODEL THRUST x . F1093, 5x 20F6-SCi
lfR.JST a s F10.3,//i 5X 2Mot 7X SHP4DS*, SX95HOASPL,12X 4SHOCTAvE

WRITEbl,?7) (FM(I)t1a4,14)
7 FORMAT (29XtllUE8.11/)

00 2 1=1921
WRITE (61,61-AL(I) ,PN(I) ,SL(2X') SL(JlI,(SL(JfltjxSel5I

2 CON4TINUE
6 fOR4AT (1XP7.1,F?.I,1il(,P5. ,H) ,F7.1,11(FB2))

RETURN
END

F'UfnT!ON FCTTONtJ#TRwII
REAL Ml#M2vL1,LP..LC
C04HM0N/QATZ/ !CHtPI.A'~ns4@l&AB?
COMMOI/UAT3/ RNAb',TTTt2,PR.ARVRV1RMtE41#THqt#p,~,C~.TB

FREG a F(J.1)*SQRT(THR/TjRI)**QQ1
XzxALoaI a(FREQ)
FCTIO4 a AB30.XZ*(Ael*A92.XZ)

-RETUR~N
END
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SVBR~OUT-YNE PLOT2 (Xs Yle Y2o Y3o Y4v R4)
DIM4ENSION X(21)t Y1C2U,9 Y2(21)9 Y3(21)9 Y4(21)9 IC4AR(4)
IC.4AR(13:4Hi 10K$~ tCHIA(2)x4H 20K S ICHAR(3)z4H tfiI

Do 75 1mil2i
X(I)%SQRT(X(I)**a - 2250o000,)

?R Co 'T TNU

76 C4IU
CALL PLOT(7.l, Q.0, 2)
XDx7.0
DO 1 1=10
CALL PLOT(XD,0.0, 3)
CALL PLOT(ADQfl.05i 21
XDaXD-190

1 CONTINUE
CALL PLOT(U0, 0.09 3)
CAL LTga 890,p 2)

DO 2 Iv1.8
CALL PLOT(D.0, YOV 3)
CALL PLOT(0.05. YO, 21
Y~UYD-1 .0

2 C04TINVE
XPU.001*X(1)4l,0

CALL IPLOT(XP4.05,YP,3)
CALL PLO.TCXP,Jb9YP-.39,P)
CALL SYMB0L(XP*#32# YP-#47, *16# ICHAR~i), 0, 14)
CALL PLoT(XP, YP, 31
00 3 1.2#21

YPZOO1*Y1CI) -50
CALL PLOT(XP# YP. 2)

3 CONTINUE

CAP40TY(X.$#P3

CALL PLOT(AP,,35tYp-,13#a)
CALL SYMFP0L(xp*932, YP-#21i .16s ICHAR(2), Ot 4)
CALL PLOT(APq YP-9 )

CALL PLOT(X.P# YP, 2)

AP.. 001.x l)*..

CALL PLOT(AP4.35tYP.,3)

CALL --SYM836(AP+#JZt YPo~ .169 1cHA'R(3)# Ot 4)
CALL PLOT(AP, VPs 3)

CALL PLOT(XP, VP, 2)
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50 C0'4TINUE
XPB.0O 1*xc(1) .o
YPxool*Y4(lV.5.0
CALL PLOT (XP..fl~vYP#3)
C--A-LL PLOT(AP+*359YP*.3192)
CALL SYM60L(xP*.32. Yp..31* .16t ICHAR(4)t 0* 4)
CALL PLOT(XP# YP# 3)
DQ .001Aiv2#21.

CALL PLUTC.Pt YP. 2)
.60i C0~4TINUE

ICIAQ(l). 404RtJN S ICA4ARC2)n 4HAIO*
CALL SYMBOLt.2SI 8.5. ,1.$#ICjeR(. 0. 41
CALL SYMBOL(999.9 999*t sib# ICHAM(2), 0, 4)
CjALL NUMR('92.t 9Q9*t. 16. RNt 0, -1)
CALL VLOTt C10.0q".3)
RETUgN
END
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APPENDIX D

SUMMARY OF OVERALL SOUND POWER LEVEL DATA

This appendix contains a set of 28 graphs which present the overall sound power level
data, scaled to a 20,000 pound thrust engine, as a function of the ratio of secondary
mass flow to primary mass flow. Each graph corresponds to one of the principal groups
of runs defined in Table A-].
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Experimental Run Numbers 102-117

190 Primary Nozzle Temperature = 640F
Primary Nozzle Pressure Ratio = 1.6

N, Primary Nozzle Coplanar with Secondary Nozzle

ISO- Approximate

Vel. Ratio (LA/Up)
* 0.35

70 - Area Ratio n 0.70
S170 5 2 A 1.0

160

V. .

150
2

0
140-

• I LJ I I I .I

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

Experimental Run Numbers 119-130

190 Primary Nozzle Temperature - 640F
Primary Nozzle Pressure Ratio - 2.5
Primary Nozzle Coplanar with Secondary Nozzle

S180 Approximate
0O Area RatIo Vel, Ratio (Ld/U)

* * 0,38
jl1 _' J 5 10 8 0.73

A 0. 85

160

150- ~ ~

-10

140-

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 1o 20
Ratio of S~condory Mats Flow to Primary Most Flow

Figure D-1.* Variation In Overall Sound Power with Bypass Ratio for Thrusts
Scaled to 20,000 Lbs.
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Experimental Run Numbers 132-143

190 Primary Nozzle Temperature = 64 F
Primary Nozzle Pressure Ratio = 3.5
Primary Nozzle Coplanar with Secondary Nozzle

3 180 Area Ratio Approximate

o 1 2 5 10 Vel Ratio (M/Up)
i ; 0.35

U 0.67
10A 0.75

C

160

C

= 150

0

140

I .| I I -

2 4 6 3 10 12 14 16 l8 20

Experimental Run Numbers 145-156

Primary Nozzle Temperature 4500F
190 Primary Nozzle Pressure Ratio 1.6
1e Ri Primary Nozzle Coplanar with Secondary Nozzle

too-8( Area Rtio Appoxito

1 2 5 10 Vel. Ratio (L/Up)

7' / \ . 0.38
~ 17 / S 0.73

-10 0.88

160-

0-
I 1

2 4 6 B 10 12 14 16 16 20
Ratio of Secomdoy Mou Flow to Ptimary Moss Flow

Figure D-1. continued ... Variation in Overall Sound Power with Bypass
Ratio for Thrusts Scaled to 20,000 Lbs.
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Experimental Run Numbers 158-165

190 Primary Nozzle Temperature = 450°F
Primary Nozzle Pressure Ratio = 2.5
Primary Nozzle Coplanar with Secondary Nozzle" " Area Ratio

1 1 2 5 10
M 180Approximate

2 7 Vel. Ratio (LA/Up)
* 0.41

- * 0.66
~170-

160

C

= 150a

0

140

. , , ,, A , I _ .

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

Experime*ntol Run Number 167-174

0-Primary N tl: Tempetotuee 4 05°19CPrimary Nozzl Ptessurt Raoo 3.5

Plimory Noxtle Copanar with Secondary Noxile

8 1g I 2 5 tO
Appiom~malt

--_ 'Vol. Rolio (4
0.42

a 0.37
1l7

160

0

I - ii i . I • I 1 i , ,

2 4 6 B 10 12 14 16 lB 20
tio of Seco*dfa Mat IFlow to Prliuwoy Mmi Flow

Figure D-1. continued ... Variation in Overall Sound Power with Bypass
Ratio for Thrusts Scaled to 20,000 Lbs.
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Experimental Run Numbers 176-187

190- Primary Nozzle Temperature = 8009F
Primary Nozzle Pressure Ratio = 1.4
Primary Nozzle Coplanar with Secondary Nozzle

180 Area Ratio Approximate

10 1 2 5 10 Vet. Ratio (4/Up)
/ 0 0.37

1a 0.70
170 A 0.77

e 160-

0

C

140

4 6 a t0 12 !4 16 Is 20

ERpoelmefl Run Numbets 1t9-196

Primary Notle Terpetolur - 6000 F
190 Pcl~m13yl No;slo Ptet-uro R*I;O - 2,5

A-. Rtoo Ptin'ary Notil. Coplaow with Scosvaiy Noxl.I

0 I 2 5 to.. ....

2 Vol. Za (LAA.1p)

0.3

170 0 0.57

ISO

=, , , .. 1, 1 .

2 4 6 9 10 12 14 16 to A)
io.o of Secondary Mot Flow to s,,a, y ).t Flow

Figure D-1. ,ontinued ... Variation in Overall Sound Power with Bypass
Ratio for Thrusts Scaled to 20,000 lbs.



Experimental Run Number 194-205

190 Area Rotio Primary Nozzle Temaer e = 800'F
Primary Nozzle Promuro Ratio = 3.5

1 2 5 10 Primary Nozzle C plonor witlh Secoodory Nozzle
6 M/ 180!1, 

App roximate
V,-4.Ratio (4/Up,)o I7 _ _0.38

-"2 0.48
170 I

I-

16016

40 18 20

to- Ilmmoty Not.-le To.Noictutt 66 OF
Mmwj Noazzlo Ps.~wr.1o -~ 1.6

PASWWy Not.-IV fully foiw4A4

Vol. 901.o NA 1

* 0.35

C?

Aoo WA. S 3.0

I 6 I0 2 14 16 I1 00

SWlo of Kce tnfd Mmk I to k;w Met% flow

Figure D-1. continued .. Variotion in Overall Sound Power with Bypas
Ratio for Thrusts Scoled to 20,000 Lbs.
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Experimental Run Numbers 231-242

190- Primary Nozzle Temperature = 66F
Primary Nozzle Pressure Ratio = 2.5
Primary Nozzle Fully Extended

a

180 Approximate

o Vel. Ratio (l./Up)
Area Ratio * 0.38

U 0.72
0170 1 2 5 10 A 0.85

160

0
1^

- 150c
a

0

14C

2 4 6 8 lO 12 14 16 Is 20

Experimental Run Numbers 243-254

19-Primary Nozzle Temperature = 66F
I9C Primary Nozz;e Pressure Ratio = 3.5

. Primary Nozzle Fully Extended

180- Area Ratio~Approximate
=o1 2 5 10 Vol. Ratio ( ,/Up)

0.0

1 7 0 2 -- / -- 0 . 6 8
v •A 0.75

160-

IAO

- 150

0

140

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
Ratio of Sero, dory Moss Flow to Primary Moss Flow

i Figure D-1. continued ... Variation in Overoll Sound Power with gypass10eRatio for Thrusts Scaled to 20,000 Lbs.
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Experimental Run Numbers 255-266

Primary Nozzle Temperature = 450OF
Prinaary Nozzle Pressure Ratio = 1.6
Primary Nozzle Fully Extended

IO tl3Approximate
Vel. Ratio (A/Uo)

0 Area Ratio c 0.39
1 0.73

170 1 2 5 10 *0.73

0
-j 5

160

CZ
150-

0

140-

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

Experimental Run Numbers 267-274

190 Primary Nozzle Tmperature = 450F
Primary Nozzle Pressure Ratio = 2.5
Primary Nozzle Fully Extended

C 180 Area Ratio Approximate

1 2 5 1 Vel. Ratio (IA/Up)
•. 0.40

S170 U 0.65

160OL

0

140

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
Ratio of Secondary Moss Flow to Primary Moss Flow

Figure D-1. continued .. Variation in Overall Sound Power with Bypass

Ratio for Thrusts Scaled to 20,000 Lbs.
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Experimental Run Numbers 275-282
190 Primary Nozzle Temperature = 4,9:) F

Primary Nozzle Pressure Ratio = 3.5

Primary Nozzle Fully Extended

. 180 5 1 0 IApproximate
Vel. Ratio (q/Up)

e 0.42
.7 *0.58

170 -

160

- 1,50

0

-- - ,I I I I . . .I III ,

2 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

Experimental Run Numbers 283-292

190 Primary Nozzle Temperature = 8000F
Primary Nozzle Pressure Ratio = 1.6
Primary Nozzle Fully Extended

S1801 Approximate

o Area Ratio Vel. Ratio (LU/Up)
•0 0.37

1 2 5 U 0.69170->z 0.- / 076

160
0

=150-

0

140-

I.% L = , . lI . j . = I I I

2 4 6 8 10 12 4 16 18 20

Ratio of Secondary Mass Flow to Primory Mass Flow

Figure D-1. contiaued ... Variation in Overnil Sound Power with Bypass
Ratio for Thrusts Scaled to 20, 000 Lbs.
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Experimental Run Numbers 311-326

190 Primary Nozzle Temperature = 74F
Primary Nozzle Pressure Ratio = 1.6
Primary Nozzle Fully Retracted

IO8 0 Approximate

Vol. Ratio (Lb/Up)
" 0.37

SU i 0.94

- 170 Area Ratio

1 2 5 10

Y 
-2157
0

140

140[ i . i

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

Exporimental Run Numbers 327-338

Primary Nozzle Temperature = 74°F
190- Primary Nozzle Pressure Ratio = 2.5

Primary Nozzle Fully Retracted

180 Area Ratio Approximate

1 2 5 10 Vel. Ratio (I/Up)
0 7 *0.40

1 0.99170- 
1.47

4)

S160

ga

a

150-

0

140

A' I, I I I I I

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

Ratio of Secondary Mas Flow to Primary Moss Flow

Figure D-1 continued Variation in Overall Sound Power with Bypass
Ratio for Thrusts Scaled to 20,000 Lbs.
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Experimental Run Numbers 339-350

190 Primary Nozzle Temperature = 74F
Pr;,'iory Nozzle Pressure Ratio = 3.5

Area Ratio Primary Nozzle Fully Retracted

1 1 2 5 10
180- Approximate

Vel. Ratio (Ls/Up)
- 0.37
0 0.85

70 A 1.01

160Co
'a

150-

0

140

I , I I ,, I i , I, I . .

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

Experimental Run Numbers 407-422
190 Primary Nozzle Temperature = 600F

Primary Nozzle Pressure Ratio = 1.6
i Primary Nozzle Half Extended

180-Ae ai
C 80 Approximate

Area Ratio Vel. Ratio (Us/Up)
41 * 0.35

WO - 1 2 5 10 W 0.70
A 1.0

* 1.15

i 160/
"a

0

ISa

140-

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
Ratio of Secondary Moss Flow to Primary Moss Flow

Figure D-1. continued ... Variation in Overall Sound Power with Bypass
Ratio for Thrusts Scaled to 20,000 Lbs.
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Experimental Run Numbers 423-434

90Primary Nozzle Temperature 60
Primary Nozzle Pressure Ratio = 2.5
Primary Nozzle Half Extended

1, 180- Area Ratio Approximate
1 2 10Vel. Ratio (L/Up)

o 1 2 10 * 0.38
* / * 0.72

.. 170-A 0.85

160C
-0

SO-

0

140-

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

Experimental Run Numbers 435-446

190Primary Nozzle Temperature = 60 F
190- Primary Nozzle Pressure Ratio = 3.5

Primary Nozzle Half Extended

180IS Area Ratio Approximate
1o 1 2 5 10 Val. Ratio (Li/Up)

* * 0,36
~ 70 L 0.69

0A 0.75

I160-
0

C

0

140-

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
Ratio of Secoindary Mass Flow to Primary Moss Flow

Figure D-1. continued ... Variation in Overall Sound Power with Bypass
Ratio for Thrusts Scaled to 20,,000 Lbs.
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Experimental Run Numbers 447-458

190Primary Nozzle Temperature = 4600F
Primary Nozzle Pressure Ratio =1.6

Primary Nozzle Half Extended

1 0 2 5 10Vel. Ratio (L/Up)l
0 0.38
m 0.73

170- A 0.88

T60

150

a

0140-

L0 1'2 14 16 1 2

Experimental Run Numbers 459-466

'90Primary Nozzle Temperature = 4600F

Primary Nozzle Pressure Ratio =2.5

180 reaRati 10Primary Nozzle Half Extended

Approximate
o Vel. Ratio (LU/'P)

0 0.40
170- 0.65

C

0

140-

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
Ratio of Secondary Mast Flow to Primary Moss Flow

Figure D.. continued ... Variation in Overall Sound Power with Bypass
Ratio for Thrusts Scaled to 20, 000 Lbs.
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Experimental Run Numbers 467-474

190 Area Ratio Primary Nozzle Temperature = 460°F
Primary Nozzle Pressure Ratio = 3.5

1 2 5 10 Primary Nozzle Half Extended

C.) 180- Approximate
-o Vel. Ratio (L/Up)

0.42
U 0.58

S170-

C
160:

"o

0-

0

140

, I I I

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 le 20

Experimental Run Number% 503-516

Primary Nozzle Temperature - 70°F
190 Primary Nozzle Pressure Ratio 1.6

Primary Nozzle Half Retracted
180-

1Approximate

SArea Rato Vel. Ratio (M/Up)
I0 0.37

1 2 5 10 U 0.94170

i160-

0

140

2 4 6 10 12 14 16 1 20
Rollo of Scondory Mos Flow to Prleoy Mote Flow

Figure D-1. continued ... Variation in Overall Sound Power with Bypass
Ratio for Thrusts Scaled to 20,000 Lbs.
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Experimental Run Numbers 519-530

190 Primary Nozzle Temperature = 70°F
Primary Nozzle Pressure Ratio = 2.5
Primary Nozzle Half Retracted

c 180 Area Ratio Approximate

S2 10 Val. Ratio (L/Uo)__./ , ]2 5 ] I .0.40 -

/ 0.97
170 A 1.47

160

=150-0
a.
-o

140

| ._! I , i _ I , I , I/

2 4 6 8 0 12 14 16 i8 20

Experimental Run NumbEn 531-542

Primary Nozzle Temperature a 70°F
Primary Nozzle Ptesture Rutio 3,5

Area Wtt Primory Nozzle Hal Retacted

loo 1 2 5 10
/ Approximate

o Vol. Ratio (UI/Up)
a 0.37

170, & 1.02

I- I I

2 4 6 9 tO 1? 14 16 19 20

. aio ci 5.carndoy Mat Flow to ivmary MotJ Flow

SFigure D-I. concluded .. Variation In Overall Sound Power with Bypass

!i Ratio for Thrusts Scaled to 20,000 Lbs.
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APPENDIX E

SUMMARY OF MAXIMUM
PERCEIVED NOISE LEVEL DATA

This appendix contains a set of 28 graphs which present the maximum perceived noise
level data on the 1500-foot sideline, scaled to a 20,000 pound thrust engine, as a
function of the ratio of secondary mass flow to primary mass flow. Each graph cor-
responds to one of the principal groups of runs defined in Table A-i.
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Experimental Run Numbers 102-117

2" 130 Primary Nozzle Temperature = 64°F
Primary Nozzle Pressure Ratio = 1.6
Primary Nozzle Coplanar with Secondary Nozzle

1 120 Approximate
" V.. Ratio (ui/up)

Z * 0.35
11• 0.70

110 Area Ratio A 1.0'U 1. ,154 2 5 10

-100

.80
I

Exp'mentol Run Numben 119-130
SPrl~iy Nozzle TeV fmtet 64VF

130Z Primy No~tie Pietnur, Roilo - 2.5

PriIeoty Notli. Coplonat with S.coft4aty Notul.

- 120 A IDotiMOle

At** Refit V4 u,. k

110 .,2 I10 0.3
I 2 00 0

~90

2 4 6 U 10 i2 14 16 18 0
to#;* of Sow~ Mon~ IFtow lo, hwy Amt flow

Figure E-1. Variation in Maximum Perceived Noise Level on a 1500-Foot
Sideline with Bypass Ratio for Thnusts Scaled to 20,000 Lbs.
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Experimentol Run Numbers 132-143

"130 Primary Nozzle Temperature - 64°F
"o Primary Nozzle Pressure Ratio = 3.5

Primary Nozzle Coplanar with Secondary Nozzle

120 Approximate
Area Rtio Vol. Ratio (Lh/Up)

1 2 5 10 .0.35

110 * 0.75

00

/

0

ao /

-

2 4 6 e 10 12 14 16 18 20

i q3 hiffttey Nozsle Too~trolu, 45eF
fftOy No~IeN#~~~ R*, -1.6

P imey No.li Cleir -l $iry NSoclo

At" ReiI vol. tq/uo)I
V..Rai f/ A~

0 2 5 10 0

0 .
so -

ili  Figure E-1. conitinued ... Variation in Maximum Perceived Noise Level on

a 1500-Foot Sideline with Bypass Ratio for Thrusts Scaled to
,, 20,000 Lbs.
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Experimental Run Numbers 158-165

Z 130 Primary Nozzle Vemperatuie - 4500F
Primary Nozzle Pressure Ratio - 2.5
Primary Nozzle Coplanar with Secondary Nozzle

120 Area Ratio Approximate
0 Vol. Ratio (L4up)

110 a06
u

E

100

S90

" 80

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 to ;q

Eapeolw ool Ntu.eh-4,i 167.74

Pn~jyNottle Y.mw*z- 40F
P'h'Roe$Y NOzzle Pvke 4* - 3.5
N.#.*tv Nettle Coj w r W i-A -OY Noalo

.120 Aleto oio

11 2 S iIt

2 4 6 6 I0 1 1& 16 * t WA,

40;o 0~ Sectadwy Metau l so~~ hk ess A PFlo

Figure E-1. continued ... Voriotion in Maximum Perceived Noise Level on
a 1500-Foot Sideline with Bypass Ratio for Thrusts Scoled to
20,000 Lbs.
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Experimental Run Numbers 176-187

Z" 130 Primary Nozzle Temperature = 8000F
Z Primary Nozzle Pressure Ratio = 1.6

Primary Nozzle Coplarar with Secondary Nozzle

3 120 Area Ratio Approximate
VVel. Ratio (LU/Up)

01 2 5 10
z 0. 37
-aI 0.70

110 A 0.77

..

100

Ya
§ 90

E

" 80

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

,I I 1 I I IrZ" ' ' ''I I I I

Experimental Run Numbers 189-196

2U" i30 Primary Nozzle Temperature = 800°F
0 Primary Nozzle Pressure Ratio = 2.5

Primary Nozzle Coplanar with Secondary Nozzle

120 Area Ratio~Approximate
0 1 2 5 o Vel. Ratio (uAup)

]110 0 0.57

v 100

S90

.80

2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 18 20
Ratio of Secondafy Mass Flow to Primary Mass Flow

Figure E-1. continued ... Va ation in Maximum Perceived Noise Level on
a 1500-Foot Sideline with Bypass Ratio for Thrusts Scaled to
20,000 Lbs.
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Exporimintol Run Nkn'abs.a 198-205

a 130 Pr*,t,-rNozzle Terr~rture = m
Z ~Prirsr.ry Nozzle Pressur', Xatio =3.

Aa Ratio Praxony Nozzle Coplanar with Ser.3u&ry Noz,19

120 I 2 /Approximate
-~ / Val. Ratio (tA/Up)

Z I*0. 3a/ 0 0.48
U

a100

S8[10 12 14 16 18 20

Experimental Run Numbers 215-230

ao130 Primary Nozzle Temperature -66OF
Z Primary Nozzle Pressure Ratio = 1.6

Primary Nozzle Fully Extended

120 V~at3~AP

Are Ratio Ra 1.15~p

~0.3

2 4 8 1 12 4 161 20

Figure E-1 Aracatiod..V raini aium PrevdN ieLvlo

EE
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I Exper' mental Run Numbors 231-242

r 130 Primory Nozzle Temperature = 660F
"j Prim3ry Nozzle Pressure Ratio = 2.5

Primory Nozfle Fully Extended

a, 120 Approximate
I IVol. Ratio (U/Up)
a Area Ratio 0.3 tl 8 .Z

-0 1 2 5 To 0.72
-0 A 0.85

U /
C-L

100 7

90

E

" 80 ]
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

Experimental Run Numbers 243-254

"130 Primary Nozzle Temperature = 660F
Z Primary Nozzlo P.-essure Ratio = 3.5

Primary Nozzle Fully Extended

120 Approximate
Area Ratio06 Val. Ratio (Lq/up)

Z 2 5 10 * 0.36

" 1 A 0.75

45 100

I 90

E

80 80

2 4 6 8 I0 12 14 16 18 20
Ratio of Secondary Mass Flow to Primary Mass Flow

Figure E-1. continued ... Varlutlon in Maximum Perceived Noise Level on
. a 1500-Foot Sideline with Bypass Ratio for Thrusts Scaled to

20, 000 Lbs.
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Experimental Run Numbers 255-266

" 130 Primary Nozzle Temperature = 450°F
Primury Nozzle Prossure Ratio = 1.6
Primary Nozzle Fully Extended

120 Approximate

Vel. Ratio (LS/Lp)z 0 .3,
• 0.73

110 Area Ratio A 0.88

2 2 5 10
• /
e 00i

90

80

I I , I I . t _IJ I .. .

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

Experimental Run Numbers 267-274

S130 Primary Nozzle Temperature = 4500F
z Primary Nozzle Pressure Ratio = 2.5

Primary Nozzle Fully Extended

" 120 Area Ratio Approximate
.6 2 r 10 Vel. Ratio (Us/Up)
z-o •0.40
,- 110 U 0.65
UC

*~100

90

E

8

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
Ratio of Secondary Mats Flow to Primary Mass Flow

Figure E-1. continued ... Variation in Maximum Perceived Noise Level on
a 1500-Foot Sideline with Bypass Ratio for Thrusts Scaled to
20,000 Lbs.
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Experimental Run Numbers 275-282

a 130 Primary Nozzle Temperature = 456OF
'a Primary Nozzle Pressure Ratio =3,5

Primary Nozzle Fully Extended

.~120 Area Ratio Approximate
1 5 1 Vel. Ratio (Lh/Up)

Z .0.42

'D 0 0.58

u

YUa

E

80

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 1s 20

Experimental Run Numbers 283-292

S130 Primary Nozzle Temperature =8000l
7Primary Nozzle Pressure Ratio =1.6

Primary Nozzle Fully Extended

-J 120Approximate
0 Vel. Ratio (tA/Up)
7~ .0.37

Ito ~Area Ratio 006
101 2 5 A 0. 76

100

* ~90

2 4 6 8 t0 12 14 16 18 20

Ratio of Secondary Mass Flow to Primary Moss Flow

Figure E-1 *continued ... Variation in Maximum Perceived Noise Level on
a 1500-Foot Sideline with Bypass Ratio for Thrusts Scaled to
240, 000 Lbs.
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Experimental Run Numbers 311-326

"130 Primary Nozzle Temperature - 74°F
"Z Primary Nozzle Pressure Ratio = 1.6iPrimary Nozzle Fully Retracted

S120 Approximate
Vel. Ratio (L/Up)

Z 0.37

110 u 0.94
C

0

€100 Area Ratio

u 1 2 5 10
,90 .

E
' 80

:E o

I , I I I I , ,Ii
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

i I L

Experimental Run Numbers 327-338

"130 Primary Nozzle Temperature = 74°F
Z Primary Nozzle Pressure Ratio = 2.5Primary Nozzle Fully Retracted

S120
Approximate

0 Vel. Ratio (LUJp)z
-V .0.40

*0.99
* 110 Area Ratio A 1.47

410

C
100

90

' 80

-. I I I I ii

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
Ratio of Secondary Moss Flow to Primary Mass Flow

Figure E-1. continued ... Variation in Maximum Perceived Noise Level on
a 1500-Foot Sideline with Bypass Ratio for Thrusts Scaled to
20,000 Lbs.
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Experimental Run Numbers 339-350

ia 130 Primary Nozzle Temperature = 740F
Primary Nozzle Pressure Ratio 3.5
Primary Nozzle Fully Rotrocted

] 120 Approximate

o AVel. Ratio (Ls/Up)
Area Ratio 0.37

1 2 5 10 .0.85
110 A 1.01

E

oI I

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

. , l ' !I I '

Experimental Run Numbers 407-422

130 Primary Nozzle temperature = 60°F
Primary Nozzle Pressure Ratio = 1.6

4Primary Nozzle Half Extended

120 Approximate

0 lVel. Ratio (uA/Up)
z 0.35

It 0.70-110 .
* £1.0

a. Area Ratio

I 2 5 10

' 80

2 4 6 8 to 12 14 16 1o 20

Ratio of Secondary Mas Flow to Primary Mas Flow

Figure E-1. continued ... Variation in Maximum Perceived Noise Level on
a 1500-Foot Sideline with Bypass Ratio for Thrusts Scaled to
20,000 Lbs.
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Experimental Run Numbers 423-434

2 130 Primary Nozzle Temperature = 60°Fa Primary Nozzle Pressure Ratio = 2.5
Primary Nozzle Half Extended

.' 120 Approximate
.1 jVol. Ratio (U/U)

Z * 0.38
" 0.72

110 Area Ratio A 0.85
u1 2 5 10

0

C=100

S90

E

*80

p LI I , I I ,A , +

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

Experimental Run Number- 435-446

a130 Primary Nozzle Tomporaturo 600 ,
z Primary Nozzle Prt.sufo Ratio r 3.5

Primary Nozzle Half Extcmod

120 Approximate
A"goVol. Ratio (UIA/p)

Z Arco Ratio 0.

1 2 5 10 @0.69
110 --- £0. 75

2 6 9 10 12 14 16 tB 20
Ratio of Socondw'y Mw, flow to Pt;moq Mm%, Flow

Figure E-1. continued ... Variation in Maximum Perceived Noise Level on
a 1500-Foot Sideline with Bypass Ratio for Thrusts Scaled to
20, 000 Lbs.
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Experimental Run Numbers 447-458

130 Primary Nozzle Temperature = 460°F
" Primary Nozzle Pressure Ratio = 1.6ZPrimary Nozzle Half Extended

-5 120 - Approximate
. Vel. Ratio (Lu/P)Z * 0.38-Z 

l 0.73
110 Area Ratio A 0.88

2 1 2 5 10

4100 z

90

E

I ~80

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

ExpWINWeusIl Run Numbet-, 459-.4M
.130 PtimQry Nosti Tempesalur9 460ef

hrny Nestle Prttiute 1411o~ 2.5
PNmuey No:ztle Halt EuP.Aded

Ate R0i Aqsrenurmo#.
I VI. R o.o l;0A/ I

" , 0 " 0.40

9006

I
2 4 6 I0 ;2 I4 16 3 20

Ib .o $o oade,7 Y Flow 4oee Mim Flew

Figure E-1. continued ... Variation in Maximum Perceived Noise Level on
a 15O-Foot Sideline with Bypass Ratio for Thusts Scoled to
20,0E0 Lbs.
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Experimental Run Numbers 467-474

a" 130 Primary Nozzle Temperature = 460°F
Primary Nozzle Pressre Ratio = 3.5
Primary Nozzle Holf Extended

120 Area Ratio Approximate
0 1 2 5 10 vel. Rtio("/up)
Z *.0.42

a 0.58
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Figure E-I. continued ... Voriotion in Moximui Perceived Noise Level on
a 1500-Foot Sideine with Bypass Ratio for Thruss Scaled to
20,000 Lbs.
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Experimental Run Numbers 519-530

a 130 Primary Nozzle Temperature = 70PF
Va Primary Nozzle Pressure Ratio = 2.5

Primary Nozzle Half Retracted

120 Approximate
I Vel. Ratio (t/Up)

Z 0.40

I 0.97
I10 Area Ratio A 1.47

1 2 5 10

-100

~90

8e0

2 4 6 8 I0 I1 14 16 is 20

xpi, ,etfol Run Number 531-U42

Q 130 PriMory Noile ?t.in ture 70oF
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Figum E-1. concluded ... Vorition in Maximum Perceived Noise Level on
o 1500-Foot Sideline with Byposs Ratio for Thruts Stoled to
20,000 Lbs.
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APPEN DIX F

PRIMARY JET SOUND POWER SPECTRA AND
DIRECTIVITY DATA

This appendix contains twelve (12) graphs which give the sound power spectra and
directivity data measured for the three (3) primary nozzles. For each nozzle, the
power spectra are given for three (3) temperatures, followed by three (3) graphs
containing the associated octave band directivities for each temperature condition.
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Figure F-3. Directivilty Pattern for Run Number 144
(Pressure Ratio 1.6, Temperature 4500F).
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Figure F-4. Directivity Pattern for Run Number 175
(Pressure Ratio 1.6, Temperature 800 F).
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Figure F-6. Directivity Pattern for Run Number 118

(Pressure Ratio 2.5, Temperature 60F)
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Figure F-7. Directivity Pattern for Run Number 157
(Pressure Ratio 2.5, Temperature 450F)
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Figure F-8. Direct;vity Pattern for Run Number 188

(Pressure Ratio 2.5, Temperature 8000F).
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Figure F-I 1. Drect'vty Pattern for Run Number 166
(Pressure Rotio 3.5, Teoperature 450 0F)
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APPENDIX G

NOISE OF A SUPERSONIC NOZZLE
OPERATING AT OFF-DESIGN PRESSURE RATIOS

It is to be expected that supersonic nozzles of jet engines, if designed for high-speed
cruise at high altitude, may be operating at off-design pressure ratios at takeoff.
Therefore, it was of interest to explore the noise generated during off-design oper-
otion to determine whether any anomalies may be present. A small number of explora-
tory runs were conducted for this purpose.

It was felt that if any anomalies (such as discrete tones) existed, they would certainly
be apparent in a cold flow (i.e., 60°F). Therefore, the exploratory runs were made

*- with a cold flow, using a supersonic nozzle designed for pressure ratio 3.5. When
* discrete tones occur in a test, even if they are not detectable by ear, they are very

apparent from spikes iii the directivity pattern for the octave band in which they
occur. The computer printout data from these runs was reviewed and no pure tone
anomalies were found.

Seven (7) runs were performed within a aie-hour period, using operating pressure
mrtios ranging from 2.0 to 7.8, and repeating the on-design pressure ratio condition.
Since the computer printout of the data lists the design pressure ratio but not the
operating pressure ratio, that information is given in the table below. (For all other
runs in the project, operating pressure ratio and design pressure ratio were nominally
the same.)

Primary Supply Operating
Run Number Pressure, peg Pressure Rotio

6100 14.6 2.0
601 21.9 2.5
602 29.2 3.0
603 36.5 3.5
604 43.8 4.0
605 63.0 5.4
606 99.5 7.8

SRu 131 provides another data point of on-design operation for the some nozzle. How-

ever, it was run at a different time, with a lower supply temoeraturep and had a
slightly higher moss flov and a 2. 1 dB higher acoustic power when compared to Run 603
in this series. Therefore, it is not used for comparison with these sequential results.
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The directivity index values are shown for alternate runs in Figure G-1. There is a
general trend to a sharper directionality (without shift in angle) as the operating
pressure ratio is increased, btit there are no apparent anomalies or disagreements with
nomial jet noise data. In temis of the octave band spectra at 0 = 450, Figure G-2,
there is no significant change in spectrum shape for off-design operation.

Figure G-3 shows the effect of off-design operation on the model scale sound power
generation with the U8 slope mean data line for the primary nozzles for reference.
Figure G-4 shows similar data for the 1500-foot sideline maximum perceived noise
level. Here, the U8 slope data curve for the other primary nozzles almost fits,
indicating that the off-design conditions affect the power level more than they uffect
the perceived noise level. The reason may be that the sharper directivities for the
nozzle, when operated above design velocity, tend to reduce the relative amount of
noise radiated to the sideline.

It should be mentioned that in all runs except Run 600, the original data showed
broadband noise in the 16 kHz and 31.5 kHz bands, which was removed in the same
way as In the production runs for on-design cases (see Section 4.2). It is known that
over-pressure operation of a convergent nozzle con produce what is called "shock
cell noise," Reference G-1, and has even done o on full-scale engines operating
at altitude, Reference G-2. Such noise is characterized by discrete tones of v
highly drectional nature, whose fundamental frequency (for a %totionary jet) con be
predicted fom:

3d (R - R(G-)

where
1 -fundamentol frequ-ncy, Hz

R - "rot#ng pressure ratio

RC  critical pressure ratio, normally 1.89 (but should be design for a
convergent divergent nozzle)

, ambient speed of sound, ft/sec

d jet exit diametef, ft

The original data (before correction) was reviewed. Anomalies were noted in most of
the runs for the uppet two octave bonds of data (and &ometimes in the upper three
octave bands: 8 kHz, 16 kHz and 31.5 kHz) at 0 = 100 - 110 degrees.

The results for 110 degrees and the upper three octave bonds ore given in Figure G-5.
No anomalies in the directivities were observed at the two lower pressure ratios.
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Figure G-1. Directivity Index for Overall Sound Pressure Level for a
Supersonic Nozzle Operating at Off-Design Pressure Ratios.
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Figure G-2. Octave Band Sound Pressure Spectra at 45 Degrees to Jet
Axis for Supersonic Nozzle Operating at Off-Design
Pressure Ratios.
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Therefore, the U8 slope reference line has been fitted through these points.
Between the pressure ratios of 2.5 and 3.0, the anomaly just appears in the top two
octave bands, with an increase of about 10 dB. At the design pressure ratio of 3.5,
the 8 kHz octave bond begins to increase; by a pressure ratio of 4.0, it is approxi-
mately 12 dB higher than might have been expected. Above the pressure ratio of
4.0, all three bands appear to bo increasing with increasing pressure ratio more
slowly - on the order of U8 or less.

These data clearly show that this anomaly is a function of pressure ratio and begins in
the vicinity of the design pressure ratio. The two higher frequency bands were
affected at a slightly lower pressure ratio than the 8 kHz band - roughly in
accordance with the expectations of Equation (G-1). However, the 1/10th octave
analysis shown in Section 4.2 did not indicate that pure tones are present, but that
the phenomenon is at least an octave wide.

Although the actual optimum pressure ratio for the nozzle is probably slightly
different than 3.5 because of boundary layer effects, it is considered that it could
not be below 3.0 since the nozzle thrust coefficient was about .94, indicating a
relatively thin boundary layer.

To obtain better insight on the problem requires additional runs using noise, schlieren
photography and pressure probes as investigative tools.
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